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Abstrat
The present work deals with the appliation of dierent semiempirial potentials to the
global optimization of transition and noble metal lusters. The three energetially lowest
isomers of gold and silver lusters with up to 150 atoms have been determined. For stru-
tural and energetial omparison, additional omputations have been performed on nikel
and opper systems. The results onrm the appliability of the embedding funtions
even to the smallest metal partiles. In order to determine general luster properties, we
have introdued strutural and energetial desriptors suh as stability funtion, moments
of inertia, radial distribution of distanes, similarity funtion quantifying the similarity
to dierent f and iosahedral fragments, and how muh a luster of N atoms an be
onsidered as made of a N − 1 - atom luster plus one additional atom. When possible,
omparison was made to ab initio and experimental results. While opper, nikel and
silver lusters show very similar strutural and energetial properties, gold lusters dier
markedly from those systems. In ontrast to the regular iosahedral luster growth ob-
served for Ni and Cu, and the deahedral for Ag, the gold partiles show irregular growth
with predominant low-symmetri lowest-energy isomers, and no preferred strutural pat-
tern.
The seond part of this study onerns dynamial proesses of deposition of lusters
on metal surfaes. The luster-luster interations were followed from the Low Energy
Cluster Beam, using a newly developed Moleular Dynamis algorithm, simulating the
experimental proedure. It was found that applying even little kineti energy to the
lusters leads to the formation of diverse (meta)stable produts. The luster moleules
emerged from the ollision proesses had relatively short lifetimes, and were ruially
dependent on the initial orientation of the impating lusters.
Deposition of lusters on substrates was arried out using partiularly stable and
partiularly unstable opper luster strutures. The results showed that at low impat
energies the struture of the smallest deposited luster, Cu13, remained preserved on the
surfae up to relatively high impat energy of 0.5 eV/atom, where it ollapsed on the
surfae forming a monolayer. Similar behavior was observed for the partiularly unstable
Cu18. The nal produts of the luster deposition depended on all parameters of the
deposition proess, i.e., impat energy, luster size, relative orientation and position.
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Abstrakt
Die vorliegende Arbeit beshäftigt sih mit der Anwendung vershiedener semiem-
pirisher Potentiale zur globalen Optimierung von Übergangs- und Edelmetal-Clustern.
Es wurden die drei energetish niedrigsten Isomere von Gold- und Silber-Clustern mit
bis zu 150 Atomen bestimmt. Um die Strukturen und Energien vergleihen zu können,
wurden zusätzlihe Berehnungen mit Nikel- und Kupfer-Systemen durhgeführt. Die
Ergebnisse bestätigen die Anwendbarkeit der Embedding-Funktionen auf kleinste Met-
allpartikel. Um allgemeine Cluster-Eigenshaften bestimmen zu können, wurden struk-
turelle und energetishe Deskriptoren eingeführt, wie zum Beispiel Stabilitätsfunktion,
Massenträgheitsmoment, Radiale Verteilungsfunktion oder Ähnlihkeitsfunktion, welhe
die Ähnlihkeit von vershiedenen f und ikosaedrishen Fragmenten quantiziert und
inwiefern ein Cluster (bestehend) aus N Atomen als ein Cluster aus N − 1 Atomen plus
ein zusätzlihes Atom betrahtet werden kann. Wenn möglih wurde mit ab initio und
experimentellen Ergebnissen verglihen.
Während Cu-, Ni-, und Ag-Cluster sehr ähnlihe strukturelle und energetishe Eigen-
shaften zeigen, untersheiden sih Au-Cluster erheblih von diesen Systemen. Im Gegen-
satz zu dem regelmäÿigen ikosaedralen Cluster-Wahstum, welhes für Ni und Cu beobahtet
wurde, und dem dekaedralen Wahstum für Ag zeigen die Au-Partikel unregelmäÿiges
Wahstum, das zu vorwiegend niedrigsymmetrishen Isomeren führt. In diesem Fall
bevorzugen die Au-Partikel keine bestimmten Wahstumsmuster.
Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit bezieht sih auf dynamishe Prozesse der Deponierung
von Clustern auf metallenen Oberähen. Die Cluster-Cluster-Wehselwirkungen wur-
den dem Low Energy Cluster Beam-Experiment (LECB) nahgeahmt, in dem man einen
Moleular DynamisAlgorithmus entwikelt hat, der die experimentelle Prozedur simuliert.
Man fand heraus, dass selbst niedrige kinetishe Anfangsenergie der Cluster zur Bildung
von vershiedenen (meta)stabilen Produkten führt. Die Cluster-Moleküle, welhe aus
dem Kollisionsprozess entstehen, sind relativ kurzlebig, und hängen entsheidend von der
ursprünglihen Orientierung der zusammenstoÿenden Cluster ab.
Die Deponierung von Clustern auf Oberähen wurde mithilfe von besonders stabilen,
bzw. instabilen Strukturen von Kupfer-Clustern durhgeführt. Diese Ergebnisse zeigen,
dass bei niedrigen Anfangsenergien die Struktur des kleinsten deponierten Clusters, Cu13,
auf der Oberähe erhalten bleibt. Bei höheren Anfangsenergien von 0.5 eV/Atom bildet
das Cluster eine Monoshiht auf der Oberähe. Ein ähnlihes Verhalten wurde mit dem
besonders instabilen Cu18 Cluster beobahtet. Die Endprodukte der Cluster-Deponierung
hängen von allen Parametern des Deponierungsprozesses ab, wie Anfangsenergie, Clus-
tergröÿe, relativer Orientierung, und Position.
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Zusammenfassung
Seit mehr als 20 Jahren sind Cluster ein Brennpunkt für Experimentalisten und
Theoretiker, da sie eine wihtige Rolle in Bereihen wie Nanoindustrie, Katalyse, In-
formationsspeiherung, Kolloid- und Biophysikalisher Chemie sowie dem Transport von
Medikamenten innerhalb des metabolishen Kreislaufes spielen. Die rihtige Bestimmung
der Strukturen der Cluster ist entsheidend für die erfolgreihe Anwendung, da diese
aufgrund ihres groÿen Oberähe/Volumen-Verhältnisses Eigenshaften zeigen, die sehr
empndlih sind in Bezug auf Änderungen in der Cluster-Geometrie. Deshalb kann eine
ungenaue Bestimmung der Struktur zu falshen Vorhersagen von Cluster-Eigenshaften
führen. Gegenwärtig sind selbst die neuesten experimentellen Tehniken niht in der Lage,
eine zweifellose Zuordnung von bestimmten Geometrien zu einem untersuhten Cluster
durhzuführen. Nur theoretishe Untersuhungen können eine vernünftige Grundzustand-
skonguration für eine gegebene Clustergröÿe ermöglihen. Hier sind die rst-priniples
Methoden auf Berehnungen von vordenierten Kongurationen beshränkt, welhe 10 -
20 Atome enthalten. Es gibt sehr wenige semiempirishe Untersuhungen, die sih auf die
global-Minima Strukturen von Metallen mit bis zu 80 Atomen beziehen. Die Strukturen
der mittelgroÿen und groÿen Cluster mit 80 - 150 Atomen sind bisher noh niht gründlih
untersuht worden. Selbst für die kleinsten Cluster kann das Problem durh Anwendung
der rst-priniples Methoden niht gelöst werden. Es wurden jedoh alternative Meth-
oden vorgeshlagen, welhe eine Kompromisslösung zwishen Genauigkeit und Ezienz
bieten.
Semiempirishe Potentiale, welhe zu der Embedded-Atom Methode (EAM) Familie
gehören sowie das many-body Gupta-Potential wurden erfolgreih auf niedrig-dimensionale
Systeme angewandt, unter anderem Nanodrähte, Oberähendefekte und Legierungen.
In vorherigen Arbeiten hat man die Anwendbarkeit der EAM Methoden zur rihtigen
Beshreibung von kleinsten Ni- und Cu-Clustern bewiesen. Während sowohl die origi-
nale Version, die von Daw, Baskes und Foiles vorgeshlagen wurde, als auh die später
entwikelte Version von Voter und Chen, die Ni- und Cu-Cluster sehr genau beshreiben,
wurde nur die Voter-Chen Version als geeignet für Gold-Cluster betrahtet. Eine alterna-
tive Methode, die Eigenshaften der Gold-Cluster zu beshreiben bietet die modizierte
EAM, so wie sie später von Baskes vorgeshlagen wurde.
Die vorliegende Arbeit basiert auf der Anwendung von EAM- und Gupta-Potentialen
zur globalen Strukturoptimierung von Übergangs- und Edelmetal Clustern. Es wurde
eine globale Strukturoptimierung von kleinen und mittelgroÿen Nanolustern von Cu,
Ni, Ag, und Au durhgeführt. Strukturelle und energetishe Eigenshaften, wie z.B.
Stabilität, Symmetrie, Wahstum, Form der Cluster, Massenträgheitsmoment, Radiale
Verteilungsfunktion, Ähnlihkeitsfunktion, und inwiefern ein Cluster bestehend aus N
Atomen als ein Cluster aus N − 1 Atomen plus ein zusätzlihes Atom betrahtet werden
kann, wurden quantiziert.
Für Gold-Cluster mit bis zu 150 Atomen wurden auh die Vibrationsfrequenzen und
Wärmekapazitäten berehnet. Die bestimmten Vibrationsfrequenzen vom Gold-Dimer,
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180m
−1
, sind in guter Übereinstimmung mit dem experimentellen Wert von 191 m
−1
,
was darauf hindeutet, dass die anderen Frequenzen auh gut reproduziert werden können.
In Übereinstimmung mit früheren experimentellen und theoretishen Untersuhungen er-
hält man durh die Anwendung jedes einzelnes Potentials die global-minimum-Struktur
des Au55 Clusters als niedrig symmetrish. Man fand heraus, dass das globale Minimum
vom Au147 Cluster deutlih niedrigere Energie besitzt als das vollständige dritte Makay
Ikosaeder Au147, was bisher als global-minimum-Struktur für diese Clustergröÿe betra-
htet wurde. Während die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass beide Clustergröÿen niht besonders
stabil sind, weisen das unvollständige zweite Makay Ikosaeder Au54 und das 146-Atom
Dekaeder hohe Stabilität auf, im Gegensatz zu den Ergebnissen von Silber-Clustern.
Unsere Berehnungen weisen darauf hin, dass sowohl mit dem Gupta- als auh mit dem
EAM-Potential die Silber-Cluster energetish und strukturell den Ni- und Cu-Clustern
ähnliher sind, als den Au-Clustern, zumindest für kleine und mittlere Gröÿen. Letzte
theoretishe Untersuhungen mit Ag-Clustern mit bis zu 20 Atomen ordnen diese Än-
lihkeit der mäÿigen s − d Hybridisation, die in Cu und Ag existiert. Ein Vergleih
zwishen unseren Ergebnissen für Ag-Cluster und Berehnungen mit Cu- und Ni-Clustern
lassen ein ähnlihes Wahstum für alle 3 Metalle bis zu ungefähr 55 Atomen erkennen.
Oberhalb dieser Gröÿe wahsen Ni und Cu ikosaedrish, während das überwiegende Wah-
stumsmuster für Ag-Cluster dekaedrish ist. Parallel zu der Auswertung der Cluster-
Eigenshaften wurde eine strukturelle Zuordnung trapped ion eletron diration Daten
für ausgewählte Ag-Cluster-Gröÿen. Man fand heraus, dass ikosaedrishe Strukturen als
besonders stabile Kongurationen für Cluster mit 19, 38, 55, 59, 75, und 79 Atomen do-
minieren. Das Gupta-Potential liefert, dass das Clusterwahstum im Gröÿenbereih 65 -
139 Atomen dekaedrish ist, nur mit Ausnahme von Ag79.
In den meisten Experimenten liegen die Cluster weder in Gasphase vor, noh sind
sie isoliert. Um dynamishe Prozesse in Verbindung mit der Deponierung von Cluster
auf Oberähen zu untersuhen, entwikelten wir einen onstant-energy Moleular Dy-
namis Algorithmus. Indem dieses Programm benutzt wurde, wurden Kollisionsprozesse
studiert, welhe in der Herstellung von Clustern in der LECB experimentellen Tehnik
stattnden. Die Abhängigkeit des Produktes von der Anfangsenergie, relativer Orien-
tierung der zusammenstoÿenden Cluster, und ihrer Gröÿen, wurden untersuht. Dimer-
bildung der Cu4Cu4, Cu7Cu7, Cu10Cu10, Cu13Cu13, Cu14Cu14, und Cu19Cu19 Molekülen
ähnlih zu früheren Ergebnissen für Na-Cluster wurde nahgewiesen. Das Cu4Cu4 Molekül
besitzt eine Lebenszeit von mehr als 8 Piosekunden, dennoh ist die Dimerbildung für
alle Fälle sehr empndlih gegenüber Änderungen in der Anfangsorientierung der kolli-
dierenden Cluster. Für höhere Stoÿenergien wurde eine Dimerbildung niht beobahtet.
Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen, dass man erwarten muÿ, dass selbst unter extrem guten experi-
mentellen Bedingungen Cluster-Cluster-Kollisionsexperimente zu einem breiten Spektrum
von Produkten führen. Die stabilsten Strukturen wurden für sehr niedrige Stoÿenergien
beobahtet.
Shlieÿlih wurde die Deponierung von kleinen und mittelgroÿen Cu-Cluster auf die
Cu(111) Ebene simuliert. Es wurde nah einer Beziehung zwishen Deponierungsen-
ergie der Cluster und der strukturellen und energetishen Charakterisierung der Pro-
4
5dukte gesuht. Eine höhere Stoÿenergie führte zu einer niedrigeren Energie des gesamten
Systems, was mit einer zunehmenden Wehselwirkungsenergie zwishen Oberähe und
Cluster erklärt wurde und niht mit einer Clusterstruktur von höherer Stabilität. Die
kleineren Cluster erreihten höhere maximale innere Temperaturen im Vergleih zu der
gröÿeren Cu55 Struktur, was auf die niedrigere Anzahl von Atomen zurükzuführen war,
welhe zu einer zunehmenden Mobilität führte. Die deponierten Cluster zeigten bedeu-
tende strukturelle Umordnungen auf der Oberähe und verloren shnell die Ähnlihkeit
zur Anfangskonguration. Die Endprodukte der Clusterdeponierung hingen empndlih
von allen Parametern des Deponierungsprozesses ab, wie Clustergröÿe, Stoÿenergie, rela-
tiver Orientierung, und relativer Position.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Clusters form the link between the mirosopi objets onsidered by the atom- and
moleular physis at one extreme and the bulk solids at the other. Their large surfae-to-
volume ratio gives them unique physial and hemial properties. Transition and noble
metal lusters have been reently investigated in onnetion with the synthesis of nanos-
trutured materials and devies, and diverse appliations in the mediinal and olloidal
hemistry, as well as in the atalysis. Their growth or aggregation are in lose relation
with the way they are produed. In the past 20 years, dierent experimental setups have
been developed, like gas aggregation tehniques and sanning tunneling mirosopy.
However, none of the experimental methods has been apable of unambiguous deter-
mination of the luster struture. Therefore, for both theoretiians and experimentalists,
the problem of proper determination of the strutures of the small and medium-sized
partiles remains addressed. Moreover, the quantum-size eets and the evolution from
moleule to bulk system have not been thoroughly disussed. It has been extremely di-
ult to draw a bridge between theory and experiment, as the experimentalists often work
with frations of luster sizes of relatively large partiles (1-2 nm, orresponding to few
hundreds of atoms), while even the most powerful rst priniples studies have diulties
with the global optimizations already at very small luster sizes. For lusters with more
than 10 - 20 atoms unbiased struture determinations are not omputationally feasible,
only seleted strutures with hosen geometries are relaxed. This is also due to the very
large number ( 10
3
- 10
4
) of loal minima already at these luster sizes.
Alternatively, the global optimizations of larger lusters are all based on semiempir-
ial potentials like the EAM, Sutton-Chen, Murrell-Mottram, or the many-body Gupta
potential. With these methods, unbiased alulations have been performed up to the
80-atom luster. The medium-sized lusters ( 80 ≤ N ≤ 150) are still sarely studied.
Besides few rst priniples studies onsidering partiular strutural motifs, there exists
no further investigation on the lusters in this size range.
Mass spetra experiments on lusters have shown that some luster sizes appear very
often in the spetra. These espeially favored energetially strutures were alled 'magi'.
The magi sizes are dierent for the dierent systems. For the transition and noble metal
lusters, for example, 'magi-numbered' lusters are those that possess losed eletroni
7
8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
and/or geometri shell. Suh lusters have number of atoms N = 2, 8, 13, 38, 55, 147,
309, et.
In the present work, the strutural and energetial stability of various isolated transi-
tion and noble metal lusters will be disussed. Some of the studied systems have been
extended up to 150 atoms. Therefore, the use of semiempirial approahes is the only
hoie, if one wants to perform an unbiased struture optimization of lusters with more
than several atoms. The applied omputational sheme allowed us to optimize thousands
of isomers for a luster with 150 atoms in less than one day with very good energetial
and geometrial auray.
In the experiment, the lusters remain very seldom isolated, but rather deposited onto
dierent substrates, whih has beome rapidly an attrative eld in the elaboration of
nanomaterials and nanodevies. The main problem is if the nanopartiles hange signif-
iantly their shapes, and how. In order to study the deposition of these small partiles,
a Moleular Dynamis sheme was developed. The ode used the same semiempirial
potentials with whih the isolated lusters were optimized. Finally, further modiations
were implemented in the Moleular Dynamis program in order to study thermodynamial
properties, suh as melting phenomena.
This work is organized as follows: in Chapter 2 a short introdution to the density
funtional formalism is given, as well as the potentials based on it used in this study.
The algorithms used in the global struture optimization are also desribed. The most
important results for gold lusters with up to 150 atoms are presented in Chapter 3. Their
strutural and energetial properties are disussed in details, a omparison between the
smallest lusters obtained with semiempirial potentials and ab initio studies is made.
Further, thermodynamial properties, like vibrations and heat apaities are presented.
For the same size range, a omparison between dierent semiempirial approahes is made
for silver lusters. The main results, similarities and dierenes between these lusters and
systems we have studied before, are generalized in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, smaller nikel
and opper lusters with up to 60 atoms are studied. Their thermodynamial properties
are ompared to those of the gold lusters in the same size range. The main features of the
developed MD algorithms are desribed in Chapter 6. Their appliation in the ollision
proesses between isolated metal lusters existing in the experiment, and the deposition
of lusters onto metal surfaes, are disussed in Chapters 7 and 8. Finally, in Chapter 8
we summarise and onlude.
Chapter 2
Clusters
The lusters an be onsidered to onstitute a new type of material, sine they often
have properties whih are fundamentally dierent from those of disrete moleules or the
relevant bulk solid. The term luster means an aggregate of a ountable number (2-10
n
,
where n an be as high as 6 or 7) of partiles (i.e atoms or moleules). The onstituent
partiles may be idential, leading to homo-atomi, or they an be two or more dierent
speies - leading to hetero-atomi lusters. These lusters may be studied in the gas phase,
in a luster moleular beam, adsorbed onto a surfae or trapped in an inert matrix.
Clusters are formed by most of the elements in the periodi table - even the rare gases.
Clusters of the oinage metals opper, silver, gold are to be found in stained glass windows
and silver lusters are important in photography. Some lusters, suh as water lusters,
are even found in the atmosphere. Carbon nanolusters are now well known, inluding
the famous soer ball-shaped C60 and related fullerenes and the needle-like nanotubes.
The lusters an be separated into metalli, semiondutor, ioni, rare gas lusters, and
luster moleules.
Metalli elements from aross the periodi table form a wide variety of lusters. These
inlude: the simple s-blok metals suh as the alkali and the alkaline earth metals, where
the bonding is metalli, deloalized and non-diretional, involving primarily the valene
s orbitals; sp-metals, where the bonding involves both the s and the p orbitals and has a
degree of ovalent harater; and the transition metals, where the degree of ovaleny is
greater and there is also higher diretionality in the bonding, whih involves the valene
d orbitals. Metal lusters may be omposed of a single metalli element or of more than
one metal, giving rise to the sublass of intermetalli or nanoalloy lusters.
There is onsiderable experimental and theoretial interest in the study of elemental
lusters in the gas phase and in the solid state. Clusters are of fundamental interest
both due to their own intrinsi properties and beause of the entral position they oupy
between moleular and ondensed matter siene. One of the most ompelling reasons
for studying lusters is that they span a wide range of partile sizes, from the moleular
to the mirorystalline. Clusters also onstitute a new type of material, nanopartiles,
whih may have properties whih are distint from those of either disrete moleules or
bulk matter.
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Sine lusters have a high perentage of their atoms on the surfae, there is a strong
link between the hemistry and physis of lusters and of the surfaes of bulk matter.
As surfae atoms have by denition lower oordination numbers than the bulk atoms,
there is the possibility of luster surfae rearrangements, analogous to the reonstrutions
observed for bulk surfaes, whih lower the luster's surfae energy by forming additional
surfae bonds. Clusters may also be stabilized by the oordination of ligands to their
surfae. The reativity of under-oordinated surfae atoms makes lusters of interest as
models for heterogeneous atalysis on bulk metal surfaes. In fat, sine metal lusters
are small metal partiles, lusters (generally supported on an inert oxide substrate) an
themselves be used as very nely dispersed metal for atalysis.
A large nanotehnology industry has sprung up on the past deade, motivated by the
need to build devies for a variety of eletroni, optial, magneti and even mehanial ap-
pliations, often using lusters as the basi building bloks. Another rapidly growing area
of nanotehnology is the eld of organi and bio-organi nanosiene, whih enompasses
topis suh as supramoleular hemistry and moleular reognition, ritial for the design
of moleular sale mahines and omputers. At the beginning of the twenty-rst entury,
lusters promise to play a pivotal role as omponents in novel eletroni, magneti and
optial devies.
Sine many luster properties (e.g. luster geometries, binding energies and energy
barriers) are not easily measured diretly from experiment, theoretial models and om-
putational methods have been very useful in helping to interpret spetrosopi (e.g. UV-
visible and photoeletron spetrosopy) and mass spetrometri data. The eld of lusters
also serves as an exating testing ground for theoretial methods - testing the range of
validity of theoretial models derived from the extremes of atomi/moleular and solid
state physis. One of the hallenges for theory is to ome up with a theory of luster
struture and bonding whih is appliable over and extremely large size range - from a
few atoms to millions of atoms.
2.1 Cluster experiments
Cluster experiments an be divided into three main stages: luster generation, luster
investigation, and luster detetion. As the latter onstitutes mainly of mass-spetra
measurements, here we will onentrate on the rst two issues. It is important to note
that progress in luster siene has followed losely on the development of new experimen-
tal tehniques. In partiular, the development of moleular beam tehniques has enabled
the study of free lusters in an interation-free environment. The study of free lusters,
however, presents a number of problems assoiated with diulties in measuring physi-
al properties of single partiles and with generating intense size-seleted luster beams.
Sine there are often many luster isomers with similar energies and low barriers to in-
teronversion, the onept of luster struture may not always be well dened. Another
lass of experiments involves the deposition of size-seleted lusters on a substrate suh
as graphite, silion or an inorgani one, or in an inert gas matrix. While suh experi-
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Figure 2.1: Examples for fullerene, metal, ioni, and semiondutor lusters.
ments allow individual lusters to be studied by mirosopi tehniques, it is diult to
infer the geometri or eletroni struture of a free luster from that of the orresponding
surfae-supported luster, sine suh lusters may be perturbed by the substrate. Finally,
sine lusters in a moleular beam are generally not in thermodynami equilibrium, the
onept of temperature is not well dened in this ase.
2.1.1 Cluster formation
The rst stage in a luster experiment is the generation of the lusters. They are generated
in a luster soure, and the generation onsists of the proesses of vaporization (prodution
of atoms or moleules in the gas phase), nuleation (initial ondensation of atoms or
moleules to form a luster nuleus), growth (the addition of more atoms or moleules to
the initially formed nuleus), and oalesene (the merging of small lusters to form larger
lusters). As well as growing, lusters an also shrink by evaporation or fragmentation.
Depending on the nature and onditions of the soure, dierent size distributions of
lusters may be generated.
In luster experiments, the extent of lustering depends on many fators - for example,
in supersoni beam experiments, important fators are the stagnation pressure, the arrier
gas temperature - with lower temperatures and higher pressures leading to larger lusters.
If the loal thermal energy of the beam is less than the binding energy of the dimer, then
a three-atom ollision an lead to the formation of a dimeri nuleus, with the third atom
removing the exess energy as kineti energy:
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A+ A+ A(KE1)→ A2 + A(KE2 > KE1) (2.1)
In the presene of an exess of old, inert arrier or quenh gas (B), the nuleation step
is more eient:
A+ A+B(KE1)→ A2 +B(KE2 > KE1) (2.2)
The dimer ats a site for further ondensation. By inreasing both the nozzle diameter
and the stagnation pressure, the average luster size and density inrease. The initially
formed luster nuleus ats as a seed for further luster growth. Early growth ours by
aretion of atoms one at a time. Subsequently, ollisions between smaller lusters an
lead to oalesene and the formation of larger lusters:
AN + A→ AN+1 (2.3)
AN + AM → AN+M (2.4)
In the luster growth region, the lusters are generally quite hot, so there is ompetition
between growth and deay - i.e lusters shrinking by losing individual atoms (evaporation)
and/or fragmentation (splitting into two or more lusters).
It is also diult to measure and dene the luster temperature aurately. If there
is negligible lustering then luster temperatures are very low. Cluster growth, whih
is an exothermi proess, auses an inrease in the temperature (i.e the internal energy
inreases due to the heat of ondensation of the added atoms). In heavily lustered beams,
where there is a high ratio of atoms to lusters, and the lusters are larger, the lusters
are very hot, possibly molten, when generated.
There are three main mehanisms by whih lusters, in a moleular beam an lower
their temperature, and these are the ollisional, evaporative, and radiative ooling. In the
ollisional ooling, the ollisions with other atoms in the beam remove the exess energy
as kineti energy:
AN (T1) +B(KE1)→ AN (T2 < T1) +B(KE2 > KE1), (2.5)
where B may be another atom of element A or an inert arrier gas atom. Using a
old arrier gas leads to more eient ollision ooling. This ooling mehanism is only
signiant in the ondensation and initial expansion regions.
The lusters an lower their internal energies also by evaporation - i.e by losing one
or more atoms in an endothermi desorption proess. In order for evaporation to our,
internal energy must be hannelled into the appropriate luster vibrational modes, in
order to overome the kineti ativation barrier to bond breaking. After evaporation, this
exess energy is imparted as kineti energy to the esaping atom
AN (T1)→ AN−1(T2 < T1) + A(KE)→ AN−2(T3 < T2) + A(KE)→ .... (2.6)
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This mehanism is the only ooling mehanism one free ight has been ahieved, i.e,
when ollisions no longer our. Finally, lusters an lower their internal energies by
emitting infrared radiation:
AN (T1)→ AN (T2 < T1) + hν (2.7)
Radiative ooling is an ineient ooling mehanism, whih is slow ompared with the
time sales of typial luster experiments. The distribution of luster sizes produed by
a luster soure depends on a number of fators. The distribution is strongly inuened
by the partiular luster soure being used. The size distribution depends on the way
in whih the vapor is generated, the initial temperature and pressure, the presene of a
arrier or quenhing gas, the dimensions and shape of apertures and nozzles.
2.1.2 Investigation of lusters
Many experiments involving lusters rely on being able to separate them aording to
their mass. In order to do this, it is generally neessary to ionize the lusters so that mass
seletion an be aomplished by deeting the lusters in a magneti or eletri eld.
Depending on the material and the type of experiment, either ations or anions may be
reated. Cations and/or anions may also be formed in the initial luster generation step.
These harged lusters are easily separated and seleted usually by using mass spe-
trometry. In the time-of-ight (TOF) mass spetrometer, luster ions are aelerated by
a suession of homogeneous eletri elds into a eld-free ight tube, nally impating
on an ion detetor. The mass-to-harge ratio M/Q of the luster is determined from the
measured time-of-ight. The mass resolution is limited by the initial onditions and tim-
ing auray, but the resolution of the analyser is not mass-dependent, and the resolution
(δM/M=10−410−3) is good throughout the mass range. One disadvantage of the TOF
spetrometer is that it only operates on short luster pulses and thus low ion intensities
are deteted.
There are four main media for studying the nature of lusters: moleular beams, inert
matries, supported on surfaes, and in the solid state.
Cluster moleular beams aord the opportunity to study isolated lusters, free from
the inuene of ligand or supports. While this is learly desirable, and moleular beam
tehnology has developed tremendously over the past deade, suh studies of free lusters
present diulties assoiated with generating a suiently high ux of lusters with a
narrow enough size distribution to give denitive information on spei lusters.
Clusters an be also deposited in an inert matrix, whih may be liquid, glassy or
rystalline, and is generally made up of ondensed rare gases or moleules. Matrix iso-
lated lusters may be studied by diret UV-visible and IR spetrosopy, or eletron spin
resonane.
When lusters are supported on the surfae of an inert substrate, suh as ioni oxide
or a layered semiondutor, it is possible to study the individual lusters using surfae
mirosopy tehniques. These inlude sanning tunneling mirosopy, sanning eletron
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mirosopy and atomi fore mirosopy. For larger partiles, X-ray and eletron dira-
tion tehniques an be used to study the degree of rystalline order in individual lusters.
Finally, in the reent years, it has proved possible to rystallize solids omposed of
lusters. In order to prevent luster oalesene the lusters are generally oated by
surfatant moleules - usually organi thiols or thioethers, and these rystals an be
studied using X-ray diration and mirosopy.
If there is an inherent stability assoiated with a given number of atoms in a neutral
luster then, all other fators being equal, this will give rise to a greater abundane of these
lusters and a large peak in the mass spetrosopy intensity, e.g, a magi number. Magi
numbers are found to be most prominent when luster generation leads to establishment
of a quasi-equilibrium, due to high initial luster temperatures (e.g. 300-600K for alkali
metal lusters) and slow ooling.
In the ase of small metal lusters, it is possible to generate high intensity moleular
beams of size-seleted lusters. In this ase the measurement of diret UV-visible and IR
absorption spetra are possible. However, experiments on free lusters in moleular beams
generally make use of the high sensitivity of mass spetrosopy for the detetion of harged
partiles. Thus, a UV-visible absorption spetrum of a beam of mass-seleted ionized
lusters an be measured by sanning the frequeny of the laser used for photoexitation.
The absorption spetrum is traed out by monitoring the intensity of the mass of the
undissoiated luster as a funtion of laser frequeny.
Alternatively, the high sensitivity of detetors for harged partiles means that exper-
iments involving harge separation are partiularly useful for lusters. Suh experiments
inlude the measurement of photoeletron spetra of neutral or anioni lusters, as well as
the measurement of traditional mass spetral abundanes of ationi or anioni lusters.
Magneti or eletri elds an be used to deet or ollet luster ations or anions or the
ejeted eletrons.
Neutral and ionized lusters an be exited either y absorption of light or by ele-
tron or ion impat. The exited lusters may then relax by emitting radiation, losing
an eletron and/or evaporation/fragmentation. This photo fragmentation an also give
information as to the luster binding energy, as an the related ollision-indued fragmen-
tation/dissoiation proess.
Mobility measurements
In the past deade, a luster ion hromatography, based on the luster ion mobility, was
developed. In these experiments, luster ions are mass seleted and injeted into a long
drift tube, whih is lled with an inert buer gas at a ontrolled temperature and pressure.
The luster mobilities depend on the number of ollisions with the buer gas and these
in turn depend on the ollisional ross setional area, and hene the shape of the luster.
Assuming that the ollisions with the buer gas do not lead to preferential orientation of
the lusters, for a given number of atoms, spherial lusters have the smallest ollision
ross setions and therefore travel fastest through the drift tube. As they rotate in the drift
tube, prolate spheroidal lusters (where one dimension or axis of the luster is appreiably
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longer than the other two) arve out a large sphere, and thus have high ollision ross
setional areas and slow drift times. Oblate lusters (where one dimension or axis of the
luster is appreiably shorter than the other two) have ollisional ross-setional areas,
and hene drift times, intermediate between those of spherial and prolate geometries. In
this way luster isomers, whih have the same number of atoms but dierent shapes, are
temporally separated in the drift tube and appear at dierent times at the detetor.
Eletron diration
Eletron diration studies have been performed on rare gas and metal lusters in luster
moleular beams. In suh experiments, a well ollimated eletron beam (with eletron
energies in the range 3050 keV) is rossed with a luster beam. The eletrons are sattered
by atoms in the luster and the diration pattern (arising from the interferene of the
sattered eletrons) is olleted on a photographi lm or by an eletron detetor. Beause
the information from diration experiments is averaged over all lusters that the eletron
interat with, eletron diration measurements require a narrow luster size distribution
and a reasonably high luster intensity. A number of X-ray diration studies have also
been arried out on metalli lusters deposited on inert substrates. In both eletron and
X-ray diration studies of lusters, the diration pattern is interpreted by generating a
model of the luster and adjusting the model so as to maximize the agreement with the
experimentally measured pattern. Diration experiments an be used to determine the
strutures and sizes and mean temperatures of the lusters.
Mirosopi tehniques
The most diret way of determining the struture of a luster is by using mirosopy. This
neessitates the immobilization of the luster on a substrate. Beause of the small length
sales of the order of 10−10 m of atomi diameters and interatomi distanes, traditional
optial mirosopy annot be used. Instead, the atomi struture of lusters is imaged
by eletron mirosopy, using eletron beams, that an be aelerated to an appropriate
energy and an be foused by eletrostati lenses. Eletron mirosopy tehniques, suh as
transmission eletron mirosopy (TEM), sanning eletron mirosopy (SEM) and high
resolution eletron mirosopy (HREM) an now ahieve atomi resolution.
In sanning probe mirosopy (SPM) tehniques, the shape of surfaes and lusters are
mapped out using a needle tip that is positioned by piezoeletri drives, with an auray
of 10−11 m, i.e smaller than the width of a single atom. This enables suh tehniques to
display atomi resolution. The needle tip is traked bakwards and forwards aross the
substrate and detets atoms in one of two ways. In sanning tunneling mirosopy (STM)
a potential bias is applied between the needle tip and the substrate, ausing eletrons to
tunnel from the surfae to the needle. The STM an operate in onstant urrent mode
(where the height of the tip above the substrate is varied so as to keep the tunneling
urrent onstant) or in onstant height mode (where the varying tunneling urrent is
measured). Another variant of sanning probe mirosopy is atomi fore mirosopy
(AFM), where the repulsive fore between the tip and the substrate is measured.
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Figure 2.2: Image of Iron atoms on Copper (111) obtained with STM tehniques. Re-
produed from M. F. Crommie, C.P. Lutz, and D.M. Eigler. Connement of eletrons to
quantum orrals on a metal surfae. Siene 262, 218-220 (1993).
In summary, although there has been a signiant development in the experimental
setups and many new tehniques have been introdued, the experimental data still an
not unambiguously dene the strutures of the studied lusters. Even the most novel
experiments need orresponding omputational models whih are adjusted in order to
ahieve best agreement with the experimental results, and the latter have to be ompared
to prospetive andidate strutures optimized with ab initio or semiempirial methods.
Many of the smallest metal lusters with up to 10-15 atoms have been extensively studied
by photoeletron spetrosopy ombined with density funtional alulations[60℄. How-
ever, the strutures of the larger lusters remain still unidentied. In this work, the
strutural and energetial patterns of lusters of transition and noble metals have been
determined by using semiempirial and density funtional approahes. Where it was pos-
sible, omparison to the experimental data was made. Our aim is to nd general trends
in the luster growth and deposition on surfaes, as well as to give further insight into the
strutural and energetial properties of these unique partiles.
Chapter 3
Computational methods and algorithms
In this Chapter we will give a short overview of the density funtional theory formalism
and the semiempirial potentials based on it, and further we will present the main features
of the used algorithms for global struture optimization.
3.1 Density Funtional Theory
The main problem for the theoretiians remain the solution of the Shrödinger's equation
ĤΨ = EΨ, (3.1)
whih is still possible to alulate without any approximation only if we treat the most
simple system, e.g, the hydrogen atom. In order to be able to onsider multieletron
systems, an approximate solution of this fundamental equation is needed. The Born-
Oppenheimer approximation that neglets the free motion of the nulei for the time
during whih the eletrons move, and thus separating the Hamiltonian into eletroni
and nulear motion, is the rst approximation applied in the ab initio methods. Fousing
only on time-independent properties within this approximation we an solve Shrodinger's
equation for the eletrons:
ĤeΨe = EeΨe, (3.2)
where Ψe is the eletroni wavefuntion depending on all eletroni degrees of freedom,
e.g., three position-spae and one spin oordinate for eah eletron. For the alulation of
experimental observables we need to know the omplete N-eletron wavefuntion Ψe. The
density-funtional theory itself is based on the two fundamental theorems by Hohenberg
and Kohn published in 1964.
3.1.1 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems
Aording to Hohenberg and Kohn it is possible to alulate any ground-state property of
a given system if we know the distribution of the total eletron density ρ(r). Hene, the
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total eletroni energy of a given system Etot beomes a funtional of the eletron density
ρ(r)
Etot = Etot[ρ(r)]. (3.3)
Then
Ee[ρ(r)] = F [ρ(r)] +
∫
ρ(r)Vext(r)dr. (3.4)
Here, Vext(r) is the external eletrostati potential that is determined by the atomi
nulei. F [ρ(r)] is a universal potential that is independent of the external potential and,
therefore, also of the geometry of the nulei of the system. Through the potential, the
eletron density ρ(r) determines the Hamilton operator and, thereby, all ground state
properties. The total number of eletrons of the system is also dened by ρ(r):
N =
∫
ρ(r)dr. (3.5)
Aording to the seond Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, a variation of the ground state eletron
density
∆ρ(r) = ρ(r) + δρ(r), (3.6)
results in a positive hange of the total ground state energy:
Ee[∆ρ(r)] > Ee[ρ(r)] (3.7)
By hanging the eletron density to ∆ρ(r) the number of eletrons remains unhanged:∫
∆ρ(r)dr =
∫
ρ(r)dr. (3.8)
Thus, for alulation of any ground state property of the system it is no longer neessary
to alulate the whole N -partile wavefuntion of the system but simply the eletron
density.
3.1.2 Kohn-Sham Equations
Unfortunately, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems themselves do not lead to the development
of a partiular density funtional. In 1965 Kohn and Sham published a method for
the alulation of the eletron density with the so-alled Kohn-Sham equations. Alike
the Hartree-Fok equations, the Kohn-Sham equations are also split into single partile
solutions of the Shrödinger formula. Therefore, one needs to nd a solution of this set
of single-partile equations, whih are depited as follows:
Ee[ρ(r)] = T [ρ(r)] +
∫
ρ(r)
[
Vext(r) +
1
2
VC(r)
]
dr + E ′xc[ρ(r)]. (3.9)
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HereEe[ρ(r)] is the total eletroni energy of the system, T is the kineti energy,
∫
ρ(r)Vext(r)dr
is the energy resulting from the external potential, and (1/2)
∫
ρ(r)VC(r)dr the Coulomb
energy whih is resulting from the eletron repulsion (the fator 1/2 deletes the double-
ounted terms). E ′xc is the exhange-orrelation energy and ontains all terms that are
not inluded in the other three add ens.
After exertion of the variational priniple using the Lagrange multiplier µ that is the
hemial potential for the eletrons, we obtain
δT
δρ
+ Vext(r) + VC(r) +
δE′xc
δρ
= µ, (3.10)
where µ has been introdued to satisfy the ondition
N =
∫
ρ(r)dr. (3.11)
The dierene between the Hohenberg-Kohn formalism and the last equations is that
aording to Kohn and Sham the partiles are non-interating. These N non-interating
partiles shall move in an external potential Veff(r) that is dened in suh a way that the
eletron density and the energy are equal to the eletron density and the energy of the
original system of interating partiles. The orresponding relation is embedded in the
following formula:
Ee[ρ(r)] = T
KS[ρ(r)] +
∫
ρ(r)Veff(r)dr. (3.12)
After applying the variational priniple we obtain
δTKS
δρ
+ Veff(r) = µ (3.13)
with
Veff (r) =
δT
δρ
−
δTKS
δρ
+ Vext(r) + VC(r) +
δE ′xc
δρ
. (3.14)
It is important to know that the kineti energy TKS of the tive system is not equal to
the kineti energy T of the real system.
The resulting Hamiltonian is signiantly simplied and an be written as the sum of
N single-partile operators hˆeff :
Ĥ =
N∑
i=1
[
−
1
2
∇2
ri
+ Veff(ri)
]
≡
N∑
i=1
hˆeff (i) (3.15)
We an write the many-body wavefuntion as a single Slater determinant:
Ψ =| ψ1, ψ2, ..., ψN |, (3.16)
and the single-partile equations are:
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hˆeff (i)ψ(i) = ǫiψi. (3.17)
These determine the single-partile energies ǫi. Finally, the eletron density is the sum
over the N orbitals with the lowest single-partile energies ǫi:
ρ(r) =
N∑
i=1
ni | ψi(r) |
2
(3.18)
where ni is the oupation number of the ith orbital. The eletron density of the system
onsisting of non-interating partiles has been onstruted in suh a way that it is equal
to the eletron density of the real system. However, the single-partile wave funtions of
the non-interating partiles ψi and energies ǫi are not idential with those of the eletrons
but pratie has shown that they provide a good approximation to them.
3.2 The Embedded Atom Method
The Embedded Atom Method is entirely based on the density funtional formalism, with
the only signiant dierene that the eletron density is alulated numerially for wide
range of atom distanes, and therefore its realulation updating the positions of the atoms
at eah step beomes unneessary. Therefore, the potential is expeted to predit results
similar to those obtained with the onventional ab initio methods, and to be extremely
omputationally eient due to the omission of the Hamiltonian.
3.2.1 The EAM of Daw and Baskes
The main idea of the EAM was initially proposed by Daw, Baskes and Foiles (DBF)
[1, 2, 3℄ in 1983-1986 as suitable approah for extended systems with largely deloalized
eletrons (mainly for early and late transition metals), and sine then the generality of the
funtions of the EAM of DBF has been suessfully tested by numerous appliations to
dierent problems in metals and alloys, suh as defets, surfae and interfae strutures,
surfae and bulk phonons, et.
Aording to this theory, the energy hange assoiated with plaing an atom into a
host system of atoms is a funtional of the eletroni density of the host system before the
new atom is embedded [4℄. The energy of the host with impurity is then a funtional of
the unperturbed host eletron density and a funtion of the impurity harge and position.
By analogy with the approah of Stott and Zaremba, Daw and Baskes onsider eah atom
of a metal as an impurity embedded in a host provided by all other atoms.
The priniple of the method is to split the total energy of the system into a sum over
atomi energies:
Etot =
N∑
i
Ei (3.19)
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Etot =
N∑
i
Fi(ρ
h
i ) +
1
2
N∑
i,j 6=i
φij(rij) (3.20)
where ρhi is the loal eletron density at site i, Fi is the embedding energy, i.e., the energy
required to embed an atom into this density, and the eletron-eletron interation φij is
modeled as sums of short-ranged, pair potentials between atoms i and j separated by
distane rij:
φij(Rij) =
Zi(Rij)Zj(Rij)
Rij
. (3.21)
Adjustable parameters that dene Fi and φij have been obtained by tting to known
bulk properties suh as sublimation energy, lattie onstant, the heat of solution of bi-
nary alloys, and, additionally, using the universal equation of Rose [5℄ that desribes the
sublimation energy of the most metals as a funtion of lattie onstant. The values for
ρai , Fi and Zi are available in numerial form for Ni, Cu, Ag, Au, Pd, and Pt[6℄.
3.2.2 The EAM of Voter and Chen
Another version of the EAM was proposed by Voter and Chen[7, 8, 9℄ few years after the
original potential appeared. This version of the EAM distinguishes from the version of
Daw and Baskes mainly by means of the parameterization and by the form of the pair
potential. Furthermore, the version of Voter and Chen takes into aount properties of
the dimer as well as bulk properties in the tting proedure, whereas Daw and Baskes
use only bulk properties of the metals in their parameterization. In the tting proedure
of Voter and Chen the pairwise interation is taken to be a Morse potential,
φ(r) = DM [1− e
−αM (r−RM )]2 −DM (3.22)
where the three parameters DM , RM and αM , dene the depth, position of the minimum,
and a measure of the urvature near the minimum, respetively. The density funtion,
ρ(r), is taken as:
ρ(r) = r6[e−βr + 29e−2βr] (3.23)
where β is an adjustable parameter. To be suitable for use in moleular dynamis, the
interatomi potential φ(r) as well as the eletron density ρ(r) should be ontinuous. This
is aomplished by foring φ(r) and ρ(r) to go smoothly to zero at a uto distane, rcut,
whih is used as a tting parameter. The ve parameters dening φ(r) and ρ(r): DM ,
RM , αM , β, and rcut, are optimized by minimizing the root-mean-square deviation (χrms)
between the alulated and experimental values for the three ubi elasti onstants,
the vaany formation energy, the bond length and the bond strength of the diatomi
moleule. The values of ρai , φij and Fi(ρi) that are used by the Voter-Chen version, are
also available in numerial form for Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au and Al.[10℄
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3.3 The Gupta potential
The Gupta potential[11℄ has been derived from the Gupta's expression for the ohesive
energy of a bulk material and an be written in terms of repulsive and attrative many-
body terms, whih are obtained by summing over all atoms:
Vclus =
N∑
i=1
[
V r(i)− V m(i)
]
(3.24)
where
V r(i) =
N∑
j=1 ( 6=i)
A(a, b) exp
[
− p(a, b)
(
rij
r0(a, b)
− 1
)]
(3.25)
and
V m(i) =
{ N∑
j=1 ( 6=i)
ζ2(a, b) exp
[
− 2q(a, b)
(
rij
r0(a, b)
− 1
)]} 1
2
(3.26)
In these three equations rij is the distane between atoms i and j, and A, r0, ζ, p,
and q are tted to experimental values suh as ohesive energy, lattie parameters and
independent elasti onstants for the referene rystal struture at 0 K. The tight-binding
version (TBG) from Ref.[12, 84℄ uses redued units for the energy and the oordinates, e.g.
the parameters r0 and ζ are set to 1, additionally, a saling fator equal to 0.5 is applied
to the total energy Vclus. This does not allow diret strutural omparison between the
lusters obtained with this version of the Gupta potential (TBG) and those predited with
the EAM and the extended version of the Gupta potential[13℄ (nG). Hene, for strutural
omparison, the redued oordinates of the lusters are to be saled by appropriate fator.
In this way, the strutural peuliarities of the lusters obtained with the two versions of
the Gupta potential an be ompared.
3.4 Computational sheme
Performing a geometry optimization is often the rst step one takes when studying a
moleule using omputational methods. Geometry optimizations typially attempt to lo-
ate a minimum on the potential energy surfae (see Fig. 3.1) in order to predit equilib-
rium strutures of moleular systems, although they may also be used to loate transition
strutures. The potential energy surfaes speify the way in whih the energy of a mole-
ular system varies with small hanges in its struture. In this way, a potential energy
surfae is a mathematial relationship linking the moleular struture and the resultant
energy. For example, for a diatomi moleule, the potential energy surfae an be rep-
resented by a two-dimensional plot with the internulear separation on the X-axis and
the energy at that bond distane on the Y-axis; in this ase the potential energy surfae
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is a urve. For larger systems the surfae has as many dimensions as there are internal
degrees of freedom within the moleule. The potential energy surfae illustration depited
at Fig. 3.1 onsiders only two of the degrees of freedom within the moleule, and plots
the energy above the plane dened by them, reating a surfae. Eah point represents a
partiular moleular struture, with the height of the surfae at that point orresponding
to the energy of that struture. Our example surfae ontains three minima: a minimum
is a point at the bottom of a valley, from whih motion in any diretion leads to a higher
energy. Two of them are loal minima, orresponding to the lowest point in some lim-
ited region of the potential surfae, and one of them is the global minimum, the lowest
energy point anywhere on the potential surfae. Dierent minima orrespond to dierent
onformations or strutural isomers of the moleule under investigation. The illustration
also shows two maxima and a saddle point (the latter orresponds to a transition state
struture).
At both minima and saddle points, the rst derivative of the energy, known as the
gradient, is zero. Sine the gradient is the negative of the fores, the fores are also zero
at suh points. A point on the potential energy surfae where the fores are zero is alled
a stationary point. All suessful optimizations loate a stationary point, although not
always the one that was intended. Geometry optimizations usually loate the stationary
point losest to the geometry from whih they started.
The programs using the following algorithms within the EAM of Daw, Baskes, and
Foiles were kindly provided by Dr. V. Grigoryan. Using expression (3.20) one an alulate
the total energy of any luster with any struture as a funtion of atomi oordinates {~Ri},
Etot(~R1, ~R2, . . . , ~RN ). In order to obtain the losest loal total-energy minimum we use
the variable metri/quasi-Newton method.[14℄
For searhing the global minima an Aufbau/Abbau algorithm was developed (see Fig.
3.1). It onsists of the following steps:
1) We onsider two luster sizes with N and N + K atoms with K ≃ 5 − 10. For
eah of those we study a set of randomly generated strutures, Nran ≃ 1000. Using the
quasi-Newton method the Nran relaxed strutures are identied and the strutures of the
lowest total energy seleted.
Eah of the Nran starting strutures for a luster with M atoms is generated using
a random-number generator for positions within a sphere or a ube of volume Vcl =
(p · bnn)
3M , where bnn is the nearest-neighbor distane in the bulk metal and p =
0.96, 1.0, 1.04, i.e. we onsidered slightly ompressed, normal, and slightly expanded
strutures. We inluded the onstraints that the smallest allowed inter-atomi distane
was 0.5bnn and eah atom has to interat with at least two others.
2) One by one, eah of the M atoms is displaed randomly, and the losest loal
minimum is determined. If the new struture has a lower total energy than the original
one, the new one is kept, and the old one disarded. This is repeated approximately
500− 1000 times (depending on luster size).
3) This leaves us with two `soure' metal lusters, MeN and MeN+K with their lowest
total energies. One by one an atom is added at a random position to the struture with N
atoms (many hundred times for eah size), and the strutures are relaxed. In parallel, one
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by one an atom is removed from the struture with N+K atoms  for eah intermediate
luster with N ′ atoms we onsider all N ′ + 1 possible ongurations, that one an obtain
by removing one atom from the MeN ′+1 luster. >From the two series of strutures for
N ≤ M ≤ N +K those strutures of the lowest energies are hosen and these are used
as seeds for a new set of alulations. First, when no lower total energies are found, it is
assumed that the strutures of the global-total-energy minima have been identied, and
we proeed to larger lusters. Moreover, we an keep information not only about the
single energetially lowest isomer, but more low-lying ones.
When there are no new strutures with lower energies, the most stable ones are used as
input in a routine that disturbs the luster struture in order to hek for possible lower-
energy isomers. In most of the ases it is onvenient to generate about 1000 andidate
strutures. The rst struture orresponds to the unhanged geometry of the soure
luster. Then the distanes between the atoms are expanded onseutively by 1.0, 1.3,
1.6, 1.9, and 2.2 Å, e.g. the bonds of the soure luster are expanded by 1 Å and the
struture is optimized. This is repeated approximately 200 times. Then the struture
with lowest energy, whih ould be the initial luster, is seleted and its bonds expanded
by 1.3 Å, and this is done again for 200 luster generations, then it ontinues with the next
disturbane oeient. This program allows us to hek if the lowest-energy struture
predited by the Aufbau/Abbau algorithm lies indeed in the global minimum for that
luster size. In some 90% of the ases the global minima lusters have been suessfully
identied by Aufbau/Abbau, however, when a new minimum is found with the disturbane
algorithm, this struture is used as an input in new series of Aufbau/Abbau alulations,
until no lower-energy ongurations are found.
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M=5-10
N+M-2
N+M-1
N+M
N+2
N+1
N
Figure 3.1: The Potential Energy Surfae (PES) of the lusters and our Aufbau/Abbau
algorithm for global struture optimization.
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Chapter 4
Gold lusters
4.1 Introdution
Gold lusters[15, 16℄ have been reently investigated in onnetion with the synthesis of
nanostrutured materials and devies [17, 18, 19, 20, 21℄. Their strutural and energeti
properties have been studied with High-Resolution Eletron Mirosopy (HREM) and
various spetrosopi tehniques [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39℄. Literature onerning small AuN lusters is enrihed with numerous investigations
based on density-funtional methods [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55,
56, 58, 57, 59℄ that are not yet apable of giving a denite answer to the problem at what
luster size the strutural 2D  3D transition ours. Reent studies ombining theory
and experiment [60, 61, 62, 63℄ show that the gold lusters are planar at least up to N = 7
for Ref.[61℄, or up to N = 12, aording to Häkkinen[60℄ and Furhe et al.[62℄. The global
optimization is diult for the ab initio methods already at very small luster sizes. The
authors of Ref.[42, 54℄ performed density funtional alulations on lusters ontaining
more than 30 atoms, relaxing seleted high-symmetri ongurations. Alternatively, the
global optimizations of larger lusters are all based on approximate methods like moleular
dynamis [64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75℄ and semiempirial potentials like
the EAM [27, 76, 77℄, Sutton-Chen [78℄, Murrell-Mottram [79, 80℄, or the many-body
Gupta potential [81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86℄. Using these methods, unbiased alulations were
performed up to the 80-atom luster. The medium-sized lusters ( 80 ≤ N ≤ 150) are
still sarely studied. Besides the rst-priniples study of Häberlen et al. [42℄, and the
EAM alulations by Cleveland et al.[27, 76, 77℄ onsidering partiular strutural motifs,
there exists no further investigation on the lusters in this size range.
In most of the studies, speial attention is paid to the so-alled 'magi-numbered'
lusters, that possess losed eletroni and/or geometri shell. Various alulations on
the rst 'magi' luster Au13 have pointed to the formation of an iosahedron [41, 42, 78,
79, 84, 86℄. Only the authors of Ref.[49, 50℄ found disordered struture as the lowest-lying
isomer of this luster. On the other hand, the semiempirial potentials [76, 78, 79, 86℄
and the density funtional study by Häkkinen et al.[44℄ on the Au38 luster predited the
trunated otahedron to be the global minimum for this luster size. However, on the
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basis of rst-priniples and Gupta potential alulations, the authors of Ref.[83, 85℄ state
that a disordered struture is atually lower in energy than the symmetri. It is most
probable that the obtained struture depends on the type of the used potential, as by
using another form of the same potential, Darby et al.[86℄ found a trunated otahedral
struture to be the global minimum of Au38. The situation is more lear for the Au55 and
Au75 lusters, where a disordered struture [78, 81, 82, 84, 85, 86℄ and a Marks deahedron
(m-D5h) [82, 84℄ seem to lie in the global minima.
Several groups performed alulations on larger lusters minimizing symmetri ini-
tial ongurations, hene the strutures most probably do not orrespond to the global
minima. Few lusters were studied - the otahedral Au79 [76, 78℄ and Au140 [76℄, the
deahedral Au101, Au116, and Au146 [76℄, and the iosahedral Au147 [42, 76℄. The stru-
tures and energetis of the lusters between these high symmetrial ones remain sarely
investigated.
In the present Chapter the struture and energetis of the three most stable isomers
of small and medium-sized AuN lusters with 2 ≤ N ≤ 150 have been determined for
eah luster size by using a ombination of the embedded-atom method in the version of
Voter and Chen[7, 8, 9℄ (VC), the variable metri/quasi-Newton method, and our own
Aufbau/Abbau method.
4.2 Small gold lusters
First we alulated the bond length of the Au2 dimer with the two versions of EAM. The
obtained with the VC approah value of 2.40 Å was in a very good agreement with rst-
priniples studies (2.55 Å) and the experiment (2.47 Å), while the EAM of Daw, Baskes,
and Foiles underestimated the bond length (1.80 Å) and overestimated the binding energy
of the dimer. For this reason we hose to work with the Voter-Chen version that desribes
orretly the dimer properties. However, this potential, like all other semiempirial poten-
tials, does not inlude expliitly the eletrons and their orbitals, therefore for the smallest
gold lusters, where the spin-orbit interations play important role, the global minima
strutures are ompat (see Table 4.4.1), and the planar strutures only metastable. In
the size range N = 4  7 the rst priniples studies obtain these 3D ongurations as
higher-lying isomers, whih an serve as example how the inlusion of eletroni eets
an hange the energeti ordering of the isomers. On the other hand, the addition of ele-
trons in the semiempirial potentials would restrit their use only to small and relatively
larger lusters. An appropriate hoie are the Density Funtional Tight-Binding methods
(DFTB) that inlude expliitly the eletrons and are omputationally more eient than
the ommon density funtionals. In a reent study[91℄ we showed the important role that
the eletroni eets play in the values of the binding energy and the stability funtions.
However, exept for N = 4, where a rhombus was the lowest-lying isomer aording to
the DFTB method, all the ground state strutures for the smallest gold lusters Au5 
Au9 had 3D shapes. On the other hand, even the most reent density-funtional studies
are still not in agreement at whih luster size the strutural transition 2D  3D ours.
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Aording to the LDA study by Wang et al.[50℄, it is the pentagonal bipyramid that lies
in the global minimum of Au7. Remale and Kryahko[59℄ suggested that the gold lus-
ters are planar at least up to N = 9, while Walker[58℄ predits that the transition ours
at Au11. Using ion mobility measurements and ab-initio moleular dynamis Kappes et
al.[61, 62℄ found that the 3D transitions our at Au
−
12 and Au
+
8 . The same group studied
the adsorption of CO on isolated gold luster ations in the size range N = 1  65. The
smallest lusters with 4 ≤ N ≤ 6, and Au8 were found to be planar, while for Au7 the
global minimum was a 3D struture, but not a bipyramid, in ontrast to the results of
Wang[50℄. In a ombined experimental and theoretial study Häkkinen and oworkers[60℄
onrmed the 2D  3D transition at Au
−
12, however, Xiao and Wang[57℄ suggested that for
the neutral lusters this ours rst at Au15. In most of the ases the planar strutures
are ompeting with 3D isomers, and the energeti dierenes are insigniant, whih in
turn means, that the ordering of the isomers depends strongly on the used funtional and
the starting onditions. For example, Häkkinen et al.[48℄ ompared the global minima
of relativisti and nonrelativisti Au
−
7 lusters and found that for the nonrelativisti gold
the lowest-lying isomer was a apped otahedron that orresponds to our seond isomer
for this luster size. At larger luster sizes the potential used in this study yields results
in agreement to density funtional and experimental studies. The study by Häkkinen
et al.[44℄ on the Au38 luster predited the trunated otahedron to be the global mini-
mum, and a reent experiment[39℄ shows that the Au
−
55 luster most probably is not an
iosahedron, but a struture with low symmetry, in agreement to our results.
In summary, we an onlude that although our results for the smallest gold lusters
orrespond to higher-lying isomers within the rst priniples methods, due to the lak of
eletroni eets, our method is suiently aurate in desribing the larger gold lus-
ters with N > 9, where most probably the planar strutures begin to ompete with 3D
ongurations.
4.3 Comparison to rst priniples alulations
In order to ompare our results for the smallest gold lusters to the ones predited by the
Density Funtional formalism, we performed spin-polarized density funtional optimiza-
tions of gold lusters with up to 10 atoms. For the largest lusters only a few possible
strutures were onsidered, due to the very large omputational time needed (about a
week on a Pentium III omputer to optimize only one Au10 struture).
The rst issue to be addressed is the role of relativity in onnetion with the proper
hoie of a density funtional in the program pakage Gaussian 03. All alulations with
Au lusters were performed using relativisti eetive ore potentials developed parti-
ularly for systems where the spin-orbit oupling plays important role in the geometri
onguration. We alulated the bond length and vibrational frequeny of the gold dimer
Au2 with various exhange, orrelation, and hybrid funtionals, the results from whih
an be seen at Table. 4.1.
Although the loal spin density approximation LSDA implemented in the Vosko-Wilk-
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Table 4.1: The Au2 bond length and vibrational frequeny as predited by dierent
funtionals and the experiment.
Method d[Å℄ ω[m−1℄
B3LYP 2.58 163
BLYP 2.59 158
PBE 2.55 169
PW91 2.56 167
VWN 2.49 194
exp 2.47 191
Nusair (VWN) funtional gives the results that best agree with the experimental values,
the LSDA funtionals are no longer used for optimizations of gold lusters, due to their
tendeny to overbind and thus predit mainly three dimensional global minima strutures,
as found by Wang et al.[50℄. Reent experimental studies[60℄ unambiguously point to
the formation of at gold lusters up to at least 12 atoms. The results most lose to
the experimental values, exept those from VWN, are predited by the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) funtional. In our alulations we used a funtional ontaining both
exhange and orrelation parts modeled by the PBE approximation (PBEPBE). The
relativisti CEP-121G basis set is an eetive ore potential that separates the eletrons
of the atom into ore and valene ones. The 79 eletrons of the gold atom are split into
60 ore and 19 valene ones, the inuene of the ore eletrons is desribed by an eetive
potential, and the Shrödinger equation is solved only for the remaining 19 eletrons.
Calulations on the dimer were performed also with other basis sets, the LanL2DZ and
the Stuttgart/Dresden (SDD) ones, however, the results were worse than those obtained
with the CEP-121G basis set.
At Fig. 4.1 to Fig. 4.3 are shown the optimized strutures of gold lusters with 3 ≤
N ≤ 10 atoms, their symmetries and energy dierenes are desribed in Table 4.2. All
previous density funtional studies denote the obtuse triangle of about 66
◦
as the global
minimum struture for the Au3 luster, although the next isomer, an aute triangle, is only
about 0.022 eV higher in energy. The other possible ongurations, namely the hain and
the equilateral triangle, lie signiantly higher, espeially the latter one, whih we were
able to optimize only in its triplet eletroni onguration. This is the global minimum for
this luster size aording to the Voter-Chen potential, however, the inlusion of eletroni
eets here makes it possible to nd a struture with lower symmetry as ground state
already for this luster size, as the semiempirial potential is optimized using spherial,
nondiretional eletron density.
Again, for Au4, our semiempirial global minimum orresponds to a tetrahedron, whih
is the energetially most unfavored struture aording to the PBEPBE funtional. All
isomers for this luster size are already known, only the square has not been widely studied,
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however, in this alulations it is the fourth isomer, but when using other funtionals or
semiempirial methods, it ould beome a favored struture, lose or degenerate with the
ground state.
The only one luster struture for whih it is known that it is most probably the
global minimum for the aording luster size, is the Ag5 luster. Almost 10 years ago,
Haslett, Bosnik, and Moskovits[110℄ obtained Raman spetrum of Ag5, mass-seleted from
a sputtered jet of silver luster ions, neutralized and matrix isolated in solid argon. In
order to assign the spetrum, they performed normal oordinate vibrational analysis for
the onsidered W-shaped luster and the C2v trigonal bipyramid, as well as a number
of other geometries. At least 7 distint peaks were observed, whih ruled out the high-
symmetry strutures, sine they all possess vibrational degeneraies and therefore an not
aount for the number of peaks observed. The highest symmetry that ould be assigned
was the C2v one, with all possible modes being non-degenerative and Raman ative. To
distinguish between the remaining two possible strutures, they extended the vibrational
analysis to inlude a rough alulation of the relative Raman intensities of eah mode.
The results showed that a very strong band at 162m
−1
orresponded to a very weakly
Raman ative B1 mode in the bipyramidal struture as opposed to the strongest A1 mode
in the planar struture, therefore they ould unequivoally assign the spetrum to the
trapezoidal planar Ag5. It is very probable that this is also the ground state for the
gold luster, as suggested by various experimental studies[60, 61, 62℄. Its third isomer,
with trapezoidal shape, and the Y-shaped struture are proposed here for the rst time,
aording to our knowledge. The trapezoid omes immediately after the two popular
lowest-energy strutures, and has signiantly low energy omparing to the next isomers.
The high symmetrial trigonal bipyramid lies again rather high in energy, but the most
unfavored struture for this luster size is the apped square, in ontrast to the results
for the Au4 luster.
The nding that the trapezoidal shape seems to be energetially advantageous is on-
rmed by the results for the global minima of Au6 and Au7, whih an be onsidered as
apped and biapped trapezoid. For Au6 the energetial dierenes between the isomers
are signiantly large, however, the otahedron and the "boat"-shaped struture orre-
spond to the rst and seond lowest-lying isomers for this luster size aording to the
VC potential. It is not lear why the global minima for these small lusters are all two di-
mensional aording to the density funtional formalism. As mentioned before, Häkkinen
et al.[48℄ tried to address this question and optimized relativisti and nonrelativisti Au
−
7
lusters and found that for the nonrelativisti gold the lowest-lying isomer was a apped
otahedron that orresponds to our seond isomer for this luster size. This struture is
presented only in Table 4.2, in order to avoid repetition. Hene, the results obtained with
the EAMmethod are omparable to those from nonrelativisti rst-priniples alulations.
The LDA studies from the past deade established the 2D  3D rossover for gold
at N = 7, where the global minimum struture for this luster size was the pentagonal
bipyramid, whih is most probably due to the overbinding in LDA leading too early to
three dimensional ongurations. Wang et al.[50℄ found this struture as global minimum
for Au7, followed by the hexagon, while the latter was the preferred onguration aord-
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triangle linear trapezoid Y
zigzag square linear tetrahedron
W X trapezoid triangle
pyramid Y bipyramid square
Au3
Au4
Au5
Au5
Figure 4.1: The optimized andidate strutures for Au3, Au4, and Au5. The energy
grows from left to the right.
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triangle pyramid rhombus boat
chevron square octahedron capped triangle
crown tetrahedron hexagon trig. bipyramid
pent. bipyramid pyramid inc. pyramid zigzag
Au6
Au6
Au7
Au7
Figure 4.2: The same for Au6 and Au7. For optimal presentation, the global minimum
of Au7 is shown at the fourth panel in the seond row.
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capped rhombus capped hexagon bicapped oct. I bicapped oct. II
capped tetrahedron crown bicapped oct. III
capped hexagon I capped hexagon II trapezoid
double hexagon
Au8
Au8
Au9
Au10
Figure 4.3: The same for Au8, Au9, and Au10.
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Table 4.2: Energy separations of isomeri strutures from the ground state struture
(eV). The alulated lowest-energy strutures are marked in bold.
N Shape Sym. ∆E N Shape Sym. ∆E
3 obtuse triangle C2v 0.00 7 apped triangle Cs 0.00
3 aute triangle C2v 0.02 7 rown C2v 0.13
3 hain D∞h 0.04 7 triapped tetrahedron C2v 0.22
3 equilateral triangle D3h 1.50 7 hexagon C2h 0.23
4 trapezoid D2h 0.00 7 biapped bipyramid Cs 0.29
4 Y C2v 0.10 7 pentagonal bipyramid D5h 0.36
4 zigzag C2h 0.47 7 biapped square pyramid C2v 0.58
4 hain D∞h 0.92 7 inomplete bipyramid C2 0.62
4 square D4h 0.69 7 zigzag C2v 1.48
4 tetrahedron Td 2.72 7 apped otahedron C1 1.75
5 W C2v 0.00 8 apped rhombus D4h 0.00
5 X D2h 0.43 8 apped hexagon C2v 0.25
5 trapezoid C2v 0.63 8 biapped otahedron I C2v 0.27
5 triangle Cs 0.81 8 biapped otahedron II D2d 0.36
5 pyramid C2v 0.84 8 apped tetrahedron Cs 0.46
5 Y C2v 1.17 8 rown C2v 0.48
5 trigonal bipyramid D3h 1.35 8 biapped otahedron III D3d 1.79
5 square C2v 2.05 9 apped hexagon I C2v 0.00
6 triangle D3h 0.00 9 apped hexagon II C2v 0.12
6 pentagonal pyramid C5v 0.79 9 trapezoid D2h 0.17
6 double rhombus D2h 1.32 10 double hexagon D2h 
6 boat C1 1.58
6 hevron C2v 1.69
6 square D2h 1.78
6 otahedron Oh 1.81
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ing to a study by Häkkinen and Landman[46℄ six years ago. The same group found three
years later[60℄ a better onguration than the hexagon, the apped Au6 triangle, and the
triapped square (rown) as the seond lowest-lying struture. Nevertheless, the pentag-
onal bipyramid, our semiempirial global minimum, is only 0.36 eV higher in energy than
the PBEPBE ground state, whih makes it the only one semiempirial minimum lying so
lose to the ab-initio one. Using other funtionals, for example in the loal spin density
approximation, one ould determine this onguration as ground state or degenerated
with the ground state struture, as reported before.
Few years ago, the global minimum struture of the Au8 luster was onsidered to be
a distorted biapped otahedron, however, reent studies[58, 59℄ reveal that its ground
state most probably has the shape of a apped rhombus and is two dimensional. The
next isomers are a biapped hexagon and a series of three dimensional strutures. All of
them, exept for the last isomer, the biapped otahedron III, lie very lose in energy to
the ground state and also between themselves. This biapped otahedron is the global
minimum for this luster size aording to the VC potential, however, in the PBEPBE
formalism it lies about 1.8 eV higher in energy than the ground state. The sixth isomer,
about 0.5 eV higher in energy than the apped rhombus, is also a biapped hexagon,
whih aording to our knowledge has not been proposed before.
Finally, the number of the onsidered isomers for the lusters with N = 9 and 10 atoms
beomes more and more redued, due to the extremely long omputational time needed for
the optimization of eah struture. The density funtional methods ould be appropriately
used for suh heavy systems only up to 10-15 atoms, optimizing hosen strutures and
using eetive ore potentials developed espeially for these systems. Beyond 10 atoms one
needs a omputationally eient method with reasonable ompromise between auray
and apability, and exatly suh are the potentials used in the present work - they allow
us to optimize thousands of atoms without severe geometrial onstraints, and the most
important issue is that the alulations remain ompletely unbiased.
At Fig. 4.4 are shown the alulated stability funtion, the HOMO-LUMO (highest
oupied moleular orbital  lowest unoupied moleular orbital) gap, and the obtained
ionization potentials for the global minima strutures of the lusters with up to 8 atoms.
The stability funtion, Etot(N + 1.1) + Etot(N − 1.1) − 2Etot(N.1), where Etot(N.k) is
the total energy of the energetially k-lowest isomer of the AuN luster, shows peaks
identifying the highly stable strutures. Both the stability funtion and the HOMO-
LUMO gap exhibit odd-even osillations indiating that the even-numbered lusters are
relatively more stable than their odd-numbered neighbors. This stabilization is most
likely due to spin pairing in these lusters. The HOMO-LUMO gap is partiularly larger
for Au2 and Au6, and has its minimum at the 3-atom luster, in ontrast to the results
by Wang et al.[50℄, who obtained the linear hain, our 3 isomer, as the ground state for
this luster size. Our results are in very good agreement with those from Ref.[46℄, exept
for the Au5 luster, whose HOMO-LUMO gap is more lose to the results obtained by
Wang, although the lowest-energy struture in all onsidered studies is the W-shaped
trapezoid. Among the smallest lusters, the Au6 one has the highest partiular stability.
The ionization potentials are alulated as the dierene between the total energies of the
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Figure 4.4: The stability funtion, the HOMO-LUMO gap EHL, and the alulated (solid
squares) and experimental (open triangles) ionization potentials of the gold lusters. The
experimental values are from Ref.[95℄.
positively harged, and those of the neutral lusters. The best agreement between theory
and experiment is found for Au2 and Au3, with deviations growing with the number of
atoms.
In summary, although the strutures predited by the EAM are not among the rst
isomers for a given luster size aording to the PBEPBE funtional, the omission of the
relativisti eets olloates these strutures very lose or degenerate to the global minima.
The EAM formalism has proved its appliability to these small partiles[93, 132℄, therefore,
onsidering the results for the smallest lusters with up to 7 atoms as exhaustively studied
by the rst priniples methods, here we will onentrate on the larger lusters that an
be desribed only by the semiempirial approahes.
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4.4 Energeti properties
4.4.1 Binding energy
The high stability of the so-alled 'magi-numbered' lusters has beome a subjet of great
interest in onnetion with its appliability in the mediinal and the olloidal hemistry,
as well as in the prodution of atalysts and high-teh nanomaterials.
In Fig. 4.5 are presented the binding energy per atom for the global-minima strutures,
as well as the dierene between the total energies of the lowest-lying isomers obtained
by us and those found by Sebeti et al.[89℄. One an see that the dierene inreases
almost linearly with the number of atoms and has its maximum at N = 79, where we
obtained a trunated otahedron in ontrast to the struture with D3h symmetry found by
Sebeti and Güvenç. At N = 52 they obtained an unentered iosahedron-like struture
with C2h symmetry, that lies energetially between our seond and third lowest isomers.
As the methods for the global minima optimizations used by these authors and ours are
ompletely dierent (basin-hopping Monte Carlo algorithm used by Sebeti and Güvenç
and the Aufbau/Abbau method developed by us), it is quite possible that the higher-
lying isomers found by them would not be found when using our approah, and vie
versa. However, having observed the dierenes in the symmetries of the ground state
strutures and those in the total energies, we an onlude that our approah performs
better in the global-minima searh, at least for lusters with up to 80 atoms.
4.4.2 Stability
In order to identify the partiularly stable lusters we have taken into aount the following
riteria. The lusters an be onsidered as very stable if their binding energy per atom
is muh larger than that of the two neighboring lusters. This an be quantied through
the stability funtion, Etot(N + 1.1) +Etot(N − 1.1)− 2Etot(N.1), where Etot(N.k) is the
total energy of the energetially k-lowest isomer of the AuN luster. This funtion, that
has maxima for partiularly stable lusters, is shown in Fig. 4.6.
Here we an identify a large number of partiularly stable lusters, i.e., so-alled magi
lusters. These are found for N = 4, 6, 10, 13, 15, 17, 23, 28, 30, 36, 38, 40, 42, 45, 49,
54, 58, 61, 64, 66, 68, 73, 75, 77, 79, 82, 84, 89, 92, 95, 101, 109, 111, 116, 118, 124,
128, 133, 135, 140, 144, and 146. The most pronouned peaks our at N = 13, 30, 40,
54, 75, 79, 82, 124, 133, 140, and 146. In agreement with Sebeti and Güvenç[89℄, the
54-atom iosahedron without a entral atom is found to be more stable than the Au55
luster. The latter possesses a distorted iosahedral struture with C3v symmetry, lying
with 0,374 eV lower than the perfet iosahedron obtained by Sebeti and Güvenç, with
2,9 eV lower than the deahedron, and is with 3,27 eV energetially favored omparing
to the ubotahedron. In our study, all the three lowest-lying isomers of Au55 have
lower energy than the symmetri strutures, in agreement with previous studies where
disordered ongurations were found as global minima for Au55[81, 82, 85, 86℄. For Au38
and Au75, a ubotahedron [44, 78, 79, 86, 89℄ and a Marks deahedron [78, 82, 84, 89℄
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Figure 4.5: On the left - the binding energy per atom as a funtion of size for the
energetially lowest isomers of N up to 150, the dashed line shows the bulk value; on the
right - the dierene between the total energies of the lowest-lying isomers with up to 80
atoms obtained by Sebeti et al. and those found by us.
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Figure 4.6: The stability funtion as a funtion of luster size.
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Figure 4.7: The total-energy dierene between the three energetially lowest neighbor-
ing isomers as a funtion of luster size.
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Table 4.3: Point groups of the optimized gold lusters. The lowest-lying isomer is
denoted as N.1
N N.1 N.2 N.3 N N.1 N.2 N.3 N N.1 N.2 N.3 N N.1 N.2 N.3
2 D∞h 40 D3 C1 C2 78 C2v Cs C1 116 Cs Oh C3v
3 D3h 41 C1 C1 C1 79 Oh Cs C1 117 Cs Cs C1
4 Td 42 D4 Td C1 80 Cs O Cs 118 C2v C1 C1
5 D3h 43 D2 C1 C1 81 C2v Cs C1 119 C1 C1 C1
6 Oh C2v 44 Cs C2 C1 82 Cs C3 C2v 120 C1 C1 C1
7 D5h C3v C2 45 Cs C1 C1 83 Cs Cs Cs 121 C1 C1 C1
8 D2d Cs D3d 46 C3 Cs C1 84 Cs Cs Cs 122 C1 C1 C1
9 C2v D3h Cs 47 C1 C2 C1 85 Cs Cs Cs 123 Cs C1 C1
10 C3v D4d D3h 48 C1 D2d C1 86 Cs Cs Cs 124 Cs C1 Cs
11 C2v C2 C2 49 C1 C1 Cs 87 C2 C1 C1 125 C1 C1 C1
12 C5v C2 D3h 50 C1 C1 C1 88 C1 C1 C1 126 Cs C1 C1
13 Ih C1 Cs 51 C1 C1 C1 89 C2 Cs Cs 127 C1 C1 C1
14 C3v C2v Cs 52 D5d C2v C2v 90 C1 C1 C1 128 Cs C1 Cs
15 D6d C2v Cs 53 C5v C3v C1 91 C1 C1 C1 129 C1 Cs Cs
16 C2v D3h C2v 54 Ih C1 Cs 92 C1 C2 C1 130 Cs Cs Cs
17 Td D4d Cs 55 C3v Cs C1 93 C1 C1 C1 131 C2v C1 C1
18 C4v C2v Cs 56 Cs C2v C2 94 C1 C1 C1 132 Cs C1 C1
19 D5h D4d C2v 57 C1 C1 C1 95 C1 C1 C1 133 C2v C1 C1
20 D3d D2 D2h 58 C1 Cs C1 96 C1 C1 C1 134 Cs Cs Cs
21 Cs C1 Cs 59 Cs C1 C1 97 C2 C1 C1 135 Cs C1 C1
22 C1 Cs D6h 60 Cs Cs C1 98 C1 C1 C1 136 Cs C1 C1
23 C2v Cs Cs 61 C3v Cs C2v 99 C2 C1 C1 137 C2v C1 C1
24 C2 Cs C3v 62 Cs C1 C1 100 C1 C1 C1 138 Cs C1 C1
25 C2 C1 C2v 63 C2v Cs Cs 101 C2 D5h C1 139 C2v C1 C1
26 C1 Cs Cs 64 C2v C1 Cs 102 C1 C1 C1 140 Oh Cs Cs
27 Cs C2 Cs 65 C1 C1 C1 103 C2 C2 C1 141 C2v C2v Cs
28 Cs C2 C2v 66 Cs C2 C1 104 C1 C2 C1 142 Cs Cs Cs
29 C2 Cs C2 67 Cs C1 C1 105 C2 Cs C2 143 Cs C2v Cs
30 C3v C1 C2 68 Cs C1 C1 106 C3v C1 Cs 144 Cs Cs Cs
31 C3 C1 C3v 69 C2 C1 C1 107 Cs C1 C1 145 C1 Cs C1
32 D2d C3 C2v 70 C1 C1 C1 108 Cs Cs C1 146 D5h Cs C1
33 C2 C1 C1 71 C2v C2v C1 109 C3v C1 C1 147 C1 C1 C1
34 Td C3 Cs 72 Cs Cs Cs 110 C2v C1 C1 148 C1 C1 C1
35 C2v D3 C2v 73 C2v C1 Cs 111 C1 C1 C1 149 C1 C1 C1
36 C2v Cs D2 74 Cs C5v Cs 112 C2v C1 C1 150 C1 C1 C1
37 C2v Cs C2 75 D5h C2v Cs 113 T C2 D2
38 Oh D4h Cs 76 Cs Cs Cs 114 C3 C2v C2
39 D3 Cs C4v 77 C2v Cs C2v 115 Cs C1 Cs
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17.1 18.1 34.1 38.1
54.1 55.1 75.1 78.1
79.1 80.2 83.1 133.1
134.1 140.1 146.1 147.1
Figure 4.8: Some AuN lusters with high or peuliar symmetry.
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were obtained, in agreement with rst-priniples and semiempirial studies. However, two
studies employing the many-body Gupta potential denoted amorphous ongurations as
global minima of Au38 [83, 85℄, whih is most probably due to the parameterization of the
potential, as Darby et al.[86℄ found an otahedron as lowest-lying isomer by using another
version of the same potential.
The most striking result is that the 146-atom Marks deahedron is more stable than
the Au147 iosahedron. Aording to our study, the third Makay iosahedron lies with
2,89 eV lower than the ubotahedron, with 2,53 eV lower than the deahedron, but with
0,37 eV higher than a disordered struture with partly deahedral onstrution. To our
knowledge, this is the rst study prediting a disordered global minimum for the Au147
luster.
Aording to our other riterion for a partiularly stable luster, suh a luster ours
if the energy dierene between the two energetially lowest isomers Etot(N.2)−Etot(N.1)
is large. This energy dierene is shown in Fig. 4.7, and omparing to Fig. 4.6 we an see
that many of the lusters that are partiularly stable aording to the rst riterion are
stable also aording to the seond one.
4.5 Strutural properties
In this subsetion, instead of disussing in partiular the strutures of the individual
lusters, we shall introdue dierent quantities that are devised to redue the available
information to some few key numbers. The theoretial bakground of the desriptors used
in the subsetion was introdued by us in a previous work.[93℄
4.5.1 Overall luster shape
First we shall onsider the overall shape of the lusters. As we showed in our earlier report
on Ni lusters[93℄, it is onvenient to study the 3× 3 matrix ontaining the elements
Ist =
1
u2l
N∑
n=1
(Rn,s −R0,s)(Rn,t −R0,t) (4.1)
with ul = 1Å being a length unit, and s and t being x, y, and z, and with
~R0 =
1
N
N∑
n=1
~Rn (4.2)
being the enter of the luster. The three eigenvalues of this matrix, Iαα, an be used
in separating the lusters into being overall spherial (all eigenvalues are idential), more
igar-like shaped (one eigenvalue is large, the other two are small), or more lens-shaped
(two large and one small eigenvalue). The average of the three eigenvalues, 〈Iαα〉, is a
measure of the overall extension of the luster. For a homogeneous sphere with N atoms,
the eigenvalues sale like N5/3. Hene, we show in Fig. 4.9 quantities related to Iαα but
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saled by N−5/3. The shape analysis in Fig. 4.9 separates the lusters into being overall
spherial, more igar-like shaped, or more lens-like shaped. One an see that only few
lusters have a spherial shape (these are found for the energetially lowest isomer for N =
4, 6, 13, 17, 34, 38, 54, 79, and 140, and for the next one for N = 42 and 116), all of them
orresponding to high-symmetrial isomers (f. Table 4.4.1) and, for the lowest-energy
isomer most of them to the lass of magi lusters. It is interesting that the average value
follows more or less the same urve for all the three isomers, with some deviations at N
= 130, 146, and 147. Also the largest dierenes show similar behavior, exept for some
few ases mainly for N below 40 and between 80 and 85. Therefore, exept when the
eigenvalues are all very similar (i.e., the largest dierene is very small, whih ours for
N around 50, 70, 100, 116, and 140), the overall shape (i.e., lens- or igar-like) is the same
for all three isomers.
Figure 4.9: Dierent properties related to the eigenvalues Iαα. In the upper panel
we show the average value together with points indiating whether lusters with overall
spherial shape (lowest set of rows), overall igar shape (middle set of rows), or overall
lens shape (upper set of rows) are found for a ertain size. Moreover, in eah set of
rows, the lowest row orresponds to the energetially lowest isomer, the seond one to
the energetially seond-lowest isomer, et. In the lower panel we show the maximum
dierene of the eigenvalues for the three dierent isomers.
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Figure 4.10: The distribution of radial distanes (in Å) for the lowest-lying isomer as
a funtion of luster size. Eah small line represents (at least) one atom with that radial
distane.
The onstrution of atomi shells an be easily seen from the distribution of radial
distanes shown in Fig. 4.10 for the ground state strutures as funtion of the luster
size. Up to N around 50, no trends an be identied, but for N just above 50 a lear
tendeny towards shell onstrution an be seen for the rst isomer. This orresponds to
the formation of the Au54 iosahedral luster. Also for N lose to 110 and around 140 shell
onstrutions for the lowest-lying isomer are observed. In the latter ase, this orresponds
to the formation of an otahedron. The radial distributions for the seond and the third
isomers are not shown, as they are quite similar to that for the rst isomer. Partiular
shell onstrutions are found only for highly symmetrial lusters orresponding to N =
42, 48, 80, 101, 116, and around Au130 for the seond isomer, and around N = 40, 60,
116, and 130 for the third isomer.
4.5.2 Similarity funtions
We have found earlier[93, 132℄ that it was useful to monitor the strutural development
of the isomer with the lowest total energy through the so-alled similarity funtions. We
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Figure 4.11: Eah panel shows the similarity funtion for all the three isomers when
omparing to (a) an iosahedral luster, and (bd) a spherial fragment of the f rystal
where the enter of the fragment is plaed at (b) the position of an atom, () the middle
of a nearest-neighbor bond, and (d) the enter of the unit ell, respetively.
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Figure 4.12: (a) the average oordination number, (b) the minimum oordination num-
ber, and () the average bond distanes as funtions of luster size. The dashed lines in
(a) and () show the orresponding bulk values for gold.
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dene the radial distanes from the enter for eah of the atoms of a given luster AuN
rn = |~Rn − ~R0| (4.3)
and sort these in inreasing order.
Simultaneously we onsider a large spherial fragment of a f rystal as well as a large
luster of iosahedral symmetry, here Au309. Also for these we dene a radial distane for
eah atom, r′n, whih also are sorted. In order to ompare a given luster with those two
systems we alulate subsequently
q =
[
1
N
N∑
n=1
(rn − r
′
n)
2
]1/2
, (4.4)
giving the similarity funtion
S =
1
1 + q/ul
(4.5)
(ul = 1Å). S approahes 1 if the AuN luster is very similar to the referene system, i.e.,
a fragment of the f rystal or an iosahedral luster. In Fig. 4.11 we show the resulting
funtions in four ases, i.e., when omparing with the relaxed Au309 luster, and when
omparing with three fragments of the f rystal diering in the position of the enter
(i.e., the position of an atom, the middle of a nearest-neighbor bond, and the enter of
the unit ell, respetively).
One sees both that lusters that learly resemble f fragments and that lusters that
resemble iosahedral lusters an be identied. The most pronouned peaks for the iosa-
hedral strutures orrespond to N = 13, 55, and 147, the rst-, seond-, and third-layer
Makay iosahedron, respetively. Clusters with iosahedral strutures are also found in
the interval between N = 75 and N = 79, as disussed in the previous subsetion. The
otahedral ones are found around N = 6, 8, 13, 28, 38, and 79. Beyond N = 135, the
values for the f-like lusters derease, whereas an inreased similarity with the iosahe-
dral lusters is observed. It is interesting to notie that the strutures are built up over
a ertain range of luster sizes so that, e.g., the iosahedral struture for N = 55 an be
seen also for both larger and smaller values of N around this value.
4.5.3 Coordination numbers
In Fig. 4.12 are shown the average and minimal oordination numbers, and the average
bond lengths of the lusters. We dene two atoms as being bonded if their interatomi
distane is less than 3.49 Å, whih is the average value between the nearest-neighbor
distane (2.89 Å) and the next-nearest-neighbor distane (4.08 Å) in bulk Au. Moreover,
we distinguish between inner atoms with a oordination number of 12 or larger and surfae
atoms with a oordination number less than 12.
Fig. 4.12(a) presents the average oordination number as a funtion of N . A saturation
towards the bulk limit of 12 is seen, although one has to remember that even for the
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largest luster of our study 94 out of 150 atoms are haraterized as surfae atoms. Also,
the funtion inreases monotonially with the size of the systems, with osillations in
partiular for the lusters with N = 17 and 18, whih is due to the formation of a
tetrahedron for Au17, and a struture with C4v symmetry at N = 18, respetively. The
latter is already obtained with the EAM method (see Ref.[89℄), but this is the rst time
when a tetrahedral onguration is found for the Au17 luster. Its seond isomer in this
study (D4d) is already found by Wilson and Johnston[79℄ as a lowest-lying minimum.
The minimum atomi oordination for eah luster size is shown in Fig. 4.12(b). The
existene of low-oordinated atoms, i.e with oordination numbers of 3 or 4, ould point
to the ourrene of a luster growth, where extra atoms are added to the surfae of the
luster, whereas the higher oordination numbers ould indiate a growth where atoms are
inserted inside the luster, or, alternatively, upon a strong rearrangement of the surfae
atoms. This is the ase for the gold lusters, with few exeptions at N = 14, 17, 18, 78,
83, and 134, where lower oordinations are found. The lowest oordination orresponding
to Au14 is in onnetion with the formation of an iosahedron plus one additional atom on
the surfae. At N = 17 and 18, some strutural hanges take plae, as disussed above.
Au78 and Au83 orrespond to strutures with deahedral motif apped with one additional
atom. This is also the ase for Au134 where the C2v symmetry of the deahedral struture
orresponding to N = 133 is lowered by adding an atom on the surfae.
Fig. 4.12() shows the average bond length as a funtion of the luster size. The
dashed line orresponds to the bulk value of 2.89 Å. The average bond length for all
the strutures is smaller than the bulk value, espeially for Au17 and Au18, where more
ompat strutures are formed. However, this property approahes the bulk value faster
than the average oordination number.
4.5.4 Cluster growth
The entral point in most of the moleular dynamis studies on gold lusters is to identify
how the lusters grow and if the luster with N atoms ould be derived from the one with
N − 1 atoms simply by adding one atom. In order to quantify this possible relation, rst
we onsider the struture with the lowest total energy for the (N − 1)-atom luster. For
this we alulate and sort all interatomi distanes, di, i = 1, 2, · · · ,
N(N−1)
2
. Subsequently
we onsider eah of the N fragments of the N -luster that an be obtained by removing
one of the atoms and keeping the rest at their positions. For eah of those we also alulate
and sort all interatomi distanes d′i, and alulate, subsequently,
q =
[
2
N(N − 1)
N(N−1)/2∑
i=1
(di − d
′
i)
2
]1/2
. (4.6)
Among the N dierent values of q we hoose the smallest one, qmin and alulate the
similarity funtion
S =
1
1 + qmin/ul
(4.7)
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Figure 4.13: The similarity funtion as funtion of the luster size. It desribes whether
the luster with N atoms is similar to that of N − 1 atoms plus an extra atom.
(ul = 1Å) whih approahes 1 if the AuN luster is very similar to the AuN−1 luster plus
an extra atom.
The similarity funtion, shown in Fig. 4.13, approahes 1 if the AuN luster is very
similar to the AuN−1 luster plus an extra atom. We see indeed that forN up to around 50,
S is signiantly dierent from 1, onrming that in this range the growth is ompliated.
The most pronouned peaks our at 6 < N < 9, 15 < N < 20, 34, 38, 39, 52, 56, 79, 80,
85, 111, 126, 140, 141, and 145 < N < 147. Many of them orrespond to high symmetrial
lusters, however some of the lusters with larger peaks (N = 39, 56, 62, 85, 111, 126,
141, and 145) have lower symmetry. The otahedral Au38 and the low-symmetrial Au39
are struturally very dierent from their N -1-atom neighbors. Au56 marks the end of the
iosahedral shell built between Au52 and Au55, and the lusters resume their disordered
growth. The otahedral Au61 is followed by the disordered Au62, and the deahedral
Au85 omes after the disordered Au84. Between the deahedral Au110 and Au112 lies
the disordered Au111. The addition of one atom to the disordered Au125 leads to the
formation of an unnished but regular deahedron at N = 126. The deahedral Au141
omes immediately after the otahedron orresponding to N = 140. Although Au144 has
partly deahedral onstrution, its N+1-atom neighbor is disordered. It seems that for
eah luster size there is a rearrangement of the gold atoms, and no a partiular growth
motif was observed. This in turn means that the luster growth is very ompliated and
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it is diult to onsider it as an one-by-one atom addition.
4.6 Vibrational spetra and heat apaities
4.6.1 Dynamial matrix
We omputed the vibrational spetrum of gold lusters with up to 150 atoms using the
harmoni approximation. Employing the analytial form of the Hessian matrix, we on-
struted the 3N x 3N dynamial matrix
Dni,mj =
(
1
M
∂2Etot)
∂Rni∂Rmj
)
(4.8)
ontaining the seond derivatives of the total energy with respet to the atomi oordinates
in the equilibrium onguration. In this formula M is the atomi mass and Rni denotes
the oordinates (i = x, y, z) of atom n. We performed the numerial diagonalization of
the dynamial matrix
|Dni,mj − ω
2δnmδij | = 0 (4.9)
in whih δnm, the Kroneker symbol, equals unity if n=m and is zero otherwise, and ω is
the vibrational frequeny. In this study we have determined the vibrational frequenies
for eah global minima luster size, however, we will disuss in details only the minimal
and maximal vibrational frequenies. These are presented at Fig. 4.14 where one an see
the maximal frequenies in the upper panel, and the minimal vibrations are shown in the
bottom panel. Even the frequeny of the dimer Au2 is well reprodued - the experimental
value is 191 m
−1
, and the obtained with the Voter-Chen EAM is equal to 180 m
−1
. The
small dierene is due to the slight ontration of the dimer bond in the EAM (2.40 Å)
ompared to the experiment (2.47 Å).
4.6.2 'Magi numbers' in the spetra
The magnitude of the vibrations is most pronouned up to N = 31, then it dereases
signiantly leaving only one island at 92 < N < 108, where probably some strutural
hanges take plae. The most pronouned peak orresponds to Au19 that has D5h sym-
metry. However, none of the next maxima or minima belongs to a struture of high
symmetry, therefore in order to be able to draw a general trend, we proeed to the
minimal frequenies. At the bottom panel, the dashed line at 20K orresponds to the
temperature for whih the heat apaities per vibrational mode were alulated, see Fig.
4.15. In this way, if a partiular luster has vibrations at or below this temperature, there
will be most probably also a orresponding peak in the heat apaity. At Fig. 4.15 the
values of the heat apaities for N up to 15 are presented separately as they begin with
very small values and inrease rapidly in this luster range. The vibrations orresponding
to these lusters are also far above the 20 K temperature, therefore the most interesting
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Figure 4.15: The alulated heat apaities per vibrational mode at 20 K as funtion
of the luster size.
ontributions will be rst beyond N = 20. We an see that the lusters whose minimal
frequenies are far above the 20 K limit show orresponding low heat apaities - these
are found for N = 18, 30, 38, 54, 61, 64, 75, 79, many of them belonging to the lass of
magi lusters. Also the luster vibrations lying signiantly below the 20 K temperature,
show orresponding large heat apaities - these are Au21, Au39, Au55, Au69, and Au145.
4.6.3 The low-symmetrial Au55 and Au147 lusters
For the Au55 and Au147 lusters a omparison was made between the vibrations of the
low-symmetrial lusters obtained as global minima in this study and their iosahedral
relatives. The results are shown in Fig. 4.16. In both ases, the spetra of the low-
symmetrial lusters dereases monotonially, while, as expeted, the iosahedral isomers
show very high degeneray of the vibrations.
To our knowledge, there is not an experimental vibrational spetrum of Au55 or Au147
to whih we ould ompare our results. There exists an experimental work by Marus and
oworkers[94℄ on the 55-atom gold luster made by the Shmid proess. They performed
optial absorption and temperature-dependent x-ray-absorption ne-struture (EXAFS)
measurements on that luster and the results were onsistent with a f ubotahedral
struture. Another study by Häkkinen et al.[39℄ employing photoeletron spetrosopy
and density-funtional methods revealed the low-symmetrial nature of the Au
−
55 luster.
However, there is not a data that undoubtedly engages a theoretially obtained struture
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Figure 4.16: On the left - the vibrational frequenies of the ground state of Au55, and
its iosahedral isomer; on the right - the same for Au147
to experimental ndings, at least not for Au55 and Au147. These are to be the main point
of further studies.
Chapter 5
Silver lusters
5.1 Introdution
The smallest silver partiles remain a subjet of great interest to both experimental-
ists and theoretiians, due to their possible appliations in the atalysis, photohemistry,
nanosiene. Although various spetrosopi and mirosopi tehniques have been ap-
plied to study the properties of silver lusters[95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 34,
105, 106, 107, 108, 109℄, none of them ould dene unambiguously the luster symmetry.
Only one study[110℄ on the Raman spetrum of Ag5 revealed that the moleule had a
planar trapezoidal struture. Muh theoretial eorts have been devoted to the determi-
nation of the aurate lowest-energy strutures, optial and ondutive properties of these
small partiles. Numerous rst priniples alulations[111, 112, 48, 113, 114, 115, 116℄
denote Ag6 as the last two dimensional luster size, while aording to the tight-binding
methods[117℄ the smallest three dimensional luster is more likely to be Ag5. However,
both approahes predit the odd-even energy osillations found from the experiment[95,
96℄. Aording to the spherial jellium model[118, 119℄, the eletroni shell losure is
expressed as pronouned peaks in the ionization potentials at luster size 2, 8, 14, 20, 40,
et. The model suessfully interpreted the magi numbers found for alkali metals, and
although silver has many d-eletrons, its 4d orbitals are low-lying and this metal is more
likely to be also well desribed. A reent[120℄ density-funtional study on silver lusters
in the size range N = 9 - 20 atoms predited that layered strutures are the lowest-energy
isomers for lusters with less than 16 atoms, while the larger ones most probably are
ompat with quasispherial shape.
In order to be able to extend their studies beyond the too small silver lusters, many
groups have employed (semi-)empirial potentials, in some ases ombined with Moleular
Dynamis tehniques, to investigate stati and/or dynamial properties[121, 122, 123, 124,
125℄. The authors of Ref.[87, 126℄ used onstant-energy moleular dynamis simulations
to study the strutures and melting behavior of dierent f metal lusters with up to
23 atoms. The model predited that all lusters had strutures based on iosahedral
paking and therefore exhibit similar thermodynami behavior. Another version of the
Embedded Atom Method used in [126℄ was employed by Garía González and Montejano-
55
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Carrizales[127℄ to analyze the strutural stability and symmetry of nikel, opper, silver
and platinum lusters, omparing the ohesive energy of various lusters with the same
number of atoms but with dierent strutures. Baletto and oworkers[128, 129, 72℄ studied
the growth of larger silver lusters by means of moleular dynamis simulations, where in
one of their works the sizes of the lusters were extended up to 40000 atoms[72℄. It was
shown that the strutures of the lusters depended ruially on the temperatures at whih
the growth ourred. Investigating three main strutural motifs - iosahedral, deahedral,
and (trunated) otahedral, they found that iosahedra were favored at small (N ≤ 147),
deahedra at intermediate (300 ≤ N ≤ 20000), and otahedra at large sizes(N > 30000).
Similar trend was obtained by Calvo and Doye[130℄ in a study on the pressure eets on
luster growth.
In this Chapter we have studied silver lusters with up to 150 atoms using two dierent
versions of the many-body Gupta potential[11℄, whose parameters are shown in Table 5.1,
in order to observe system- and potential-spei as well as -independent properties. We
shall here ompare part of the results obtained with these two potentials to silver lusters
with up to 60 atoms independently studied with two dierent EAM approahes.
Table 5.1: Parameters in the two versions of the Gupta potential used here.
Parameter tight-binding[12℄ 2
nd
order[13℄
A/eV 0.09944 0.1028
p 10.12 10.928
q 3.37 3.139
r0/Å 1.0 2.892
ζ/eV 1.0 1.178
5.2 Energetial properties
In order to hek the auray of the hosen potentials, we alulated the dimer bond
length with all approahes and ompared the results to LDA and experimental values. As
an be seen from Table 5.2, all potentials are apable of good desription of the shortest
luster bond length, with the VC potential losest to the experimental value, whih is due
to its parameterization to the dimer properties. As will be disussed below, the global
minima strutures obtained with the VC potential are idential to those obtained with
the other potentials up to luster size N=15.
5.2.1 Point groups of the lusters
The point groups of the global-minima strutures and the rst two isomers with N up to
150 atoms obtained with the two versions of the Gupta potential are shown in Table 5.3
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Table 5.2: The bond length (in Å) of the Ag dimer as alulated with the tight-binding
Gupta (TBG), the extended Gupta potential (nG), the Embedded Atom potentials DBF
and VC. The dimer bond length obtained in redued units (TBG) is appropriately saled.
The results are ompared with LDA and experimental values.
System nG TB VC DBF LDA[116℄ exp.[131℄
Ag2 2.449 2.448 2.501 2.443 2.49 2.53
and Table 5.4. In order to hek the reliability of these approahes, results for the smaller
and intermediate silver lusters (up to 60 atoms) obtained with the two versions of the
EAM are shown in Table 5.5. In previous works we optimized nikel[93℄, opper[132℄ and
gold lusters[133℄ with up to 150 atoms using the DBF and VC EAM potentials. There we
proved the appliability of the EAM potential to the smallest nikel and opper lusters.
However, the DBF potential was not apable of proper desription of the smallest gold
lusters[90℄, espeially the dimer moleule, therefore we used only the Voter-Chen version
for the alulations of the global minima strutures. Here, we aim to nd an appropriate
method to treat the smaller and intermediate silver lusters, as well as to determine the
similarities and dierenes between the dierent potentials applied to these systems.
The rst dierenes for the global minima silver lusters an be found in Table 5.3
and Table 5.5 already at luster size N = 15, where the global minimum found for Ag15
(D6d) exists as seond isomer aording to the nG potential. Likewise, the DBF method
also denotes the highly symmetrial struture as a seond isomer. The Ag28 seond
isomer obtained with the nG potential has T symmetry like the global minimum of this
luster size predited by VC/DBF, while all isomers for this luster size found with the
TBG potential are disordered. The highly symmetrial D6h struture appears as third
isomer at N = 22 for the silver lusters obtained with the Gupta potentials, but is not
among the three lowest-lying isomers aording to the DBF potential. Our results for the
global minima strutures of silver lusters with N = 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 19, 38, 55, and 75
atoms are onsistent with those from Ref.[84℄. Up to N = 22 our global minima strutures
obtained with the nG potential are idential to those found with the Sutton-Chen potential
(SC) by Doye and Wales[78℄. The disadvantages of the SC potential suh as strong
overbinding and resulting short bonds and high binding energies lead to the identiation
of highly ompat strutures as global minima. Therefore, it is not surprising that the
global minima obtained in Ref.[78℄ are struturally very dierent from ours. A detailed
disussion is oered in our previous work[132℄, hene here we will onentrate mainly on
the strutural omparison between the Gupta and EAM potentials. A symmetrial D2d
struture lies in the global minimum of Ag32 aording to both Gupta potentials, and is a
seond isomer for the VC potential. Not surprisingly, for all potentials the global minimum
of N = 38 is a trunated otahedron, the seond Makay iosahedron is most probably
the ground state struture at N = 55, and the 75-atom Marks deahedron appears to
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be the lowest-energy onguration for this luster size. Growth of silver lusters reveals
wide iosahedral windows around N = 53 - 55 and N = 144 - 147. Although the most
probable ground state geometry of the 79-atom luster aording to the semiempirial
studies is an otahedral one, the TBG potential founds a rather disordered struture with
Cs symmetry. It seems that low- and high-symmetrial isomers are indeed lose in energy,
and the small dierenes between the potentials lead to various preditions for the ground
state ongurations. Finally, an iosahedral global minimum is found for the Ag140 luster
with the nG potential, while the otahedron and the iosahedron are not energetially
favored by the DBF potential.
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Table 5.3: Point groups of the silver lusters with up to 77 atoms optimized with the
nG and TBG potentials.
N N.1 N.2 N.3 N N.1 N.2 N.3
2 D∞h 40 Cs/D4h Cs/D2 C1/Cs
3 D3h 41 Cs/D2 C3v/C3v C3v/C3v
4 Td 42 Cs/Cs Cs/C1 C2v/C1
5 D3h 43 Cs/C1 C2v/Cs C1/Cs
6 Oh C2v 44 Cs/C2 C1/C1 Cs/C1
7 D5h C3v C2 45 Cs/C1 Cs/Cs C1/C1
8 D2d Cs D3d 46 C2v/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1
9 C2v/C2v D3h/C2v C2v/Cs 47 C1/C1 Cs/C1 Cs/C1
10 C3v/C3v D2h/D2h C2/C2 48 D2/D2 Cs/C1 Cs/Cs
11 C2v/C2v C2/C2 C2v/C2 49 C3v/C3v Cs/C1 Cs/C1
12 C5v/C5v D2d/D2d D3h/D3h 50 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs Cs/Cs
13 Ih/Ih Cs/Cs Cs/C1 51 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs C1/C1
14 C3v/C3v C2v/C2v C6v/C2 52 C2v/C2v Cs/C3v Cs/D2
15 C2v/D6d D6d/C2v C2v/C2v 53 C2v/C5v C2v/D2 C5v/D5d
16 Cs/C2v C1/C1 Cs/Cs 54 C5v/Ih Ih/C5v C2v/D2
17 C2/C2v C2/C2 C2v/Cs 55 Ih/Ih C1/Cs Cs/C1
18 Cs/C2 Cs/Cs C2/C2v 56 C3v/Cs Cs/C2v Cs/C3v
19 D5h/D5h C2/Cs Cs/Cs 57 Cs/C3v Cs/C1 Cs/Cs
20 C2v/C2v D2/D2 D3d/D3d 58 C3v/C3v C1/C1 C1/C3v
21 C1/C1 C1/C1 C2v/D2 59 C2v/C1 C1/C2v C1/C1
22 Cs/Cs C1/C1 D6h/D6h 60 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs C1/C1
23 C2/D2 D3h/Cs Cs/Cs 61 C2v/C2v Cs/Cs C1/Cs
24 Cs/Cs Cs/D2 C2/Cs 62 Cs/Cs C1/Cs C1/C1
25 C3/C3 C3v/C1 C2v/C1 63 C2v/C2v C1/Cs C1/C1
26 C1/C1 D3h/C2v C2v/Cs 64 Cs/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1
27 Cs/Cs C2/C2 C1/C1 65 C2v/C2v C1/Cs Cs/C1
28 C1/D2 T/Cs Cs/C1 66 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs C1/C1
29 C3/C2 C2/Cs Cs/C2 67 C2v/C2v Cs/Cs C1/C1
30 Cs/Cs C2v/C1 C1/C1 68 C2v/C2v Cs/Cs C1/C1
31 C2v/C3 C3/Cs C2v/D2 69 Cs/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1
32 D2d/D2d C2v/C2v C2/C3 70 Cs/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1
33 C2v/Cs C1/C2 Cs/C2v 71 C2v/C2v C1/C1 C1/C1
34 Cs/C2 Cs/D2 Cs/Cs 72 Cs/Cs C1/Cs C1/C1
35 Cs/D3 D3/Cs C2v/D2 73 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs C1/D5h
36 Cs/C2 Cs/C1 C2/D2 74 C5v/C5v C1/C1 Cs/Cs
37 C3v/C2v Cs/C2v C2v/Cs 75 D5h/D5h Cs/Cs C1/Cs
38 Oh/Oh C5v/D4h D4h/D2 76 C2v/C2v Cs/Cs Cs/Cs
39 C5v/D4 C4v/D3 Cs/Cs 77 C2v/C2v C1/C2v C1/C2v
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Table 5.4: Point groups of the silver lusters with 77  150 atoms optimized with the
nG and TBG potentials.
N N.1 N.2 N.3 N N.1 N.2 N.3
78 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs C2v/C2v 116 D3d/Th Oh/T C1/Oh
79 Oh/Cs C1/C2v C1/C2v 117 C1/C1 C1/C1 C1/C1
80 Cs/Cs C1/Cs C1/Cs 118 C1/C1 C1/C1 C1/C1
81 C2v/C2v Cs/Cs C1/Cs 119 C1/C1 C2v/C2v C1/C1
82 C2v/C2v Cs/Cs Cs/Cs 120 Cs/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1
83 C2v/C2v Cs/Cs C1/C2v 121 C2v/C2v C1/C1 C1/C1
84 Cs/Cs C2v/C2v C2v/Cs 122 Cs/Cs Cs/C1 C1/Cs
85 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs Cs/Cs 123 C2v/C2v C1/C1 C1/C1
86 C2v/C2v Cs/Cs Cs/C1 124 Cs/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1
87 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs C1/Cs 125 C1/C1 C1/C1 C1/C1
88 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs C1/Cs 126 Cs/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1
89 Cs/Cs C1/Cs C1/C1 127 Cs/Cs Cs/C1 Cs/Cs
90 Cs/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1 128 Cs/Cs C2v/Cs C1/Cs
91 C1/C1 C1/C1 Cs/C1 129 Cs/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1
92 C1/C1 C1/C1 C1/C1 130 C2v/D2 C1/C1 C1/Cs
93 C1/C1 C1/C1 C1/C1 131 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs Cs/Cs
94 C1/C1 C1/C1 C1/C1 132 Cs/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1
95 C1/C1 C1/C1 C1/C1 133 Cs/Cs C1/Cs C1/Cs
96 C1/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1 134 Cs/Cs C1/Cs C1/C2v
97 C2/C2 C1/C1 C1/C1 135 Cs/Cs C1/Cs Cs/Cs
98 Cs/Cs Td/C1 C1/C1 136 C1/C1 C1/C1 C1/C1
99 Cs/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1 137 Cs/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1
100 C5v/Cs C1/C1 Cs/C1 138 Cs/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1
101 D5h/D5h Cs/Cs Cs/Cs 139 C2v/D2 Cs/C1 C5v/Cs
102 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs C1/C2v 140 C5v/Cs C3v/Oh C3v/Cs
103 C2v/C2v C2/Cs Cs/D2 141 Cs/Cs Cs/C2v Cs/Cs
104 C1/C1 Cs/C1 C1/C1 142 C2v/D2 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs
105 C2v/C2v C2/C2v Cs/C1 143 Cs/C3v Cs/Cs Cs/Cs
106 C1/C1 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs 144 C2v/D2 D5d/Ih C2v/D2
107 C2v/C2v C1/C2v C1/C1 145 C5v/I C2v/D2 Cs/D2
108 C1/C1 C1/C1 C1/C1 146 Ih/Ih C5v/I D5h/Cs
109 C1/C1 C1/C1 C1/C1 147 Ih/Ih Cs/Cs Cs/Cs
110 C1/C1 C1/C1 C1/C1 148 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs Cs/Cs
111 C1/C1 C1/C1 C1/C1 149 C3v/C3v C3v/D2 Cs/C3v
112 C1/C1 C1/C1 C1/C1 150 Cs/Cs C1/C3v C1/Cs
113 Cs/Cs C1/C1 C1/C1
114 C1/C1 C1/C1 Cs/C1
115 Cs/Cs C1/Cs C1/C1
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Table 5.5: Point groups of the silver lusters with up to 60 atoms optimized with the
VC and DBF EAM potentials.
N N.1 N.2 N.3 N N.1 N.2 N.3
2 D∞h/D∞h 32 D3/C2v D2d/D3 C2v/Th
3 D3h/D3h 33 C2/C2 Cs/Cs Cs/C1
4 Td/Td 34 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs C1/C1
5 D3h/D3h 35 D3/D3 C2v/C2v C2v/C1
6 Oh/Oh C2v/C2v 36 C2/C1 C1/C2 Cs/C1
7 D5h/D5h C3v/C3v C2/C2 37 C3v/C2 D2/C5v Cs/C1
8 D2d/D2d Cs/Cs D3d/D3d 38 Oh/Oh D4h/C5v D2/C5v
9 C2v/C2v D3h/D3h C1/C2v 39 C5/C5v C5v/Cs C4v/Cs
10 C3v/C3v D2h/D2d D4d/D2h 40 Cs/Cs D2/Cs C2/C2
11 C2v/C2v C2/C2 C2v/C2 41 C1/Cs C3/Cs Cs/C1
12 C5v/C5v C1/D2d D3h/C1 42 C2v/Cs Cs/Cs C1/C1
13 Ih/Ih Cs/Cs Cs/Cs 43 Cs/Cs C1/Cs C1/C1
14 C3v/C3v C2v/C2v C6v/C1 44 Cs/C1 C2/Cs Cs/C1
15 D6d/C2v C2v/D6d C2v/C2v 45 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs Cs/C1
16 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs D3h/C1 46 C2v/C2v C1/C1 Cs/C1
17 C2/C2 Cs/Cs C2v/Cs 47 C1/C1 C1/Cs Cs/Cs
18 Cs/Cs C2/C5v C2v/Cs 48 C2v/Cs Cs/Cs Cs/C2v
19 D5h/D5h C1/C1 Cs/Cs 49 C3v/C3v Cs/Cs C1/C1
20 C2v/C2v D2/D3d D3d/D2 50 Cs/Cs C2v/Cs C1/Cs
21 Cs/C1 C1/Cs C2/Cs 51 C2v/Cs Cs/Cs Cs/C1
22 Cs/C1 D6h/Cs C1/Cs 52 C3v/C2v Cs/C3v Cs/Cs
23 D3h/D3h C2/C2 D3h/Cs 53 C2v/C2v D5d/D5d C2v/C2v
24 D3/C2v C2v/Cs Cs/D3 54 C5v/C5v Ih/Ih C2v/C2v
25 C3/C3 C1/Cs C2v/C1 55 Ih/Ih C1/Cs Cs/C1
26 C1/C1 C2v/Td Cs/C2v 56 Cs/C3v C3v/Cs C3v/Cs
27 Cs/Cs Cs/Cs C2/C2 57 Cs/Cs C1/Cs Cs/Cs
28 T/T C1/C1 Cs/C3v 58 C3v/C3v C1/C1 C1/C1
29 C3/C3 C2v/C2v Cs/C2 59 C1/C2v C3v/C1 C2v/C1
30 Cs/Cs C1/C2v C1/C1 60 Cs/Cs Cs/C1 Cs/C2v
31 C3/Cs Cs/C1 C1/Cs
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5.2.2 Stability
The energetial dierenes between the rst and seond isomers an give information
whether they are energetially very lose and most probably exist as a mixture in the ex-
periment, or the global minimum lies very low ompared to the next isomers, whih is the
ase of the Ag79 luster obtained with the nG potential at Fig. 5.1. The results obtained
with the TBG potential are not shown, as they are very similar to these. Here, along with
the peaks orresponding to the 'magi' N = 13, 38, 55, and 147 lusters, many new peaks
appear. They orrespond to N = 63, 71, 79, 95, 101, 115, 120, 121, 126, 130, and 139.
All of them exept for the Ag63 and Ag79 lusters have deahedral strutures, the ground
state of Ag63 has a distorted iosahedral onguration. The energetial peuliarities an
be generalized by using the stability funtion presented at Fig. 5.2 for the silver lusters
optimized with the nG potential. A omparison with the TBG, DBF, and VC potentials
is made for the size range 2-60 atoms (Fig. 5.3).
As already seen at the energy dierenes between the rst isomers, the Ag23 and
Ag28 lusters are not partiularly stable. Instead, for the rst time the Ag38 and Ag61
lusters appear to be magi. The Ag61 luster an be viewed as made of the Ag55 iosa-
hedron apped with 6 atoms on one of its sides. In omparison to the results for opper
lusters[132℄, here the silver lusters with N = 86, 92, 116, 119, and 131 atoms are not
partiularly stable, while the magi Ag121 and Ag130 an not be found in the stability
funtion for the opper lusters. The Ag116, Ag131, and Ag137 lusters are not magi in
omparison to the nikel ones[93℄, while the silver strutures with N = 95, 101, 121, 130,
and 139 are absent in the nikel stability funtion.
At Fig. 5.3 are shown the stability funtions for silver lusters with up to 60 atoms
obtained with the TB Gupta potential, the DBF and VC versions of the EAM method.
One an see that both EAM methods yield very similar results omparing to the TB
potential, where the harateristi peaks at N = 19, 23, 28, and 49 are missing. Instead,
two new magi lusters appear at N = 48 and 58. They are also found at the stability
funtion for the nG potential. These strutures have D2 and C3v symmetries, respetively.
Although the global minima for Ag58 aording to the DBF and VC potentials have the
same symmetry, none of them appears as highly stable in the orresponding similarity
funtions.
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Figure 5.1: The energetial dierene between the two lowest-lying isomers within the
nG potential.
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Figure 5.2: The stability funtion for the silver lusters obtained with the same potential.
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Figure 5.3: The stability funtion for silver lusters with up to 60 atoms with three
dierent potentials: the TBG potential (top), the VC (middle) and DBF (bottom) po-
tentials.
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5.3 Growth patterns
5.3.1 Similarity funtions
The similarity funtions obtained omparing the nG silver lusters to those found with the
TBG, DBF, and VC potentials are shown at Fig. 5.4. Although the two Gupta potentials
are very similar, they seem to lead to signiantly dierent strutures around N = 15
and beyond Ag30. However, revising Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 we see that for these luster
sizes most of the global minima aording to the rst potential orrespond to higher-lying
isomers within the seond one, and vie versa, whih is also the ase for most of the DBF
and VC strutures.
Surprisingly, the larger silver lusters (Fig. 5.5) obtained with the two Gupta poten-
tials are more similar than the smaller ones with up to 60 atoms. The largest strutural
dierenes our at N = 140 and 141, where the global minima of these two lusters have
iosahedral onstrutions aording to the nG potential. On the other hand, the lowest-
lying Ag140 and Ag141 isomers predited by the TBG potential have deahedral strutures.
A previous work[134℄ using a LDA density funtional ode predited iosahedral global
minima for the silver lusters with N = 55, 135, and 140 atoms. Aording to all po-
tentials used in this study, the seond Makay iosahedron is most probably the ground
state of Ag55. However, our three lowest-lying isomers of Ag135 obtained with both Gupta
potentials have deahedral strutures. Moreover, applying the Abbau algorithm starting
from our iosahedral Ag140 global minimum, we were able to obtain an iosahedral isomer
for the Ag135 luster size, but it lay around 0.6 eV above our global minimum. Cubo-
tahedral f strutures, as onsidered in Ref.[134℄, are not among our three lowest-lying
isomers for the three luster sizes, exept for the seond Ag140 isomer obtained with the
tight-binding Gupta potential.
Further insight into the luster growth ould be obtained if we onsider how dierent
a luster with N atoms ould be if it is ompared to a N -1-atom one plus one additional
atom, e.g in this way one an follow the strutural hanges ourring at the dierent
luster sizes. These growth patterns ould be seen at Fig. 5.6, where we ompare the global
minima strutures obtained with the nG potential for eah luster size. A more detailed
omparison (for nikel and opper lusters) an be found in our previous works[93, 132℄.
There are many strutural dierenes to be seen, whih indiates an irregular growth of
the silver lusters. Comparing to nikel and opper, where also signiant dierenes were
observed for the smaller lusters with up to 50 atoms, here there are a few strong peaks
for the larger Ag79, Ag80, Ag97, Ag116, Ag117, and Ag140 lusters. The seond strongest
peak in the gure, orresponding to Ag39, is due to the transition from the otahedral
global minimum for the 38-atom luster to an iosahedral ground state, whih is also the
ase for the f Ag79 and the deahedral Ag80. Although the lusters with N = 115,
116, and 117 atoms all have deahedral ongurations, the last two ones are struturally
very dierent, also between themselves. Aording to our results, the luster growth is
deahedral in the size range N = 65 - 139 atoms, with one exeption at the otahedral
Ag79. Our previous studies on opper and nikel lusters pointed to an iosahedral luster
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Figure 5.4: The similarity funtions for the nG silver lusters ompared to the strutures
obtained the TB Gupta potential, the DBF and VC potentials.
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Figure 5.5: The similarity funtions for the omparison between the nG and TBG silver
lusters. The strutures of the TBG lusters are appropriately saled.
growth, while the gold lusters showed irregular behavior, forming for eah luster size
dierent, more ompat strutures. This was also observed at the similarity funtions
for the dierent metals - there are signiant strutural dierenes between silver and all
other studied systems. Although the main 'magi' numbers and strutures for N = 19,
38, 55, 75, and 147 remain the same for the silver lusters, these seem to be the only few
struturally very similar strutures to the orresponding opper and nikel ones, exept
for the smallest lusters with N up to 15.
5.3.2 Minimal oordination numbers
Finally, another strutural desriptor that an give general information on the luster
onguration is the so-alled minimal oordination number that is desribed elsewhere[93,
132℄. Its lower values, 3 and 4, indiate growth by deposition of atoms on the luster
surfae, while the large values point to insertion of atoms inside of the luster, e.g. this
leads to the formation of more ompat strutures. At Fig. 5.7 are presented the alulated
oordination numbers for the silver lusters obtained with the two Gupta potentials.
They are very similar, with few exeptions, for example at luster sizes N = 56 and
148 that orrespond to the seond and third Makay iosahedra plus an additional atom
on the surfae, with low oordination numbers that are learly visible within the nG
potential, but are absent in the orresponding TB Gupta results. Similar absene was
found also at the orresponding opper lusters, although the global minima strutures
had the same ongurations. However, most of the opper lusters had predominantly
large oordination numbers, with very few lusters with oordination number equal to
4. Here, the low-oordinated strutures are signiantly more, espeially at the smaller
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luster sizes - N = 25, 29, 34, 36, 47, 50, and 62 - 65 for the nG potential in omparison
to the TBG one. On the other hand, the lusters with N = 39 - 41 atoms obtained with
the latter potential have low oordination numbers that are onneted with the formation
of Ag38 f-based strutures apped with the extra atoms on the surfae.
Conluding this setion, the strutural desriptors used in this work reveal a deahedral
luster growth, whih gives us a further insight into the silver luster behavior. An atom-
by-atom growth is observed along with preferene of ompat strutures. However, the
silver lusters are struturally not similar to any of the previously studied opper, nikel,
or gold systems.
5.4 Comparison to the experiment
In a series of ombined experimental and theoretial studies[108, 135℄ the strutures of
mass seleted silver luster ations were probed by trapped ion eletron diration per-
formed at temperature of 100K. The experimentally obtained sattering intensity was
ompared to results from theoretial alulations using proposed strutures optimized
with the Turbomole program pakage. For all luster sizes, the experimental data was
best desribed by strutures ontaining the iosahedral motif, also regarding the Ag38
and Ag79 lusters that have always been onsidered to be trunated otahedra by the
semiempirial approahes.
In this setion we ompare our results obtained with the nG potential for the luster
sizes of N = 19, 38, 55, 59, 75, and 79 atoms to the experimental results for the eletron
diration, whih were kindly provided by the authors of Ref.[135℄.
The experimental redued moleular sattering intensity sM
exp
(s) as shown in Ref.[135℄
is determined from the following formula:
sM exp(s) = s
[(
Iexptot
IatIback
)
− 1
]
, (5.1)
where Iat is the atomi sattering ontribution and Iback an unspei bakground, ap-
proximated by a at funtion of the form:
Iback(s) = Aexp(−αs) +
∑
i
(ais
i) (5.2)
For a homoatomi luster, the theoretial redued moleular sattering funtion sM
theor
an be approximated as:
sM theor(s′) =
Sc
N
exp
(
−L2s′2
2
)∑
i
∑
j 6=i
(
sin(rijs
′)
rij
)
(5.3)
where N is the number of atoms in the luster, s is the momentum transfer, and rij
the distane between atoms i and j. The mean square vibrational amplitude L and
the amplitude saling fator Sc are used together with a saling fator for the s sale,
ks, where s
′
= kss. Usually Eq. 5.3 is tted to the experimental moleular sattering
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intensity simultaneously with an unspei bakground intensity approximated usually
by a at funtion of a momentum transfer.[135℄ Hene, one does not expet an important
inuene of the bakground intensity funtion on the tting proedure. The parameters
L, Sc, and ks are alulated by minimizing the dierene between sM
exp
(s) and sM
theor
by
a χ2 t. The alulated sattering intensities of our three best-tting strutures for eah
luster size are shown in Fig. 5.8 - Fig. 5.13 together with the experimental data.
Most of the semiempirial potentials inluding the many-body Gupta potential predit
the global minimum struture of the neutral Ag19 luster to be a double iosahedron
with D5h symmetry. However, the density funtional study in Ref.[135℄ showed that this
struture is 0.38 eV higher in energy than a distorted iosahedron apped with six atoms.
On the other hand, in our study the dierene between the rst and the seond lowest-
lying isomers is 0.36 eV. It seems that the DFT alulations ould signiantly hange the
ordering of the isomers, as none of the strutures proposed for this luster size in Ref. [135℄
exept for the double iosahedron orresponds to any of our low-energy isomers. However,
our alulations are onstrained to neutral systems, and the ations ould exhibit dierent
low-energy strutures, very probably ompat and with lower symmetry, as suggested also
by these authors. Here, the struture that shows the best t to the experimental data is
the double iosahedron, followed by the low-symmetrial C2v struture. Our third isomer
with partly otahedral onstrution ould be exluded due to its poor desription of the
experimental results at about 5.2 and 8.5 Å
−1
.
Aording to previous semiempirial studies, the lusters with 38 atoms possess losed
eletroni and geometri shell and exhibit partiular stability. Many studies have assigned
a trunated otahedral symmetry to the Ag38 luster, however, there have been iosahe-
dral and disordered isomers lose in energy with the ground state. Our results show an
energy gap of 0.17 eV between the f global minimum and the next isomer, whih has
iosahedral struture with C5v symmetry. This struture was also onsidered in Ref.[135℄
as a suessful andidate, where it was obtained as a ation and had a lower C1 symmetry.
This onguration together with two isomers of higher energy is presented at Fig. 5.9. The
seond and the third strutures were obtained by simultaneous removal of 17 atoms from
the iosahedral Ag55 luster and optimization of the resulting lusters. All possible stru-
tures orrespond to the binomial oeients for 55 and 38, whih turned out to be about
1 500 000 possible ongurations. As it was impossible to optimize this number of stru-
tures we restrited the searh to 5000 isomers. Surprisingly, the iosahedral luster with
lowest energy orresponded to the already mentioned C5v struture that was the seond
isomer for this luster size. The next two isomers have slightly higher energies omparing
to the Ag38 ubotahedral luster and desribe very well the experimental sattering in-
tensities, in agreement with a previous study[108℄, where it was proposed that the ground
state of the Ag38 luster is most probably not a single struture, but rather a mixture of
low-energy iosahedral isomers. In this ase the diration experiments enouraged us to
searh for new ways to alulate the isomers.
For the next luster sizes, Ag55 and Ag59, our three lowest-lying isomers give a very
good desription of the experimental data. Numerous experimental and theoretial studies
have denoted the iosahedron as the struture most likely lying in the global minimum
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for the rst luster size. Moreover, this luster is also magi-numbered as seen before,
and exhibits partiular stability. Its seond isomer is separated with more than 0.5 eV
from the ground state and diers from the iosahedron only by the rearrangement of one
atom. Here, ubotahedral and deahedral ongurations an be eliminated as potential
andidates, as aording to the nG potential the deahedral Ag55 luster lies 0.93 eV
higher in energy than the iosahedron and desribes very poorly the experiment, and the
ubotahedron was found to be unstable with this potential.
The global minimum and the next two isomers of the Ag59 luster orrespond to the
Ag55 iosahedron apped with four additional atoms. As the three strutures are very
similar, they give also almost the same sattering intensities as seen in Fig. 5.11. Here the
small strutural dierenes between the lusters an not be expliitly seen in the resulting
sattering intensities, as many strutures having the same growth patterns, but with
dierent ongurations, give very similar results. Therefore, it is diult unequivoally
to assign a partiular struture to the experimental data. Instead, one an propose a
partiular strutural motif, as in the ase of the Ag38 luster, where it has been shown
that the otahedral isomer that is always preferred by the semiempirial studies in fat
is most probably not seen in the experiment as an energetially favored struture. Here,
unambiguous assignment of the strutures an not be made, however, it is learly seen
that for all onsidered luster sizes iosahedral lusters lie in the global minima, while for
the Ag38 luster most probably several iosahedral isomers lie lose or degenerate with
the global minimum.
The global minima strutures for the Ag75 and the Ag79 lusters aording to the
semiempirial potentials orrespond to a Marks deahedron and a trunated otahedron,
respetively. The Marks deahedron desribes relatively well the experimental data, show-
ing only one shoulder at 4.8 Å
−1
and an not be unequivoally exluded as potential low-
energy struture. In our study the nG potential predits this struture to be the global
minimum for this luster size, followed by two deahedral isomers with energy separation
of 0.36 eV and 0.37 eV from the deahedron, respetively. The same is the situation
for the Ag79 luster where the otahedral minimum lies 0.9 eV below the next two iso-
mers that also have otahedral onstrution. It is lear that the iosahedral isomers will
have signiantly higher energy than the global minima aording to this potential. As
seen in Ref.[135℄, ubotahedral isomers an be ruled out as possible andidates for both
luster sizes. Therefore, after exhaustive searh for iosahedral isomers we were able to
obtain ongurations that indeed desribe signiantly well the experimental data, but
are energetially unfavored omparing to the global minima strutures. Probably ab initio
alulations may hange the energetial ordering, but what beomes obvious is that only
iosahedral strutures are able of proper desription of the experimental ndings. Within
the Gupta potential the strutural fators for larger lusters only an lead to preferene
of more ompat strutures with f or deahedral symmetry. Even more important is
that the present alulations were performed for neutral lusters, while the experimental
diration is obtained using positively harged lusters. Reent experimental studies[60℄
show that even for the smallest gold lusters the positive or negative harge an lead to
dierent global minima strutures, therefore here it is also to expet signiant hanges in
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the energetial ordering of the isomers. Another aspet for speulation why the diration
experiments do not see f strutures ould be onneted with the entropy eets. In prin-
iple, it is possible that the temperature eets ould hange the ordering of isomers[177℄,
and, respetively, ould make the iosahedral motifs more favorable. All these experiments
were taken at a nite temperature of 100 K
The most important results are that for all luster sizes iosahedral isomers are lose
or lying in the ground state, with possible mixing with deahedral strutures. The bulk
otahedral onstrution is not preferred, whih reminds us that these small partiles are
not piees of the large rystal, but unique systems.
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Figure 5.8: Experimental(blak irles) and theoretial(red line) redued moleular sat-
tering intensities for Ag19. Our three lowest-lying isomers orresponding to the panels
marked with (a), (b), and (), are presented from left to the right with side and top view.
For eah struture the point group and the energy separation from the ground state (in
eV) are shown.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison between the experimental(blak irles) and theoretial(red
line) redued moleular sattering intensities for Ag38. Here only the three best-tting
isomers are shown.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison between the experimental(blak irles) and theoretial(red
line) redued moleular sattering intensities for Ag55. The best t was obtained with our
three lowest-lying isomers.
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Figure 5.11: The same for Ag59.
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Figure 5.12: Experimental(blak irles) and theoretial(red line) redued moleular
sattering intensities for Ag75. For omparison, our deahedral global minimum struture
is also shown.
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Figure 5.13: Experimental(blak irles) and theoretial(red line) redued moleular
sattering intensities for Ag79. None of the presented strutures orresponds to our three
lowest-lying isomers.
Chapter 6
NiN , CuN and AuN lusters:
2 ≤ N ≤ 60
6.1 Introdution
Earlier empirial studies on nikel and opper lusters found that both metals have similar
global-minima strutures and growth properties, while the properties of the gold lusters
may vary from method to method. For example, for CuN and NiN lusters[78, 86, 92, 93,
136, 137℄ highly stable strutures are the rst and seond Makay iosahedra at N = 13
and N = 55. A f trunated otahedron was found to be the global minimum for the
orresponding Ni38 and Cu38 lusters. However, Kabir et al.[136℄ found a struture with
iosahedral geometry to be most likely the global minimum of the Cu38 luster, whih
in our study[132℄ is the seond lowest isomer after the otahedron. The gold lusters
show a ompliated growth, possessing disordered lowest-lying or degenerated with the
ground state isomers[81, 82, 83, 84, 85℄. Results obtained with rst-priniples alulations
predited a disordered struture[49, 50℄ as the global minimum of the rst magi-numbered
gold luster, Au13, while methods based on empirial many-body potentials denoted the
iosahedron as the most stable onguration[73, 78, 79, 86, 89℄. For the Au38 luster
the empirial potentials[73, 78, 79, 86, 89℄ as well as the rst-priniples alulations of
Häkkinen et al.[46℄ denoted the f trunated otahedron to be the most stable struture,
while other studies pointed to the formation of either a disordered minimum or amorphous
low-lying isomers[82, 83, 84, 85℄. Reent experiments and alulations[39, 81, 82, 84, 85,
86℄ suggest that Au55 possesses a low-symmetrial struture, in ontrast to the results
obtained with the Murrell-Mottram and Sutton-Chen potentials[78, 79℄. Aordingly, in
order to obtain further insight into the strutures of the not-too-small metal lusters, it is
highly important both to study the inuene of the potential that has been used and to
perform unbiased struture optimizations. With this objetive we have studied lusters of
three metals, Ni, Cu, and Au, using two dierent versions of the embedded-atom method,
and the many-body Gupta potential in order to study system- and potential-spei as
well as -independent properties. The results for the gold lusters optimized with the
Voter-Chen version of the EAM are taken from Chapter 3.
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Table 6.1: Parameters[13℄ dening the Gupta potential for Ni, Cu, and Au lusters.
Parameter Ni Cu Au
A/eV 0.0376 0.0855 0.2061
p 16.999 10.960 10.229
q 1.189 2.278 4.036
r0/Å 2.491 2.556 2.884
ζ/eV 1.070 1.224 1.790
6.2 Binding energies
We began with alulation of the bond length of the dimers, Ni2, Cu2, and Au2. Our
results together with EAM, ab initio and experimental values from Ref.[140℄ are shown
in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: The alulated bond length (in Å) of the dimers in omparison with ab initio
and experimental values. nG denotes the n-body Gupta potential, while DBF and VC
denote the EAM versions of Daw, Baskes, and Foiles and of Voter and Chen, respetively.
System nG/DBF/VC ab initio exp.
Ni 2.38/2.13/2.22 2.17 2.20
Cu 2.23/2.15/2.23 2.17 2.22
Au 2.31/1.81/2.40 2.55 2.47
The bond length of Cu2 alulated with the Gupta potential is equal to the VC value
and shows very good agreement with the experiment, while only the latter potential gives
reasonable value for gold dimer. However, the Ni2 bond length obtained with the nG
method shows the largest deviation from the experimental value, whih suggests that
the results for the small nikel lusters ould dier from those obtained with the EAM.
From the two version of EAM, the results from the DBF method are very similar to
those obtained with the ab initio methods, exept for Au, where one an see signiant
dierenes, whih suggests that the DBF version ould provide proper geometries of Ni
and Cu lusters even for the smallest luster sizes, but may fail for small Au lusters[90℄.
On the other hand, the VC version gives an overall good agreement, whih is due to its
parameterization also to dimer properties.
Our further alulations onrm this statement. On the next gure(Fig. 6.1) is pre-
sented the binding energy per atom for the three metals with the three dierent potentials.
One an see that agreement between the alulated binding energies is very good for op-
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Figure 6.1: Binding energy per atom as a funtion of the luster size for the three
metals with the three dierent potentials. The dotted lines at the bottom show the
experimental dimer values, whih for opper and gold are taken from Ref.[138℄, and for
Ni from Ref.[139℄.
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per, for gold the DBF and espeially the nG-potential overestimate the binding energy
of the smaller gold lusters, while for the NiN lusters eah potential predits dierent
values. Moreover, while for the other two metals the urves approah eah other at larger
N , for nikel at N = 60 the three potentials give binding energies that still dier signi-
antly from eah other. The method that gives the best results is again the Voter-Chen
potential.
6.3 Strutural and energetial similarities
The dierenes in the binding energies per atom for the three metals with the three
potentials are presented at Fig. 6.2 to Fig. 6.4 together with the orresponding similarity
funtions. The best agreement is found for the opper lusters, where the dierenes
between the binding energies are insigniant exept for the smallest lusters. On the
other hand, the binding energies also for the larger nikel and gold lusters dier for eah
potential. Here, the VC potential gives the most reasonable values (see Fig. 6.1) due to
its parameterization to the dimer properties. The strutures of the DBF and VC opper
lusters are very similar, and signiant disagreements are observed only at N = 16, 17,
27, 35, 36, and 41, while for the nikel lusters there are more utuations, although the
agreement is nevertheless reasonable. In ontrast to these results, for gold the dierenes
begin already at N = 12, moreover, the similarity funtion approahes 1 only for few
values of N . The many-body Gupta potential appears to predit strutures that are more
similar to the DBF potential rather than to the VC version.
More details about the similarities and dierenes between the three metals and po-
tentials an be obtained through the stability funtion shown in Fig. 6.5. Here, we nd
that the NiN and CuN lusters have very similar stability funtions, whereas the prop-
erties of the orresponding gold lusters are dierent. The partiularly stable opper
lusters within the three potentials have N = 13, 19, 23, 28, 43, 46, 49, and 55 atoms,
while only the nG and VC methods denote Cu38 as a magi-sized luster. For nikel, the
same dierenes at the middle part of the gure are observed, where, aording to the
nG potential, the Ni26, Ni29, and Ni38 lusters are partiularly stable. Aording to all
methods, the global-minimum onguration of Ni38 is an otahedron, however, only the
nG potential points to its high stability, whih ould be due to the dierenes between
this method and the EAM family of potentials. Exept for the partiular stability of Ni29
within the nG potential, representing the only dierene between the stability funtions
of the two metals, the opper and nikel lusters possess the same magi-sized lusters
with the same symmetries. The situation is ompletely dierent for the ase of the gold
lusters, where eah potential predits dierent magi sizes, exept for the rst Makay
iosahedron Au13, where the three potentials are in agreement. The partiularly stable
lusters aording to the DBF method have N = 13, 15, 17, 22, 24, 30, 40, and 44 atoms.
The Au22 and Au24 lusters obtained with this method have higher symmetries (D6h and
C3v, respetively) than the orresponding global minima obtained with the other two
methods. Aording to the DBF potential, many stable lusters have similar or lower
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Figure 6.2: The left olumn shows the dierenes in the binding energies in eV/atom
between the opper lusters obtained with the dierent potentials. The right olumn
shows the similarity funtion for the omparison between the lowest-lying isomers obtained
with the same pairs of potentials.
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Figure 6.3: The same for the nikel lusters.
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Figure 6.5: The stability funtion as a funtion of luster size for the three metals with
the three potentials.
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symmetries than the orresponding VC and nG lusters. The Au38 and Au55 lusters are
not partiularly stable, while the Au54 iosahedron without a entral atom is a magi-sized
luster aording to the VC method. In agreement with previous studies on gold lusters
with the many-body Gupta potential [81, 82, 84, 85, 86℄, the lowest-lying isomer of Au55
found by us is low-symmetrial (see Table 6.5).
For better understanding of the peuliarities of the small and larger lusters, one
has to analyze their symmetries, whih for the lowest three isomers with N up to 13
atoms are presented in Table 6.3, and the point groups of the lowest-lying strutures
with 14 ≤ N ≤ 60 atoms obtained with the three potentials are presented in Table 6.4
and Table 6.5. The Ni6.2, Au6.2, and Au7.3 isomers do not exist within the nG and DBF
potentials.
All small lusters found with the three potentials have the same global minima, exept
for Au12, where the nG potential predits a struture with a D2d symmetry. In agreement
with previous semiempirial and moleular dynamis studies, the global minima for the
lusters with 13 atoms orrespond to the seond Makay iosahedron. On the other
hand, Wang et al.[50℄ obtained a disordered struture for the Au13 luster on the basis
of rst-priniples alulations. By using the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA)
Olviedo and Palmer[49℄ onrmed this result and found a low symmetrial ground state
also for Cu13. Observing the seond and third isomers, one an determine that the EAM
potentials give similar results, while the nG potential prefers ongurations with higher
symmetry. For the nikel lusters, the nG potential gives 7 dierenes in the symmetries
ompared to the other two potentials, 8 for opper, but only 3 for gold, where in two of
the three ases there is not agreement also between the two EAM potentials. It seems that
the Gupta potential works well even for the smallest gold lusters, although it slightly
overestimates the binding energy, and the dierenes observed for Cu and Ni ould be
dependent on the parameterization of the potential.
The results presented in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5 show that the dierene between the
EAM and the nG potentials for opper diminishes at the larger lusters. There are only 7
dierenes between the nG potential and the EAM methods for the opper lusters, 14 for
the nikel, but 30 for the gold ones. The dierenes between the DBF and the VC version
of the EAM are 6 luster sizes for opper, 9 for nikel, and 24 for gold, whih in turn
means that for a given gold luster it is hard to nd two equal symmetries. For opper
and nikel, the EAM and the Gupta potentials predit altogether very similar results,
while for the gold lusters all methods lead to dierent strutures, whih one more time
onrms their ompliated growth.
Our results for the opper lusters with the n-Gupta potential are ompletely on-
sistent with those by Darby et al.[86℄, while for gold we found lower-lying minima with
dierent symmetries for the lusters with N = 47, 49, 50, 54, 55, and 56 atoms. The
energy dierenes between their and our lowest-lying strutures are as follows: 0.047
eV for Au47, 0.066 eV for Au49, 0.053 eV for Au50, 0.025 eV, 0.051 eV, and 0.066 eV
for N = 54, 55, and 56, respetively. Exept for Au55, all other strutures have high
symmetries. Our global minimum struture of Au55 aording to the nG potential is a
deahedron apped with one additional atom on one side, and it has a low C1 symme-
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try, similar to the results obtained with the EAM and previous studies on gold lusters
[81, 82, 84, 85, 86℄. Moreover, the next two isomers aording to this potential also have
C1 symmetry. The iosahedron and ubotahedron lie above the ground state struture,
with energetial dierenes of 0.304 eV and 0.975 eV, respetively. The global minimum
struture obtained with the VC method (C3v symmetry) lies with 0.374 eV below the
omplete seond Makay iosahedron optimized with the same potential, while the latter
is pratially unstable within the DBF version.
Table 6.3: Point groups of the lowest three isomers of nikel, opper, and gold lusters
for 6 ≤ N ≤ 13. nG denotes the n-body Gupta potential, DBF and VC denote the EAM
versions of Daw, Baskes, and Foiles and of Voter and Chen, respetively.
Ni Cu Au
N nG/DBF/VC nG/DBF/VC nG/DBF/VC
6.1 Oh/Oh/Oh Oh/Oh/Oh Oh/Oh/Oh
6.2  /C2v/C2v C2v/C2v/C2v C2v/  /C2v
7.1 D5h/D5h/D5h D5h/D5h/D5h D5h/D5h/D5h
7.2 C3v/C3v/C3v C3v/C3v/C3v C3v/C2/C3v
7.3 C3v/C2/C2 C3v/C2/C3v C2/ /C2
8.1 D2d/D2d/D2d D2d/D2d/D2d D2d/D2d/D2d
8.2 Cs/Cs/Cs Cs/Cs/Cs Cs/Cs/Cs
8.3 C2v/D3d/D3d D3d/D3d/D3d D3d/D3d/D3d
9.1 C2v/C2v/C2v C2v/C2v/C2v C2v/C2v/C2v
9.2 D3h/D3h/D3h D3h/D3h/D3h D3h/D3h/D3h
9.3 D3h/C2v/C2v C1/C2v/Cs C2v/C2v/Cs
10.1 C3v/C3v/C3v C3v/C3v/C3v C3v/C3v/C3v
10.2 D4d/D2h/D2h C2/D2h/D4d D2h/D2h/D4d
10.3 C2v/C2/C2 C2v/C2/C2 C2/C2/D3h
11.1 C2v/C2v/C2v C2v/C2v/C2v C2v/C2v/C2v
11.2 C2v/C2/C2 C2v/C2/C2 C2/C2/C2
11.3 C2v/C2v/C2v C2/C2v/C2v C2/C2/C2
12.1 C5v/C5v/C5v C5v/C5v/C5v D2d/C5v/C5v
12.2 D3h/C1/C1 D3h/C1/C1 C2/D2/C2
12.3 Cs/D2d/D2d C1/D3h/D3h Cs/D2d/D3h
13.1 Ih/Ih/Ih Ih/Ih/Ih Ih/Ih/Ih
13.2 Cs/Cs/Cs Cs/D5h/Cs Cs/Cs/C1
13.3 Cs/Cs/Cs Cs/Oh/Cs C3v/C1/Cs
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Table 6.4: Point groups of the optimized nikel, opper, and gold lusters for 14 ≤ N ≤
40.
Ni Cu Au
N nG/DBF/VC nG/DBF/VC nG/DBF/VC
14 C3v/C3v/C3v C3v/C3v/C3v C6v/C2v/C3v
15 C2v/C2v/C2v C2v/D6d/D6d C2v/D6d/D6d
16 Cs/Cs/Cs Cs/D3h/Cs Cs/D3h/C2v
17 C3v/C2/C2 C2/Td/C2 C2v/Td/Td
18 C5v/Cs/Cs Cs/Cs/Cs Cs/C2v/C4v
19 D5h/D5h/D5h D5h/D5h/D5h Cs/C2v/D5h
20 C2v/C2v/C2v C2v/C2v/C2v Cs/Cs/D3d
21 C2v/C1/Cs C1/Cs/Cs C6v/Cs/Cs
22 Cs/Cs/Cs Cs/D6h/D6h Cs/D6h/C1
23 D3h/D3h/D3h D3h/D3h/D3h D2/C2/C2v
24 Cs/C2v/C2v C2v/D3/D3 Cs/C3v/C2
25 Cs/C2v/C3 C3/C3/C3 C1/D2/C2
26 Td/Td/Td Td/Td/Td Cs/D3h/C1
27 Cs/C2v/C2v C2v/C2v/Cs Cs/Cs/Cs
28 T/T/T T/T/T C2/C3/Cs
29 D3h/C3/C3 C3/C3/C3 C2/C1/C2
30 C2v/C2v/Cs Cs/Cs/Cs C3v/C3v/C3v
31 Cs/Cs/C3 C3/C3/C3 C2/C3/C3
32 C2v/D3/D3 D3/D3/D3 C3/C3/D2d
33 Cs/C2/C2 C2/C2/C2 Cs/C2/C2
34 T/Cs/Cs Cs/Cs/Cs C2/C2/Td
35 D3/C2v/D3 D3/C2v/D3 Cs/C2v/C2v
36 C2v/Cs/Cs Cs/Cs/C1 C2v/C2v/C2v
37 C3v/C2/C2 C2/C2/C2 C2v/C1/C2v
38 Oh/Oh/Oh Oh/Oh/Oh Oh/C2/Oh
39 C5v/C5v/C5 C5v/C5/C5 C4v/D3/D3
40 Cs/Cs/Cs Cs/Cs/Cs D2/D2/D3
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Table 6.5: Point groups of the optimized nikel, opper, and gold lusters for 41 ≤ N ≤
60.
Ni Cu Au
N nG/DBF/VC nG/DBF/VC nG/DBF/VC
41 Cs/Cs/C1 Cs/C1/C3 Cs/D2/C1
42 Cs/Cs/D2 Cs/D2/D2 Cs/C2/D4
43 Cs/Cs/Cs Cs/Cs/Cs C2v/C1/D2
44 C1/C1/Cs C1/Cs/Cs C2/C1/Cs
45 C1/Cs/Cs Cs/Cs/Cs C1/C1/Cs
46 C2v/C2v/C2v C2v/C2v/C2v C3/C1/C3
47 C1/C1/C1 C1/C1/C1 C2v/C1/C1
48 Cs/Cs/Cs Cs/Cs/Cs C1/C1/C1
49 C3v/C3v/C3v C3v/C3v/C3v D5h/C1/C1
50 Cs/Cs/Cs Cs/Cs/Cs D3h/C1/C1
51 C2v/C2v/C2v C2v/C2v/C2v Cs/C1/C1
52 C3v/C3v/C3v C3v/C3v/C3v C2v/C2v/D5d
53 C2v/C2v/C2v C2v/C2v/C2v C3v/C3v/C5v
54 C5v/C5v/C5v C5v/C5v/C5v C2v/C1/Ih
55 Ih/Ih/Ih Ih/Ih/Ih C1/C1/C3v
56 C3v/C3v/Cs Cs/Cs/Cs D2h/C2/Cs
57 C2v/Cs/Cs Cs/C1/Cs C2v/C1/C1
58 C3v/C3v/C3v C3v/C3v/C3v C1/C1/C1
59 C2v/C2v/C3v C1/C1/C1 C2v/C1/Cs
60 Cs/Cs/Cs Cs/Cs/Cs C2v/Cs/Cs
6.4 Growth
The distribution of radial distanes for all metals with all potentials is shown at Fig. 6.6.
As disussed already at gold and silver lusters, when only few values are found for a given
N , the luster has a high symmetry and ontains only few atomi shells. It is interesting
to observe how this property is not onentrated to the single values of N but is built
up over a larger range of N . This is found for all systems and potentials around N = 13
and N = 55 where the rst and seond Makay iosahedra are built, exept for the Au55
luster obtained with the VC potential that has an irregular iosahedral struture, and
the iosahedral shell is built only up to the inomplete Au54 iosahedron. At Fig. 6.6
we also see that the three potentials lead to very similar results for nikel and opper,
whih is not the ase for gold lusters espeially with the DBF and nG potentials, one
again onrming that gold is a material for whih small, ritial parts of the potential
may lead to signiantly dierent results. Moreover, we observe that the results for nikel
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Cu (VC) Cu(DBF) Cu(nG)
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Au(VC) Au(DBF) Au(nG)
Figure 6.6: The radial distribution (in Å) for the energetially lowest isomers. Eah
small line represents at least one atom with that radial distane.
and opper resemble eah other, whereas those for gold are dierent, with the results
from the VC potential being loser to those for the nikel and opper lusters than the
ones obtained with the DBF potential that seems to indiate irregular strutures of low
symmetry.
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Chapter 7
Moleular Dynamis ode
7.1 Motivation
Clusters have beome an important objet in the ontemporary nanosiene in onjun-
tion with their potential appliations in the omputer industry and the atalysis. In the
experiments, the lusters are not only investigated in the gas phase, but also deposited on
diverse substrates , where the formation of ne monolayers, or luster islands, respetively,
is pursued. Various tehniques of luster deposition have been introdued, from Eletro-
hemial Sanning Tunneling Mirosopy to Ionized Cluster Beam Deposition. There is a
growing need of omputer simulations whih an explain the mehanism of luster depo-
sition on the surfae, predit if the struture of the nanopartile will be kept unhanged
when deposited, and on whih kind of substrate this is most likely to happen. Moreover,
the theoretial simulations an suggest at what experimental onditions the best results
an be obtained.
The rst part of this study was onentrated on the global minima optimization of
isolated metal lusters. Further, the optimized strutures were to be deposited on dierent
metal substrates in order to study the inuene of the substrate orientation, impat angle,
deposition energy, and dierent luster strutures, stable and unstable, for eah luster
size. The impat luster energies used in this work are in the range of the experimental Low
Energy Cluster Beam Deposition, whih allows us to ompare our results to experimental
data when suh is available.
To simulate theoretially the experimental proess of deposition we need Moleular
Dynamis (MD) simulations, as they expliitly desribe the moleular system as a funtion
of time, and an diretly alulate time-dependent phenomena. In the next two Chapters
the luster interation is followed from the Low Energy Cluster Beam at the beginning
of the experiment, where ollision proesses are studied, up to the deposition and ool-
ing onto the surfae, where luster islands are produed. For the proper desription of
these events the development of a Moleular Dynamis ode beomes essential. Another
option to investigate the luster growth on surfae was to extend our Aufbau/Abbau and
Random algorithms in order to generate and optimize lusters onto substrates. However,
besides that this tehnique is limited only to studying the luster growth, the maximal
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number of atoms that an be treated will be signiantly smaller due to the inreased
omputational demand, espeially when the luster atoms are randomly generated, and
many optimization runs are needed, respetively.
As there are typially few thousands of atoms needed in order to model the surfae,
we were obliged to use a semiempirial potential for the evaluation of energy and fores.
Among all potentials used in the present study, the approah that gave the results with
best agreement to previous theoretial and experimental data, was the EAM potential
as modied by Voter and Chen. We hose to implement the lassial MD equations due
to the large number of atoms that had to be treated. There exist also ab initio MD
proedures, suh as the Born-Oppenheimer[141℄ and Car-Parrinello[142℄ algorithms. The
Born-Oppenheimer MD is limited to small metal lusters ontaining 10-15 atoms, studied
in vauum. As this formalism expliitly solves the Shrödinger equation, it has the same
limitations as the modern density funtionals. The Car-Parrinello program to our best
knowledge is used mainly for the simulation of organi moleules. The proper study of
gold lusters demands the use of relativisti eetive ore potentials whih would make
the ab initio MD simulation of larger systems ontaining these atoms omputationally
infeasible.
In this Chapter, we will ontinue by giving a short overview of the basi priniples
of the lassial Moleular Dynamis. The equations of motion and the Veloity Verlet
algorithm used for their solution here are introdued in Setions 7.2 and 7.3, respetively.
The developed MD program is desribed in Setion 7.4, along with the introdution of
dierent routines in the ode. Finally, in Setion 7.5 the results from some test alulations
are disussed.
Classial Moleular Dynamis Based on moleular mehanis, it addresses numerial
solutions of Newton's equations of motion i.e. Hamiltonian mehanis on an atomisti
or similar model of a moleular system to obtain information about its equilibrium and
dynami properties. The main justiation of the MD method is that statistial ensemble
averages are equal to time averages of the system. In moleular dynamis, the fores
between moleules are alulated expliitly and the motion of the moleules is omputed
with a suitable numerial integration method. The starting onditions are the positions
of the atoms (taken for example, from a known rystal struture) and their veloities
(generated from random numbers and saled to the desired temperature). Following
Newton's presription, from the initial positions, veloities and fores, it is possible to
alulate the positions and veloities of the atoms at a small time interval (a time step)
later. From the new positions the fores are realulated and another step in time made.
The yle has to be repeated many times in the ourse of a full simulation, usually for
many thousands of time steps. It is worth noting that a single time step is usually of the
order of 1 femtoseond.
Calulation of the atomi fores in a moleular dynamis simulation is usually the
most expensive operation. It is normally assumed that the fores between atoms are
pair fores; that is, they at exlusively between pairs of atoms. Higher order fores,
involving three - or four body terms are also sometimes onsidered - espeially in omplex
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Figure 7.1: A generalized sheme of a MD simulation.
moleular strutures. If there are N atoms in the system, there will be at most N(N−1)/2
unique atom pairs, eah with an assoiated fore to ompute. The time it takes to
perform a moleular dynamis simulation is thus (approximately) proportional to N2.
Usually however, a ut-o is applied at a ertain interatomi separation, beyond whih
it is assumed the fore is zero. This allows more eieny in omputing the fores, sine
all atom pairs need no longer be onsidered. Design of a moleular dynamis simulation
should aount for the available omputational power. Simulation size (N = number of
partiles), time step and total time duration must be seleted so that the alulation an
nish within a reasonable time period. However, the simulations should be long enough
to be relevant to the time sales of the natural proesses being studied. Most sienti
publiations about the dynamis of proteins and DNA use data from simulations spanning
from nanoseonds (10
−9
s) to miroseonds (10
−6
s). To obtain these simulations, several
CPU-days to CPU-years are needed. Parallel algorithms allow the load to be distributed
among CPUs.
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7.2 Equations of motion
The most fundamental form to present the equations of motion is that by Lagrange:
d
dt
(∂L/∂q˙k)− (∂L/∂qk) = 0 (7.1)
where the Lagrangian funtion L(q,q˙) is dened in terms of kineti and potential energies:
L = K − V (7.2)
and is onsidered to be a funtion of the generalized oordinates qk and their time deriva-
tives q˙k. The kineti and potential energies have the following forms:
K =
N∑
i=1
∑
α
p2iα/2mi (7.3)
wheremi is the moleular mass, and the index α runs over the dierent (x,y,z) omponents
of the momentum of moleule i. The potential energy V may be divided into terms
depending on the oordinates of individual atoms, pairs, triplets, et.:
V =
∑
i
v1(ri) +
∑
i
∑
j>i
v2(ri, rj) +
∑
i
∑
j>i
∑
k>j>i
v3(ri, rj, rk) + .... (7.4)
The
∑
i
∑
j>i notation indiates a summation over all distint pairs i and j without ount-
ing any pair twie. The rst term, v1(ri), represents the eet of an external eld on the
system. The remaining terms represent partile interations. The seond term, v2, the
pair potential, is the most important. The pair potential depends only on the magni-
tude of the pair separation rij = |ri - rj|, so it may be written v2(rij). Despite the size
of three-body terms in the potential, they are only rarely inluded in omputer simula-
tions, beause the alulation of any quantity involving a sum over triplets of moleules is
very time-onsuming. Fortunately, the pairwise approximation gives a remarkably good
desription of the properties beause the average three-body eets an be partially in-
luded by dening an eetive pair potential in the form:
V ≈
∑
i
v1(ri) +
∑
i
∑
j>i
veff2 (rij) (7.5)
If we onsider a system of atoms, with Cartesian oordinates ri and the usual denitions
of K and V, then eqn (7.1) beomes
mir¨i = fi (7.6)
where mi is the mass of atom i and
fi = ∇riL = −∇riV (7.7)
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is the fore on that atom. These equations apply also to the enter of mass motion of a
moleule. The generalized momentum pk onjugate to qk is dened as
pk = ∂L/∂q˙k. (7.8)
The momenta feature in the Hamiltonian form of the equations of motion
q˙k = ∂H/∂pk (7.9)
p˙k = −∂H/∂qk. (7.10)
The Hamiltonian is stritly dened by the equation
H(p, q) =
∑
k
q˙kpk − L(q, q˙) (7.11)
where it is assumed that we an write q˙k on the right as some funtion of the momenta
p. For our immediate purposes this redues to
H(q, p) = K(p) + V(q) (7.12)
and H is automatially equal to the energy. For Cartesian oordinates, Hamilton's equa-
tions beome
r˙i = pi/mi (7.13)
p˙i = −∇riV = fi (7.14)
Computing enter of mass trajetories involves solving either a system of 3N seond-
order dierential equations, eqn (7.6), or an equivalent set of 6N rst-order dierential
equations, eqns (7.13) and (7.14).
7.3 The Veloity Verlet algorithm
Perhaps the most widely used method of integrating the equations of motion is that
initially adopted by Verlet in 1967. This method is a diret solution of the seond-order
Newtonian equations (7.6). The method is based on positions r(t), aelerations a(t), and
the positions r(t-δt) from the previous step. The equation for advaning the positions
reads as follows:
r(t+ δt) = 2r(t)− r(t− δt) + δt2a(t) (7.15)
Here, the veloities do not appear. They have been eliminated by addition of the equations
obtained by Taylor expansion about r(t):
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r(t+ δt) = r(t) + δtv(t) + (1/2)δt2a(t) + ... (7.16)
r(t− δt) = r(t)− δtv(t) + (1/2)δt2a(t)− ... (7.17)
The veloities are not needed to ompute the trajetories, but they are useful for esti-
mating the kineti energy (and hene the total energy). They may be obtained from the
formula:
v(t) =
r(t+ δt)− r(t− δt)
2δt
(7.18)
A method whih stores positions, veloities and aelerations all at the same time t, is
the Veloity Verlet algorithm used in the present work. This algorithm takes the form
r(t+ δt) = r(t) + δtv(t) +
1
2
δt2a(t) (7.19)
v(t+ δt) = v(t) +
1
2
δt[a(t) + a(t+ δt)] (7.20)
Again, the Verlet algorithm may be reovered by eliminating the veloities. The Veloity
Verlet algorithm involves two stages, with a fore evaluation in between. Firstly, the new
positions at time t+ δt are alulated using eqn(7.19), and the veloities at mid-step are
omputed using
v(t+
1
2
δt) = v(t) +
1
2
δta(t) (7.21)
The fores and aelerations at time t + δt are then omputed, and the veloity move
ompleted.
v(t+ δt) = v(t+
1
2
δt) +
1
2
δta(t+ δt) (7.22)
At this point, the kineti energy at time t+ δt is available. The potential energy at this
time will have been evaluated in the fore loop. The method uses 9N words of storage, and
its numerial stability, onveniene, and simpliity make it perhaps the most attrative
proposed to date. Alternative method of numerial integration are the preditor-orretor
algorithms. Aording to this formalism, the positions, veloities, and aelerations of
the atoms are predited using their urrent values, then the fores and the orresponding
aelerations are evaluated from the new positions, all old variables are orreted using
the new aelerations, and this is repeated about 4-5 times depending on the order of the
algorithm until the quantities onverge to an aurate solution. However, the numerous
iterations make these algorithms slow and memory-onsuming, while the Veloity Verlet
method is fast and allows the use of a long time step, whih is not the ase for the
preditor-orretor tehniques.
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7.4 The developed MD program
Figure 7.2 shows a simplied ow hart of our newly developed Moleular Dynamis
algorithm. The following subsetions are referring to the haraterizations of the proesses
in the diagram. The important routines will be desribed in extra setions afterwards.
Start By starting the program the input parameters are read, suh as number of atoms
in the studied systems, simulation time and time step, and also the impat angle between
the strutures. One option determines if the initial ongurations will be optimized. As
in our studies, desribed in the next two Chapters, we have used strutures previously
optimized with the EAM approah, this option is normally swithed o.
Bakup Maintenane of bakup data in long-time simulations is an absolute must. For
example, typial MD simulation of lusters requires 30000-50000 time steps, whih on a
Pentium III omputer take between 80 and 100 omputer hours depending on the size of
the systems. Therefore, in order to use exhaustively the omputer time without unde-
sirable restart of the simulation from the beginning, our program generates bakup les
that ontain important information about the luster oordinates, veloities, oordinates
of the enter of masses, time step and number of snapshots. Storage of the aelerations
is not needed as they an be easily reomputed from the fores, whih are reovered from
the oordinates. The movement of the enter of masses is important for the evaluation
of the internal temperature of the luster, whih in this work is dened as relying on the
dierene between the kineti energy emerging from the luster movement and that of its
enter of masses. This dierene in turn eliminates the ontribution to the energy arising
from the translational and rotational degrees of freedom. As a result of that, we obtain
the kineti energy and the orresponding temperature dened only by the vibrational
motion of the partiles. As the MD simulations involve expliit movement of the systems,
the trajetories of the interating partiles are saved periodially in order to follow the
evolution of the systems in time. Normally, it is enough to take snapshots every 5-10
steps, and even in greater intervals for the larger systems. In the present program, a
mathematial funtion denes how often to save the trajetories:
if(mod(itime, nprint).eq.0) (7.23)
where itime is the urrent step number, and nprint is the total number of simulation
steps divided by a rough value of the desired snapshots. For example, if the total number
of steps equals 20000, and the desired number of snapshots is given to be 2000, the nal
number of snapshots aording to themod funtion will be about 1650, whih orresponds
to a trajetory bakup every 12 steps. This is a suitable step also regarding the size of the
trajetory le, whih for 2000 atoms and 1650 snapshots will be about 150MB large at the
end of the simulation. In this way, a "movie" from the partile movements an be reated
by using ommon ommerial programs like Molden. When the program is exeuted for
the rst time, the values in the rst restart le are all equal to zero. This means that no
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Figure 7.2: A sheme of the developed MD program.
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bakup is reated and it moves to the next step, where the input oordinates are read. If
there is a bakup, after reading it, the program ontinues from where it had stopped.
Read input The input is read from a single le ontaining the oordinates of the two
interating systems. The program an be extended so as to treat interations between
more systems. However, for our purposes (luster depositions on surfaes and luster-
luster ollisions) it was enough to work with two systems. Immediately after reading
the oordinates, the program generates an initial graphis le (pdb) ontaining the input
data that an be easily visualized with ommon programs, whih is very useful in order
to eliminate possible mistakes in the input oordinates.
Optimization If the initial strutures are not relaxed, or just randomly generated in a
box, there is an option to optimize them using the Steepest desent algorithm that relaxes
the struture to the next energy minimum. However, we use as input data strutures from
our previous alulations, whih most likely lie in the global minima for these luster sizes,
so this option is swithed o by default.
Assign veloities Here, the lusters' enter of masses are alulated, and initial velo-
ities are applied along the (x,y,z) diretions. The movement is hosen to be along the
diretion linking the two partiles' enter of masses. There is also an option for the par-
tiles to impat with eah other under a dened angle. When a typial luster deposition
on a surfae is studied, initial veloity is assigned only to the luster, perpendiular to the
x-y plane dened by the surfae atoms. The luster an also hit the surfae in a hosen
angle, so as to smear on it [143℄. Here, the initial kineti temperature of the system is
evaluated as follows:
mυ2
2
=
3
2
NkBT (7.24)
where N is the number of atoms, kB is the Boltzmann onstant in eV/K, and T is the
absolute temperature. In this formula, all degrees of freedom are aounted for.
Move atoms The most important part of the simulation begins with the movement
of the atoms aording to the Newton law. This is the omputationally most expensive
part of the simulation, therefore it is worth mentioning that the fores are evaluated only
twie in a step. Finally, the distane between the partiles' enters of masses is evaluated.
Its values give important information on the degree of penetration of the luster in the
substrate.
Annealing At the end of the simulation event, a ertain number of steps is dediated
to the simulated annealing of the system. Simulated annealing is an essential part of
the MD simulation, in whih the temperature is gradually redued, often after an initial
heating. This gives the system an opportunity to surmount energeti barriers, and nd
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non-loal minima. As our program uses an NVE ensemble, e.g. the total energy, the
number of atoms and the volume of the system remain onstant, we have to ool down
the strutures at the end of the simulation, while sine the beginning of the event the
potential energy of the system dereases as a result of the interation between the partiles.
As the total energy is kept onstant, this leads to an inrease in the kineti energies of the
luster atoms, thus, in order to obtain reasonable nal strutures, we perform a simulated
annealing onsisting of a gradual veloity saling at eah MD step. After experimenting
with dierent tehniques we deided to sale the veloities by a fator equal to 0.98.
As the results shown in Chapter 9 will onrm, a thermal equilibrium in the system
is reahed in about 20ps simulation time, and in most of our alulations the simulated
annealing begins after 40ps, when the values of the kineti and potential energies utuate
insigniantly.
Write bakup After a suessful MD step is made, it is important to save the progress
for the oordinates, veloities, and temperatures. At the end of eah step, the bakup
les for the oordinates and veloities are aessed and overwritten. Unfortunately, we
an not keep reord for all quantities beause of spae limitations. The kineti, potential
energies, as well as the instantaneous and internal temperatures of the systems are saved
at eah step. After the simulation event, the total energy is alulated, and its utuations
within the miroanonial ensemble divided by the total number of atoms resulted to be
of magnitude of 10
−7
, whih is a signiant improvement ompared to other results in the
literature, where this utuation was mentioned to be of order of 10
−5
.
Fine optimization Sometimes it is useful to optimize loally the annealed struture in
order to obtain more aurate total energy, for example when two large strutures have
very similar energies and it is not possible to prove visually that they are idential, suh
loal optimization an be very helpful. It is performed again using the Steepest Desent
tehnique. It is important to mention that this loal optimization will not signiantly
hange the luster onguration, e.g. it will not nd a lower-energy isomer, whih is
not the ase of the global optimization methods. In order to keep the results from the
simulation exatly as they are, normally we do not use this proedure, whih an be
swithed on whenever it is needed.
End At the end of the simulation the nal geometries of the strutures are plotted
in "xyz" and "pdb" format. A suitable hek if the system has reahed an equilibrium
are the last values of the fores, whih an be ompared to the initial ones, saved in a
separate le. After the simulated annealing they are normally of magnitude 10
−3
- 10
−4
,
however, if the strutures are onseutively optimized the fores an be of order 10
−6
-
10
−8
depending on what gradient value we hoose as a onvergene riterion.
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7.4.1 The Update routine
This routine moves the atoms using the Veloity Verlet algorithm. Here, a part of it is
presented:
all fore(n1,nomp,0)
do 100 i=1,nomp
do 101 j=1,3
fold(j,i)=fomp(j,i)
romp(j,i)=romp(j,i)+vomp(j,i)*deltat+
+0.5d0*(fold(j,i)/(amu*zmas))*deltat*deltat
101 ontinue
100 ontinue
all fore(n1,nomp,0)
avx=0.d0
avy=0.d0
avz=0.d0
do 200 i=1,nomp
vomp(1,i)=vomp(1,i)+0.5d0*((fold(1,i)+
+fomp(1,i))/(amu*zmas))*deltat
vomp(2,i)=vomp(2,i)+0.5d0*((fold(2,i)+
+fomp(2,i))/(amu*zmas))*deltat
vomp(3,i)=vomp(3,i)+0.5d0*((fold(3,i)+
+fomp(3,i))/(amu*zmas))*deltat
avx=avx+vomp(1,i)
avy=avy+vomp(2,i)
avz=avz+vomp(3,i)
200 ontinue
avx=avx/oat(nomp)
avy=avy/oat(nomp)
avz=avz/oat(nomp)
do 221 i=1,nomp
vomp(1,i)=vomp(1,i)-avx
vomp(2,i)=vomp(2,i)-avy
vomp(3,i)=vomp(3,i)-avz
221 ontinue
The rst step is to evaluate the fores (fold) before the atom movement. Simultaneously,
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the atom positions are updated using these fores, atomi masses and time step. Then
the fore subroutine is alled for a seond time, and the new veloities are alulated. A
small routine whih removes the angular momenta is inserted in the algorithm. Here, the
veloities and the positions of the atoms in the whole interating system orresponding
to the value of ncomp are evaluated simultaneously.
7.4.2 Potential energy and fores
The subroutine for the potential energy onsists of three parts whih orrespond to the
potential energy of the two isolated partiles, and that of the whole system. In the Voter-
Chen EAM potential, a spherial uto radius for the potential is used, whih for opper
orresponds to about 4.96 Å. This makes the potential short ranged, in omparison to
other semiempirial potentials like Gupta, or Sutton-Chen. However, the advantage of
this uto is that the important interations are inluded, and the most weak interations
are omitted. This makes the evaluation of the potential energy signiantly faster in
omparison to other potentials.
The EAM potential is in form of alulated values for the embedding energy, repulsive
potential, and density, plotted as funtion of the distane, e.g, they are not derived ana-
lytially. As the luster interatomi distanes most likely do not orrespond to partiular
points in the grid, but very probably lie between them, to ensure that the potential be-
tween these points remains ontinuous, the potential energy is evaluated by using a spline
on eah of the quantities.
Similarly, the alulation of fores involves the evaluation of the gradient for eah atom.
Here, besides the spline used for the omponents of the potential energy, additional spline
ensuring that the rst derivatives of the energy are ontinuous, is introdued. Again, the
fores ating in the two partiles are separately omputed, as well as those in the whole
system.
The individual omputation of energy and fores gives a lear overview of the dy-
namial proesses ourring in the simulation. As the kineti energy is alulated in the
same way, one an distinguish the kineti and potential energies of the both systems. In
this way the exhange from kineti into potential energy an be followed, and we an
determine how and whih one of the two partiles absorbs it.
7.5 Test system
In order to test the developed MD program on our systems of interest, we simulated the
deposition of an otahedral Cu38 luster onto a Cu(111) surfae onsisting of seven layers
with eah layer ontaining 267 atoms. The substrate was previously relaxed with the
Voter-Chen potential. As seen in Fig. 7.3, the edges of the substrate are not symmetri,
whih is due to the struture optimization, and not to the MD simulation. The impat
energy was hosen to be zero eletron volt, and the total simulation time 40ps with
inluded 10ps simulated annealing. Periodi boundary onditions were applied in the x-y
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diretions. We wanted to determine the optimal width of the substrate, whih after test
simulations with surfae onsisting of 9, 8, 7, and 6 atomi layers, respetively, turned out
to remain unhanged redued up to 6 layers. This result is also supported by the short
range interations dened in the used potential. In our further simulations desribed in
Chapter 9, even at high impat energies suh as 0.9 eV/atom the bottom layers of the
substrate remain unhanged. After reduing the number of layers to 7, we ompared the
results obtained by "freezing" of the bottom layer atoms to other without restritions.
The results were pratially the same, therefore for the nal omputations we deided not
to anneal the bottom substrate layer.
At Fig. 7.3 are shown the strutures of the interating partiles at the beginning
and at the end of the simulation. For the 40ps simulation time the Cu38 onguration
remains very ompat. As it will be shown in Chapter 9, where the time is extended up
to 50ps, during this larger period the luster rearranges few of its side atoms, whih does
not happen here. The simulation was repeated with impat energies of 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5
eV/atom.
The potential energies of both luster and substrate derease smoothly exept for the
areas marked with red irles, where the potential energy of the substrate atoms dereases
signiantly as a result of the attration to the luster atoms, while the luster inreases its
potential energy due to the energetial barriers whih have to be surmounted in order to
break the existing bonds in the luster and establish new ones with the substrate surfae.
This proess is ompensated by an inrease in the kineti energy of both systems as seen
at the middle right panel of Fig. 7.3. The potential and kineti energies hange mirror-
like whih is expeted to happen in a onstant-energy simulation. This ensures the good
onservation of the total energy, as seen at the bottom right panel, where the utuations
in the total energy are of magnitude 10
−7
and are alulated as the dierene between
the instantaneous total energy and its initial value divided by the number of atoms of the
system. This obtained result is very good not only omparing to previous studies, but
also taking into aount the larger time step of 2fs and the numerial evaluation of energy
and fores within the EAM potential.
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Figure 7.3: The initial and nal struture of the deposited Cu38 luster and the evolution
of the potential energies of the Cu38 luster and the Cu(111) substrate (middle and bottom
left panels). On the right panels are shown the hanges in the potential (blue line) and
kineti (red line) energy of the whole system and the utuations in the total energy
multiplied by fator 10
8
.
Chapter 8
Collision proesses
8.1 Introdution
Collisions proesses are an important ingredient in nulear and luster physis.[144, 145℄
For instane, luster-luster ollisions provide an important possibility to study forma-
tion of marosopi aggregates and luster moleules, ollision-indued dissoiations, and
vibrational energy transfer between two lusters (see, e.g., [146℄).
From a theoretial point of view, it is most onvenient to study suh proesses by means
of moleular-dynamis simulations, whereby the trajetories, rotations, and dissoiation
behavior of the partiles an be thoroughly studied. Then, there are two approahes,
i.e., the adiabati luster ollisions where the reation hannels involve only vibrational
and rotational exitations and the nonadiabati ollisions where also eletroni eets are
inluded.[153℄ Muh interest is paid to the adiabati ollisions, where larger lusters an
be studied for a longer simulation time by ombining lassial moleular dynamis with
(semi-)empirial potentials, whereas nonadiabati simulations like the quantum moleular
dynamis (QMD)[154, 155℄ employing dierent density funtionals, are limited to shorter
simulation times and smaller systems.
Experimentally, small opper partiles, CuN , have proven to have an unusual eletro-
hemial stability,[156℄ whih makes them attrative andidates for eletroatalysts. In
order to larify whih luster sizes are partiularly stable, Krükeberg and oworkers[157℄
studied the deay pathways and dissoiation energies of small singly and doubly harged
opper lusters by employing the multiple-ollision indued dissoiation method. For
singly harged lusters, an odd-even osillation in the dissoiation energy was observed,
with partiularly large values for N = 3, 9, 15, and 21 luster sizes, suggesting eletroni
shell losures for N = 2, 8, 14, and 20.
On the other hand, theoretial studies of ollision proesses between opper lusters
have so far not been presented whereas more studies on sodium lusters have been re-
ported. Thus, ollision proesses between magi sodium lusters with N = 2, 8, 20, and
40 atoms were studied by Shmitt and oworkers[150℄ using a two-enter jellium model
for the ioni ores. The energeti stability of luster moleules (i.e., NaN1NaN2 moleules
resulting from NaN1+NaN2 ollision proesses and ontaining the largely unhanged initial
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Figure 8.1: The initial strutures of the opper lusters studied in the ollision proesses.
entities), as well as the main reation hannels of the luster-luster ollisions were studied
theoretially by Seifert, Shmidt, and Lutz[147, 148℄ by using MD alulations ombined
with a density-funtional formalism within the loal-density approximation (LDA). A-
ording to this study, the Na9Na9 moleule formed in ollisions between two Na9 lusters
has binding energies lose to that of the magi Na18 lusters, while the Na8Na8 moleule
was unstable. A study onerning the thermodynamial stability of luster dimers[152℄
onrmed that the latter luster moleule was not a stable struture exept when the
produt happened to get the struture of the stable Na16 luster. This was found also by
Häkkinen and Manninen[151℄ using ab initio moleular dynamis. This issue was further
investigated by Zhang et al.[149℄ using a tight-binding approximation, where, in addition,
the possibilities of formation of the Na19Na19 and Na20Na20 luster dimers were studied.
The purpose of the present work is to study ollision proesses between two Cu lusters
with N1 and N2 atoms for low impat energies. Speial emphasis is put on the harater-
ization of the produts as a funtion of impat energy and size of the olliding lusters.
In partiular, we shall explore whether the produt resembles either the initial lusters,
CuN1 and CuN2 , or the most stable larger CuN1+N2 luster. In the former ase, one may
onsider the produt as being a luster moleule, whereas the latter ase orresponds to a
fusion proess. A study with a similar aim was reently presented by Rogan et al.[73℄ who
investigated ollision proesses between small gold lusters using a parameterized poten-
tial for the inter-atomi interations similar to the one we shall use, i.e., the Voter and
Chen[7, 9℄ version of the embedded-atom method.[1℄ Rogan et al.[73℄ varied the ollision
energy and the impat parameter in order to over the omplete fusion, sattering, and
fragmentation regimes. Here, however, we are interested in fusion proesses in the low
ollision-energy range.
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8.2 Dimer Formation
In the simulation of the reation paths we use lassial onstant-energy moleular dynam-
is in order to investigate larger strutures over longer simulation time. The Newtonian
equations of motion are integrated by using the Veloity Verlet algorithm with time steps
of 1 × 10−15 s. The integration time in most of the simulations was 35 ps, while for the
larger lusters some of the alulations were extended up to 50 ps. In order to identify
the produts of the ollision proesses, the simulations inlude a nal simulated-annealing
period of 5 ps.
We simulated the ollision events between various (non)magi opper lusters at
enter-of-masses inident energies of E = 0.0, 0.038, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 eV/atom, and
hose in all simulations the impat parameter b = 0, as our study is onerned entirely
with possible fusion proesses between the lusters. In most ases the initial orientation
of the lusters ontained parallel prinipal axes of inertia, although also some additional
alulations with dierent relative orientations were performed.
In all ases, we nd that the total energy of the nal produt of the CuN1+CuN2
ollision proess is very lose to that of the global-minimum struture of the CuN1+N2
luster. This is illustrated in Fig. 8.2. It is seen that there is an overall tendeny for the
total energy of the nal produt to derease as a funtion of inreasing impat energy,
although smaller deviations our. An interesting exeption is that of (N1, N2) = (6, 7),
whih is the lowest urve in the gure. In this ase, the relative total energy shows the
largest deviations from that of the globally optimized struture with N = 13 atoms, in
partiular for an impat energy around 0.3 eV/atom. A possible reason is that the Cu13
luster is partiularly stable, having the iosahedral symmetry, and that this struture
orresponds to a global total-energy minimum with a narrow basin, i.e., even smaller
deviations from this struture will lead to strutures of other loal total-energy minima.
In that ase, it is quite unlikely that the strutures that result from a ollision proess
will relax to the iosahedron. On the other hand, the overall derease in the relative total
energy an be explained through the total-energy hypersurfae that has an essentially
exponentially growing number of loal minima with luster size so that it beomes very
likely that the produt luster gets trapped in not the global, but in an energetially
higher-lying loal total-energy minimum.
It turned out that longer simulation times in some ases lead to lower total energies
of the produts, i.e., to dierent strutures. This nding may be due to the fat that
systems at a non-zero temperature have the possibility to overome energy barriers be-
tween dierent loal total-energy minima, and it implies that in experiment slow and fast
ooling rates may lead to dierent produts.
For an impat energy of 0.0 eV/atom the simulations for whih the main axes of
the olliding lusters were aligned, led to the following produt strutures. The nal
struture for N1 = N2 = 6 ollision onstituted of two otahedra with a ommon side
and two additional atoms lying next to eah other on one of the sides. Therefore, it
an be onsidered as a `double otahedron' bridged by two atoms. The N1 = N2 = 13
system has a symmetrial, oblate shape suggesting the formation of a dimer. This luster
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Figure 8.2: Various properties quantifying the end produt of the CuN1+CuN2 ollision
proess ompared to the luster with N = N1 +N2 atoms. The top panel shows the total
energy of the nal produt relative to that of the CuN luster, whereas the middle panel
shows the maximal internal temperature of some of the reating lusters. Here, the labels
on the right show N1/N or N2/N . In the lowest panel the similarity funtion quantifying
whether the struture of the nal produt of the ollision resembles the struture of the
global total-energy minimum for the CuN luster. The labels show N . In eah panel, the
solid urves represent the results for N ≤ 28 and the dashed urves those for N ≥ 38.
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Figure 8.3: The produt of a CuN1 + CuN2 ollision proess for zero impat energy.
From left to right: (N1, N2) equals (6,6), (13,13), (14,14), and (19,19).
possesses the D3d symmetry, in ontrast to the C1 low-symmetrial N1 = N2 = 6 and
N1 = N2 = 19 ases. On the other hand, the N1 = N2 = 14 system (with D2 symmetry)
ontains elements of tetrahedral symmetry and an be onsidered a fusion produt. These
four systems are shown in Fig. 8.3.
Repeating the simulation for the N1 = N2 = 6 luster, but for other relative spatial
orientations, the struture of the global total-energy minimum for Cu12 was found at
impat energies of 0.038 eV/atom and higher. The formation of a dimer moleule was not
observed in any of the simulations for this luster size. On the other hand, for the Cu13 +
Cu13 interation at an impat energy of 0.0 eV and with aligned main axes a stable luster
dimer was formed for around 2.45 ps simulation time, at whih time a nal rearrangement
led to the highly symmetrial produt Cu26. For the Cu19+Cu19 and Cu14+Cu14 systems
short-living dimers were observed for the rst 1.75 ps, and 1.4 ps of the simulations,
respetively.
In Fig. 8.4 we show the Cu13Cu13 dimer strutures at dierent stages of the simu-
lation. After rotating one of the Cu13 olliding lusters by a 90
◦
angle around an axis
perpendiular to the ollision diretion and repeating the ollision, a dimer formation was
not observed even at the beginning of the event, but the lusters rapidly fused resulting
in a low-symmetry produt. The same behavior was observed for the simulations leading
to the Cu28 and Cu38 produts. Therefore, the formation of dimers seems to be strongly
dependent on the initial luster orientation.
Calulations for olliding lusters with 4, 7, and 10 atoms all led to dimer formations
at dierent stages of the simulations. For Cu7Cu7, the dimer existed between 0.7 ps and
2.1 ps, the Cu10Cu10 moleule lived for 1.2 ps, and, nally, the Cu4Cu4 dimer turned out
to be highly stable, having a lifetime of 8.4 ps. At the end of the simulations the Cu4Cu4
system had reahed the geometry of the global total-energy minimum for N = 8 whereas
the Cu14 and Cu20 lusters had low-symmetry strutures, orresponding to higher-lying
isomers for those luster sizes. The fat that the number of loal total-energy minima
grows essentially exponentially with the size of the system is most likely the explanation
for why the ollisions for the larger systems do not result in the strutures of the global
total-energy minima.
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t = 1225fs (side and top view)
t = 2450fs (side and top view)
Figure 8.4: The formation of a Cu13Cu13 dimer.
In order to hek the inuene of the relative orientation of the lusters, we performed
alulations on the same set of lusters but with other initial orientations of the olliding
partiles. The results did not indiate any dimer formation, again implying that the
outome of the ollision proesses depends very sensitively on all details of the proess.
8.3 Internal temperature
One interesting issue in onnetion with the behavior of the olliding lusters is the vari-
ation of the internal temperatures of eah luster during the ollision proess. We dene
these as follows. For eah of the two lusters we determine its enter of mass,
~R0,j =
1
Nj
Nj∑
i=1
~Ri,j, (8.1)
where
~Ri,j is the position of the ith atom of the jth luster and Nj is the number of atoms
in the jth luster. Subsequently, the internal temperature of the jth luster, Tj, is dened
as
3
2
NjkTj =
1
2
m
Nj∑
j=1
[
| ~˙Ri,j |
2 − | ~˙R0,j|
2
]
(8.2)
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where m is the mass of a Cu atom and the dots represent time derivatives.
The highest internal temperatures that are reahed in a ollision proess are shown in
the middle panel in Fig. 8.2, where eah urve orresponds to the value for one of the two
olliding lusters. The results show a lear dierene between the smaller lusters with up
to 9 atoms and the larger ones. For three of the four ases inluding smaller lusters, the
temperature possesses minima at 0.038 eV/atom impat energy, whih, omparing to the
zero impat energy, an be explained with the lower mobility of the luster enter of masses
of the latter, leading to a higher internal temperature. Moreover, exept for the ase of
energy of 0.0 eV/atom for the smallest strutures, the relation between impat energy
and temperature is almost linear for all lusters. However, again the ase of N = 13 and
an impat energy of 0.3 eV/atom is dierent, with a partiularly high maximal internal
temperature. The high internal temperature suggests that the atoms are moving muh,
whih, therefore, may result in a nal struture of an unusual low total energy, f. Fig.
8.2.
8.4 Strutural similarity
We shall now study how the strutural properties of the ollision produt depend on
the properties of the individual properties of the olliding lusters. In partiular, we
shall explore whether both or at least one of the olliding lusters experiene signiant
strutural hanges, i.e., whether one may talk about a `harder' and a `softer' luster. To
this end we shall use the onept of similarity funtions.[132℄ These an be used also to
quantify to whih extent the produts are more f- or iosahedral-like, and whether the
produt resembles one or the other of the two olliding lusters.
For the CuN1+CuN2 ollision proess we ompared the nal struture with the two
initial strutures of the non-interating lusters. We onsidered all subsets of N1 (N2)
atoms of the produt luster and ompared eah of those with the isolated luster of N1
(N2) atoms. However, the results (not shown) did not indiate a orrelation between size
or impat energy on the one hand and similarity funtion on the other. Thus, although
the total energy of the produts in general dereases as a funtion of impat energy, f.
the upper panel in Fig. 8.2, this does not imply that the struture of the lusters gets
inreasingly dierent from those of the olliding lusters before impat.
Instead we ompare the nal struture of the CuN1+CuN2 ollision proess with the
struture of the global total-energy minimum of the CuN (N = N1+N2) luster. One may
imagine that for a larger impat energy, the atoms of the olliding lusters are so mobile
that they are able to avoid getting trapped in loal total-energy minima and, therefore,
will be able to obtain the struture of the global total-energy minimum. Alternatively,
for smaller impat energies it may be possible that the lusters do not break up into
smaller fragments that are not able to relax to the struture of the global total-energy
minimum. The lowest panel in Fig. 8.2 shows the results. There is at most a weak
tendeny for a dereasing similarity funtion with inreasing impat energy. Moreover,
the smaller lusters tend to obtain strutures that are most dierent from those of the
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Figure 8.5: Various properties used in omparing the nal and initial strutures of the
CuN1 and CuN2 lusters. The top panel shows the total energy of the nal strutures
relative to that of the initial one, and in the bottom panel we ompare the strutures
themselves using the similarity funtions. For details, see the text. Moreover, the labels
show N1/N or N2/N (N = N1 +N2). In eah panel, the solid urves represent the results
for N ≤ 28 and the dashed urves those for N ≥ 38.
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global total-energy minima for slightly larger impat energies. The latter may surprise as
one may expet that the smaller lusters are less `rigid' so that the atoms easier an nd
the struture of the global total-energy minimum and, furthermore, these systems have
a smaller number of total-energy minima. On the other hand, the larger lusters may
ontain an inner, ore, part that is somewhat independent of the size of the luster and,
therefore, is identied in the lusters both before and after the ollision proess.
When using the similarity funtions in omparing the produt lusters and dierent f
and iosahedral strutures (not shown) fairly low values are found. This may not surprise,
as also the strutures of the global total-energy minima in this size range only for few
speial sizes (e.g., N = 13 for whih an iosahedron is found) resemble f of iosahedral
fragments.
We may use Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) in analyzing the energy distribution of the nal
produts. Eq. (3.20) allows to asribe eah atom a ertain part of the total energy and
by adding the ontributions from the N1 or N2 atoms of the olliding lusters after the
ollision, we an split the total energy of the nal struture into ontributions from the
two initial lusters. Finally, these an be ompared with the total energies of the two
lusters before they start interating. The results are shown in the upper panel in Fig.
8.5. Sine the atoms of the nal strutures interat with more atoms, the total energy
goes down (beomes more negative), i.e., the relative total energies are in all ases above
1. Moreover, the smallest part (N1 = 14) of the largest system (N1 + N2 = 71) is of
that reason the system for whih the relative total energy is the largest. Furthermore,
the gure indiates an overall derease in the relative total energy as a funtion of impat
energy with some deviations for the absolutely smallest impat energies, i.e., as we have
seen above the larger impat energies make the systems get trapped in energetially
higher-lying strutures.
Also when omparing the nal strutures of the N1 and N2 atoms with those of the
initial strutures (using the similarity funtions above) we see, f. the lower panel in Fig.
8.5, that in general the strutures beome inreasingly dierent from the initial strutures
when inreasing the impat energy. But from the disussion above it is lear that this
hange is not aompanied with a trend towards more stable nal strutures.
Finally, we shall study the struture and the overall shape of a ollision proess by
varying the relative orientation of the two olliding lusters as well as the impat energy.
We shall onsider the single ase of N1 = N2 = 19. The initial orientations of the olliding
partiles are shown in Fig. 8.6.
For a struture with N atoms we alulate the 3 × 3 matrix with the omponents∑N
i=1 siti with si and ti being the x, y, or z omponent of the ith atom relative to the
enter of mass. The eigenvalues of this matrix give information on the overall shape.
In partiular, ompat strutures have a small average value and spherial systems have
three idential values.
In the upper panel in Fig. 8.7 we show the results of this analysis. It is interesting
to observe that for impat angles of 30◦ and 60◦ the overall shape depends only weakly
on the impat energy. Moreover, situations an be identied (i.e., impat angle of 30◦
and impat energy of 0.3 eV/atom as well as impat angle of 60◦ and impat energy
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Figure 8.6: Side and top view of the initial orientations of the two interating Cu19
lusters. From left to the right the impat angle orresponds to 0, 30, 60, and 90 degrees.
The onguration in whih the priniple axes of inertia of both lusters are aligned (right)
is also onsidered.
0.1 eV/atom) where the produt luster is essentially spherial. On the other hand, for
other impat angles (e.g. 0◦ and 180◦) the nal struture depends strongly on the impat
energy.
Also when omparing the initial and nal struture of the olliding lusters it beomes
lear that the results depend sensitively on the impat angle. This is illustrated in the
lower panel in Fig. 8.7.
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Figure 8.7: Various properties used in omparing the nal strutures of the Cu19+Cu19
ollision proess. The top panel shows quantities related to the overall shape. Here, the
average value of the eigenvalues of the matrix ontaining
∑
i siti is shown (for details, see
the text) and the insert shows the largest dierene of those. In the bottom panel the
similarity funtion between the initial and nal strutures of the olliding lusters is shown.
Squares, irles, triangles, and stars mark results for impat energies of 0.0, 0.1, 0.3, and
0.5 eV/atom, respetively. Here, open and losed symbols are used in distinguishing the
two lusters.
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Chapter 9
Deposition of magi lusters on
Cu(111)surfaes
9.1 Introdution
The deposition of atomi lusters on metal surfaes has beome an ative eld in the
past deades, sine it opens up new opportunities for appliations in the nano- and
biotehnologies.[158, 159, 160℄ As a onsequene of the growing need for ways of de-
positing a luster on a surfae, new tehniques like Low Energy Cluster Beam Deposition
(LECBD)[161℄ and Ionized Cluster Beam Deposition (ICBD)[162, 163℄ have been devel-
oped. By using sanning tunneling mirosopy (STM)[164, 165℄ on the deposited lusters
one may obtain information on the luster shape and stability, as well as possible oagu-
lation of the lusters.[33℄
The experimental proesses an be simulated by using Monte Carlo or Moleular
Dynamis alulations. Sine the omputational requirements for suh simulations an
be quite large, it is most onvenient to ombine the alulations with (semi-)empirial
potentials for desribing the interatomi interations. Depending on the initial veloity
of the lusters, one may distinguish between three dierent kinds of moleular dynamis
simulations, whih lead to dierent produts: the soft landing[123, 166℄ of lusters with
kineti energy less than 1 eV/atom leads to the formation of islands on the surfae and
in most ases does not damage the substrate; the energeti luster impat,[167, 168℄
espeially when using larger lusters (some 300-3000 atoms)[169℄ is of importane for
understanding the formation of thin lms,[170, 171℄ and the bombardment with high-
energeti lusters (from eV to some few keV per atom)[172, 173, 101℄ leads to rater
formations, sputtering and even radiation damages.
For the appliations in the miroeletronis, reliable methods for the soft deposition or
growth of metal lusters on dierent substrates are sought.[174℄ However, experiments an
only provide information about the size and the approximate distribution of the lusters
on the surfae, but not on the mehanism of their deposition. It is known that when a
suiently small luster lands on a single-rystalline substrate, it will align epitaxi with
the substrate, and as the luster grows in size it will reat more slowly due to the lowering
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of the surfae-to-volume ratio.
This Chapter addresses the question how fast the deposited luster reahes epitaxy,
what is the inuene of the initial veloity on the rearrangement of the luster atoms and
the stability of the produt on the surfae, how muh does the struture of the deposited
luster hange, and how similar is the deposited luster to a f or an iosahedral fragment.
In partiular, we have varied the impat energy and the size of the deposited luster, and
dened dierent tools for a quantitative desription of our results.
9.2 Simulation onditions
As substrate we onsider a Cu(111) fragment onsisting of seven atomi layers (in the z
diretion) with dimensions 10a0 × 10a0 (a0 being the lattie onstant, in this ase 3.615
Å). A uto for the potential (4.96 Å) allows us to use a relatively thin slab, making it
possible to onsider a larger surfae area in the two other diretions. Periodi boundary
onditions are applied in the (x, y) plane.
For the ollision proesses we orient the rst and the seond Makay iosahedra (Cu13
and Cu55) relative to the surfae so that the S6 axis remains perpendiular to the (x, y)
plane, while for the Cu38 luster the trunated side with the smaller surfae is plaed
towards to the substrate.
The Newtonian equations of motion of the miroanonial (NV E) ensemble are in-
tegrated by using the veloity Verlet algorithm with a time step of 2 × 10−15 s. For the
smaller lusters, i.e., Cu13, Cu18, and Cu38, the total integration time is 50 ps, while for
the larger Cu55 luster the alulations are extended up to 90 ps. In the omputational
sheme are inluded 10 ps simulated annealing in order to relax the nal strutures to
their total-energy minima. The starting veloities of the lusters orrespond to 0.0, 0.1,
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 eV per atom, the range in whih the Low Energy Cluster Beam
Deposition is performed. Both the lusters and the substrates are initially relaxed to
equilibrium at 0 K. Then an initial veloity in diretion perpendiular to the substrate is
assigned only to the luster, whereas the substrate remains old. It ould be interesting
to ompare these alulations using dierent substrate temperatures, however, a previous
study[175℄ has shown that inreasing the temperature leads to a more rapid spreading of
the luster on the surfae whih is ompensated by a lower degree of epitaxy due to the
movements of the surfae and the luster.
9.3 Energeti properties
For eah simulation a relaxed struture from the ones shown in Fig. 9.1 is released in the
viinity of the Cu(111) substrate with a veloity perpendiular to the surfae ranging from
0.0 to 0.9 eV/atom. The kineti energies of the luster and the substrate grow rapidly,
and for the rst few hundred femtoseonds their potential energies derease due to the
attrative interations between the atoms of the luster and those of the surfae. Later,
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Figure 9.1: The optimized strutures of Cu13, Cu18, Cu38, and Cu55.
when the luster reahes the surfae and begins to rearrange its atoms, the potential en-
ergy of the surfae inreases and ultimately the omplete system reahes an equilibrium
struture, whih in our alulations is determined through a simulated-annealing proe-
dure at the end of the simulation. Thereby, we model the energy uptake of a muh larger
surfae than the one of the simulation.
9.3.1 Kineti temperature
Fig. 9.3 presents the translational kineti temperatures for various ombinations of lusters
and impat energies. This is alulated from the mass of the luster and the speed of the
enter of mass of the luster. We ompare this temperature with that of the substrate,
alulated from the kineti energy of all the atoms forming the substrate.
In the upper left panel we show the results for the Cu13 luster released with zero
kineti energy in the proximity of the surfae. The kineti temperature grows rapidly
during the rst pioseonds and then abruptly drops, but possessing some few further
peaks around t = 10 ps that orrespond to the adsorption of the luster on the surfae. On
the other hand, the kineti temperature of the substrate reahes a maximal temperature
of only 17 K, whih shows that the large rystal ats well as a thermal reservoir. Already
after around 20 ps the system is lose to the equilibrium, and at t = 40 ps, the two
urves have almost onverged to the same temperature. As the last 10 ps onstitute the
simulated annealing of the system, they are not shown here. When inreasing the impat
energy, the time needed for the system to reah thermal equilibrium dereases, and for
Cu38 and Cu55 the system thermalizes in only 20 ps.
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Figure 9.2: The internal temperatures of Cu13, Cu18, Cu38, and Cu55 at impat energy
0.0 eV/atom as funtions of the time.
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Figure 9.3: The translational temperatures of the Cu13, Cu18, Cu38, and Cu55 lusters
and the belonging substrates at dierent impat energies.
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9.3.2 Internal temperature
The translational, `kineti' temperature measures only the veloity of the olliding lus-
ters, but not their internal temperatures. In Fig. 9.2 we show the evolution of the internal
temperature with the luster size in the ase that the lusters are released with zero ki-
neti energy. The internal temperature is obtained from the veloities of the individual
atoms relative to that of the enter of mass. As expeted, the lusters with the most
utuating temperatures are those with smaller number of atoms, namely Cu13 and Cu18.
The slower heating of Cu18 ompared to the Cu13 iosahedron an be explained from the
`igar-like' shape of the former luster, while the iosahedron is relatively ompat, and
therefore most of its atoms more rapidly ome into ontat with the substrate. The larger
lusters, Cu38 and Cu55, have more atoms and a smaller surfae-to-volume ratio, so that
the energy an be better distributed among the atoms, whih results in an overall smaller
heating, exept for the rst 5 ps for the Cu38 otahedron. At around 15 ps all four lusters
are already lose to thermal equilibrium.
It is interesting to ompare the total energies of the produts of the dierent simu-
lations, sine they give information on the relative stability of the strutures. Table 9.1
lists the total energies of all produts together with the energies of the optimized lusters
in the gas phase. In all ases, the attrative interations between the substrate and the
luster leads to a lowering of the total energy of the luster when being deposited on the
substrate. For Cu13 the deposition driven only by the attration to the substrate gives
the highest total energy, but inreasing the deposition energy we obtain lower values with
a minimum at an impat energy of 0.5 eV/atom. The situation is dierent for the Cu18
luster, where the impat energies 0.3 and 0.7 eV/atom give more stable strutures. For
the larger lusters with N = 38 and 55 the most stable strutures are obtained for the
lowest impat energies, with one exeption for Cu55 at an impat energy of 0.9 eV/atom.
In onlusion, the energetially more stable produts of the smaller lusters are ob-
tained with higher deposition energies, whereas lower deposition energies are used for the
larger lusters.
9.4 Strutural patterns
9.4.1 Monolayer formation
The nal strutures of the ollisions of the four lusters on the substrates at dierent
impat energies are presented in Figs. 9.4, 9.5, 9.6, and 9.7.
The shape of the Cu13 iosahedron stays almost unhanged for the lowest impat
energies. But for a deposition energy of 0.5 eV/atom the luster spreads out on the surfae
forming a slightly deformed monolayer involving also two atoms from the substrate. This
rearrangement of the atoms of both the substrate and the luster is not observed for the
larger deposition energies. Instead, the struture beomes a symmetrial pyramid for the
impat energy equal to 0.7 eV/atom and a double layer for an energy of 0.9 eV/atom.
It has been found[176℄ that the relatively small (i.e., 55  125 atoms) three-dimensional
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Figure 9.4: The nal produts of Cu13 lusters with dierent deposition energies, ol-
liding on substrates.
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Figure 9.5: The same for Cu18.
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Figure 9.6: The nal produts of Cu38 lusters with dierent deposition energies, ol-
liding on substrates.
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0.5eV/atom 0.7eV/atom 0.9eV/atom
Figure 9.7: The same for Cu55.
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lusters tend to have the shape of a pyramid, with sides oriented in the diretions of small
surfae energy, when being deposited on a surfae.
The behavior of the Cu13 iosahedron spreading into a monolayer at impat energy 0.5
eV/atom is also found in the simulation for the Cu18 luster. This luster was hosen as the
energetially most unstable, for omparison with the behavior of the magi lusters with
N = 13, 38, and 55. Moreover, it possesses a not ompletely losed `double-iosahedral'
shell that beomes losed at the next luster size, N = 19. In our simulations we nd
that the monolayer obtained at energy 0.5 eV/atom is more regular than that of Cu13,
but, in general, the behavior of this luster is very similar to that of the iosahedron.
In ontrast to the results obtained for the smaller lusters, we do not nd monolayer
produts in the simulations with the Cu38 and Cu55 lusters. For Cu38 all produts onsist
of three layers exept the one obtained with the highest initial veloity, where one atom
from the luster penetrates the surfae of the substrate, but later in the simulation this
atom beomes substituted by an atom from the substrate, thus giving a double-layered
produt. Like above, at a deposition energy of 0.7 eV/atom a symmetri produt is formed,
and at the highest impat energy there are substitutions with atoms from the surfaes for
both luster sizes. One interesting observation is made for the Cu55 iosahedron for an
impat energy of 0.7 eV/atom where we see the formation of a fourth layer and where also
the number of atoms onstituting the bottom layer of the produt dereases, in omparison
with the ase of 0.5 eV/atom impat energy.
In total, our simulations suggest that for impat energies in the range 0.50.7 eV/atom
one obtains produts that onsist of more layers or have a partiularly high symmetry
ompared with those that are found at lower deposition energies. Hene, this impat
energy range ould be attrative for the prodution of monolayers of small lusters.
9.4.2 Similarity funtions
In previous studies[93, 132℄ we have demonstrated the ability of the similarity funtions to
give very good qualitative and quantitative estimation of the luster growth and the stru-
tural dierenes between two lusters with the same number of atoms, but struturally
dierent.
In Table 9.2 we show the resulting funtions in ve ases, i.e., when omparing the
produts of the ollisions with the initial MN lusters, with the iosahedral Cu309, and
when omparing with three fragments of the f rystal diering in the position of the
enter [i.e., either at the position of an atom (marked with '1'), at the middle of a nearest-
neighbor bond (marked with '2'), or at the enter of the ubi unit ell (marked with '3'),
respetively℄, where from the last ase only the largest value of the similarity funtion is
shown.
The results suggest an epitaxi rearrangement of the luster atoms on the f Cu(111)
surfae, sine all the produt lusters have values of the similarity funtion when ompar-
ing to f fragments that are similar or higher than those to the iosahedral luster. It is
not surprising that the similarity funtions between the original and produt strutures for
the larger Cu38 and Cu55 lusters derease relatively smoothly when inreasing the impat
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Figure 9.8: The similarities between the original lusters and the produts at dierent
impat energies. The half-lled star and the triangle turned upside-down orrespond to
the ases when the Cu13 and Cu18 deposited lusters were translated by 0.9 Å from their
initial position in order to study the inuene of the substrate-surfae orientation. The
half-lled pentagon and triangle at 0.5eV/atom deposition energy orrespond to the nal
similarity funtions for the rotated by 90 degrees Cu13 and Cu18, respetively.
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Table 9.1: The total energy of the luster after the ollision with the surfae as a funtion
of the impat energy per atom. The results from the alulations with translated (tr.) or
rotated (rot.) initial strutures are also shown. The total energies of the initial strutures
obtained with the EAM are shown for omparison.
Cluster 0eV 0.1eV 0.3eV 0.5eV 0.7eV 0.9eV EAM
13 -36.66 -37.67 -37.67 -37.79 -36.80 -36.96 -33.50
18 -52.02 -51.91 -52.89 -52.53 -52.79 -52.15 -47.47
38 -115.04 -115.63 -115.54 -114.84 -115.16 -114.83 -108.62
55 -169.79 -169.66 -169.49 -169.62 -168.48 -170.62 -162.62
13(tr.) -37.67 -37.71
13(rot.) -36.96
18(tr.) -53.29
18(rot.) -52.09
Table 9.2: Eah panel from top to the bottom shows the similarity funtion when
omparing with (top) the optimized with the EAM struture orresponding to this luster
size, an iosahedral luster (middle), and a spherial fragment of the f rystal (bottom)
when the enter of the fragment is plaed at (1) the position of an atom, (2) the middle
of a nearest-neighbor bond, and (3) the enter of the ube, respetively. From the latter
only the highest value and its orresponding fragment are shown.
Cluster 0eV 0.1eV 0.3eV 0.5eV 0.7eV 0.9eV EAM
0.724 0.829 0.830 0.506 0.622 0.544 -
13 0.739 0.847 0.848 0.513 0.635 0.554 0.966
0.741
(1)
0.843
(1)
0.844
(1)
0.664
(2)
0.696
(3)
0.679
(3)
0.858
(1)
0.776 0.797 0.676 0.432 0.677 0.559 -
18 0.659 0.699 0.603 0.451 0.650 0.604 0.607
0.725
(3)
0.744
(1)
0.720
(3)
0.481
(3)
0.721
(3)
0.611
(3)
0.706
(2)
0.561 0.543 0.545 0.506 0.525 0.418 -
38 0.570 0.548 0.549 0.519 0.530 0.441 0.656
0.694
(2)
0.676
(2)
0.671
(2)
0.615
(2)
0.632
(2)
0.487
(2)
0.906
(3)
0.638 0.549 0.514 0.511 0.514 0.456 -
55 0.648 0.555 0.518 0.515 0.519 0.459 0.963
0.727
(2)
0.657
(2)
0.607
(2)
0.604
(3)
0.597
(2)
0.541
(3)
0.770
(1)
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Figure 9.9: The nal produts of Cu13 lusters with deposition energies 0.4 and
0.6eV/atom.
energy. For both lusters, the 0.9 eV/atom impat energy seems to be ritial and the
similarity funtions derease abruptly, whih orresponds to the large deformation of the
lusters shown in Figs. 9.6 and 9.7. However, the small Cu13 and Cu18 lusters maintain
high similarity to their original strutures at lower impat energies, and for Cu13 there is
even an inrease in the similarity for 0.1 eV/atom and 0.3 eV/atom impat energies.
The similarity funtions from the strutural omparison between the original and the
produt lusters are shown in Fig. 9.8. At energy 0.5 eV/atom the similarity funtions for
both the two smaller lusters have deep minima, and inrease at higher impat energies.
This orresponds to the formation of the monolayers on the opper substrates, as disussed
above. The peaks in the similarity funtions at 0.7 eV/atom an be explained with the
formation of symmetrial strutures, that at even higher energies not are found where,
instead, at strutures our.
In order to investigate the reasons for the inrease in the similarity funtion for the
Cu13 luster, we performed simulations also with impat energy 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 eV/atom,
whih results are inluded in Fig. 9.8. The produts of the ollision of these lusters with
Cu(111) substrates are shown in Fig. 9.9, exept for the ase of Cu13 with deposition
energy 0.2 eV/atom, for whih the nal struture is very similar to the ones obtained at
energies 0.1 and 0.3 eV/atom. From the gure it an be seen that a small hange in the
deposition energy away from 0.5 eV/atom for Cu13 leads to the formation of double-layered
strutures, and the monolayered produt is found only at an energy of 0.5 eV/atom.
Subsequently, for N = 13 and N = 18 for impat energies in the range 0.10.3 eV we
studied further ollision proesses where we varied either orientation of the luster or its
position on the surfae both for N = 13 and for N = 18. The results are inluded in the
gure, and it is learly seen that the similarity funtion depends very sensitively on the
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Table 9.3: The height of the luster (in Å) after the ollision with the surfae as a
funtion of the impat energy per atom. The results for the rotated/translated opper
lusters are also shown.
Cluster 0eV 0.1eV 0.3eV 0.5eV 0.7eV 0.9eV
13 5.365 5.295 5.349 3.609 5.564 4.042
18 5.999 5.980 4.062 2.061 3.992 3.943
38 6.331 5.929 5.626 5.696 5.734 4.122
55 8.174 8.049 6.659 6.652 8.071 6.443
13(tr.) 5.288 4.103
13(rot.) 4.078
18(tr.) 4.077
18(rot.) 4.209
details of the ollision proess. We propose the following explanation.
When the luster starts interating with the substrate, the interations an lead to
the exitation of vibrations, both of the substrate and of the luster. If the vibrational
amplitudes of the luster are suiently large, the luster may be deformed. Whih
vibrations are exited is also determined by the symmetry properties of the omplete
system, luster+substrate. Thus, if the luster arrives at a high-symmetry position of the
surfae and, in addition, so that the luster itself shares many symmetry properties with
the substrate, only few vibrations an be exited and in that ase it is muh less likely
that the luster is deformed through the deposition. On the other hand, a high-symmetry
ollision may also lead to resonanes between luster and surfae whih, in turn, amplify
the vibration amplitudes of the luster, so that the luster beomes more deformed. We
suggest that the results for N = 13 and N = 18 for the rst, high-symmetry deposition
proesses an be explained through those two senarios. For impat energies below 0.4 eV
the rst eet an explain our ndings, whereas the seond one an be held responsible
for the partiularly low value of the similarity funtion for an impat energy of 0.5 eV.
When the ollision proess has a lower symmetry, neither eet is pronouned.
9.4.3 Time evolution of similarity and epitaxy
In order to get further information on the strutural rearrangements of the lusters during
the deposition, we shall study the temporal development of the similarity funtion, when
omparing with the original struture. The results are presented in Fig. 9.10. Only the
ases of impat energy of 0.0, 0.3, and 0.5 eV/atom are shown, sine the results for higher
energies are similar to those for an impat energy of 0.5 eV/atom.
The larger lusters show a more smooth strutural hange with the time, and form the
nal produt faster when inreasing the deposition energy. The ourrene of steps for
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the lowest impat energies suggest that ertain meta-stable strutures have been formed
during the deposition. Not so simple are the similarity funtions for the smaller Cu13 and
Cu18, where there are signiant utuations in the values with larger periods of time. We
interpret these utuations as indiations of the large vibration amplitudes, mentioned
above, that ultimately may, or may not, lead to a hange in the struture of the luster.
The ase of the Cu18 luster deposited on the surfae with zero kineti energy is interesting
beause the similarity funtion dereases smoothly at the beginning of the simulation, and
rapidly drops at around 7.2 ps, when the kineti energy of the Cu18 luster is around 0.038
eV/atom. This luster has a igar-like shape and is in our simulation deposited with the
long axis perpendiular to the surfae. Therefore, it takes some time after the touhing
of the luster with the surfae before the most distant atoms start moving.
As the last issue we shall study quantitatively whether the atoms of the deposited
luster possess a struture that is ditated by the underlying f substrate, i.e., to whih
extent the deposition an be lassied as being epitaxi. To this end we shall introdue a
parameter, the `index of epitaxy', I, through
q =
N∑
i
|~Ri − ~Rc|
2
I =
1
1 + q/u2l
, (9.1)
where |~Ri− ~Rc| is the distane between the positions of the ith atom and the losest-lying
titious atom in the innite, periodi rystal that is obtained by ontinuing the struture
of the substrate periodially. I = 1 if perfet epitaxy is obtained.
The results are shown in Fig. 9.11 for three dierent impat energies of the lusters.
The alulations for the Cu55 lusters were expanded over a longer period of time. It is
surprising that an inreased impat energy does not neessarily lead to an inreased value
of I. Moreover, the fat that in most ases I is well below 1 implies that the interatomi
fores within the lusters are suiently strong to inuene the nal struture of the
lusters signiantly. Among all simulations only the Cu18 luster for an impat energy
of 0.5 eV/atom ahieves a high epitaxy index whih an be related to its monolayered
arrangement on the surfae.
The height of the produt lusters as a funtion of the deposition energy is shown in
Table 9.3. It an be seen that at a deposition energy 0.5 eV/atom there is a minimum in
the height of the lusters, exept for the Cu38 luster that has the same height also for an
impat energy of 0.3 eV/atom. This fat suggests one again that the deposition energy
of 0.5 eV/atom ould be favorable for the prodution of monolayers.
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Figure 9.10: The evolution of the similarity funtions with the time for the simulations
with luster energies of 0.0, 0.3, and 0.5eV/atom. The similarity funtions orresponding
to energy 0.0eV are solid lines, the ones for 0.3 and 0.5eV/atom are dot-dashed, and dotted
lines, respetively.
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Figure 9.11: The evolution of the index of epitaxy with the time for the simulations
with luster energies of 0.0, 0.5, and 0.9eV/atom.
Chapter 10
Summary and Conlusions
In the present work we have investigated strutural and energeti properties of dierent
transition and noble metal lusters. The global optimization of the isolated partiles was
arried out using our Random, Aufbau/Abbau, and Disturbane algorithms in ombination
with the variable metri/quasi-Newton method.
Within this formalism, using the EAM potential as developed by Voter and Chen for
the expressions of the total energy and fores, we have determined the three energetially
lowest isomers of gold lusters in the range 2 ≤ N ≤ 150. Although the alulations
provide a large amount of information for eah individual luster, instead of disussing
eah luster separately, we foused on identifying general trends suh as total energy
per atom, overall symmetry and shape, average bond length and oordination number,
similarity with N − 1-atom lusters, vibrational spetra and heat apaities.
The version of EAM used in these alulations is parameterized to bulk, as well as to
the dimer properties, whih allows it to desribe properly the properties of the smaller gold
lusters. We have performed[90℄ alulations on smaller gold lusters with 2 ≤ N ≤ 60
atoms omparing the EAM of Daw, Baskes, and Foiles (DBF) and the version used in
this work, and we found that the DBF overestimated the binding energy of the dimer by
209% and underestimated the bond distane by 37%. For omparison, the EAM of Voter
and Chen gives dimer binding energy orresponding to 99,6% of the experimental, and
bond distane that is 92,2% of the experimental value. Therefore, we deided to expand
our studies by applying the Voter-Chen version of the EAM method.
The alulations predited a number of partiularly stable lusters, i.e., 'magi-numbered'
lusters that in many ases are in agreement with results obtained by rst priniples and
other semiempirial studies when suh exist, but the advantage of our study is that the
strutures were obtained by using a ompletely unbiased approah. These magi num-
bers were learly visible both in the `stability funtion' and in the total-energy dierene
between the energetially lowest and higher-lying isomers.
We also found that even for our largest luster the binding energy per atom has
still not onverged to the bulk limit. Similarly, the average oordination number is far
from the bulk value, but higher than for nikel lusters, where several strutures with
shell onstrutions and orresponding low oordination numbers were formed [93℄. The
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average bond distane for gold has not reahed the bulk value, due to the rearrangement
of the atoms for eah luster size that leads to the formation of very ompat strutures.
The shape analysis showed that roughly spherial lusters orresponded mainly to the
energetially lowest isomer, but in some ases also to the seond-lowest one, and that
these often belong to partiularly stable strutures.
By analysing the distribution of radial distanes as a funtion of the luster size we
ould identify a region with N around 55, where a shell onstrution was formed. Com-
paring to previous results for nikel lusters [93℄, where lear shell onstrutions were
formed at N around 13, 55, and 147, here the atoms rearrange for eah global minimum,
and therefore partiular shell onstrutions an not be observed. The similarity funtion
also points to the lak of regular growth.
The most entral results are the alulated vibrational spetra and heat apaities.
Many of the "magi" lusters, identied with the stability funtion, have partiularly
high or low vibrational frequenies or heat apaities, respetively. The Au19 luster
possesses the highest vibrational frequeny among all luster sizes, and the seond lowest
heat apaity in the size range 16 ≤ N ≤ 150. The vibrational spetra and the heat
apaities appear to osillate with the luster size without tendenies to form "islands"
at whih typial vibrations ould take plae, whih is the ase for opper and nikel
lusters[177℄. It seems that the word "disordered" desribes most aurately the growth
of the smallest gold partiles.
For the silver lusters with up to 150 atoms we hose to use two dierent many-body
Gupta potentials for the evaluation of the energy and fores. Aording to numerous
previous studies, the Gupta potential has been suessfully applied to metal lusters.
However, for silver we were able to nd only one work, whih onsidered partiular lus-
ter sizes. For those luster sizes, our minima are ompletely onsistent with the results
obtained in Ref[84℄. Up to 60 atoms, an energetial and strutural omparison was made
to our independent results from two Embedded Atom Method approahes. Although the
small silver lusters obtained with all potentials are very similar, signiant strutural
dierenes our already at Ag15. The potential that predits the strutures most sim-
ilar to the obtained with the extended Gupta potential is not the tight-binding Gupta
approah, but the EAM of Daw, Baskes, and Foiles. Along with the peaks for the magi
N = 13, 38, 55, and 147 lusters, many new peaks appear, all of them exept for the
Ag63 and Ag79 lusters revealing deahedral strutures, the ground state of Ag63 having
a distorted iosahedral onguration. The peaks orresponding to the partiular stability
of AgN with N = 23, 28, and 137 atoms are missing, in ontrast to previously studied
nikel[93℄ and opper[132℄ strutures. The similarity funtions and the minimal oordi-
nation numbers show ompliated growth, espeially at N = 31 - 42, N = 62, 80, 97,
117 and 140 atoms, where signiant strutural hanges take plae. The luster growth
is predominantly deahedral, e.g., in the size range 65 - 139 atoms, with islands of iosa-
hedral and f strutures, in ontrast to the results for opper and nikel lusters, where
the main strutural motif is the iosahedral onstrution.
The omparison to the experimental sattering intensities unambiguously shows that
iosahedral strutures lie in the global minima or are degenerate with it, however, three
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out of the six experimentally suggested systems ould not be desribed properly by the
nG potential, whih predits the otahedral Ag38 and Ag79 lusters and the 75-atom Mark
deahedron to lie in the ground state for those luster sizes. The latter one ould not
be unequivoally exluded as a potential andidate, whih ould lead to a ground state
ontaining a mixture of deahedral and iosahedral isomers. Regarding the Ag38 and Ag79
lusters, we suppose that the parameterization of the Gupta potential leads to a preferene
of ompat strutures suh as the otahedral ones. The experimental data was obtained
using ationi silver lusters that an have dierent global minima geometries than the
neutral lusters optimized in this work. However, the unbiased struture optimization of
many andidate ongurations is still omputationally infeasible for the density funtional
methods, and only by using semiempirial potentials one an selet prospetive andidates
lying lose to the global minima.
In order to ompare the results from the EAM and Gupta potentials used in this work
we performed also unbiased struture optimization of Ni, Cu, and Au lusters with up to
60 atoms using the two EAM potentials and the seond-moment approximated Gupta po-
tential. Regarding the binding energies, the best agreement between the three potentials
was found for opper, and the poorest for nikel, with the Voter-Chen potential giving the
most reasonable results. As expeted, the orresponding dierenes between the binding
energies obtained with the dierent potentials were most insigniant at the opper lus-
ters, while for the smallest gold lusters they reahed deviations of about 1.2eV/atom.
Again, the opper lusters optimized with the three potentials are struturally most sim-
ilar exept for some luster sizes, where the global minima obtained with one potential
orresponded to higher-energy isomers aording to other potential, and vie versa. The
similarity funtions for nikel and gold reveal signiant strutural dierenes, espeially
pronouned for the gold lusters, where there are more dierenes than similarities, as
also suggested by the point groups of the global minima. We found that the sequene
of magi numbers is very similar for Ni and Cu lusters, but markedly dierent for gold,
where eah potential predits dierent magi lusters, and the only one agreement be-
tween the three potentials is that the lusters with N = 19, 23, 38, 46, 49, and 55 atoms
are not partiularly stable in ontrast to the results for opper and nikel. Similar trend
has been obtained with the Sutton-Chen potential[78℄. In aordane with these results,
the distribution of radial distanes learly shows the formation of large iosahedral win-
dows ending at the omplete seond Makay iosahedron at N = 55 for nikel and opper,
while for gold the distribution is more sattered, with a small shell for the iosahedral
Au54 within the Voter-Chen potential, while the global minima for Au55 obtained with all
potentials point to a low-symmetry struture, in agreement with previous theoretial and
experimental studies. It is very lear that the strutures of AuN lusters depend ritially
on the used potential whih may be an explanation for the large sattering in the results
that have been obtained for this system. On the other hand, the weak sensitivity of the
results for opper lusters on the potential makes us propose that this may be a more gen-
eral property for those systems, i.e., also other theoretial approahes should give results
that only dier little from those presented here. Finally, whereas both EAM potentials
gave realisti results for Ni and Cu, only the VC parameterization was onsidered useful
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for Au.
The next issue in the present work was to investigate the luster deposition on a
surfae. This has beome a subjet of interest for many experimentalists and theoretiians
over the past 20 years. In order to be able to follow the proesses ourring from the luster
generation in the Low Energy Cluster Beam up to the ooling onto the substrate surfae,
we developed a Moleular Dynamis program working with a onstant-energy ensemble.
The program was suessfully tested on opper lusters desribed with the Voter-Chen
potential.
We have studied ollision proesses between smaller opper lusters at dierent impat
energies in order to nd possible relations between the initial energies and the energeti
and strutural stability of the produts. A main nding of the omputations is that
with inreasing impat energy the nal produts of the CuN1+CuN2 ollision beome
inreasingly dierent from the struture of the global total-energy minimum of the CuN
(N = N1 + N2) luster. The maximal internal temperature showed an essentially linear
dependene on the impat energy, i.e., the atoms beome inreasingly mobile, whih most
likely is the reason for why the nal strutures of the ollision proesses depend sensitively
on all parameters of the ollision proess, i.e., size of the lusters, impat energy, relative
orientation, and impat parameter. We have demonstrated this with the exeption of the
dependene on the impat parameter that was not varied.
A further outome of the alulations was the predition of the possible formation
of the luster moleules Cu4Cu4, Cu7Cu7, Cu10Cu10, Cu13Cu13, Cu14Cu14, and Cu19Cu19
similar to the earlier ndings for sodium lusters.[149℄ In all ases we have studied, the
stability of the luster moleules (inluding their lifetime) shows a strong dependene on
the initial orientation of the lusters. For larger impat energies dimer formation was not
observed. The strutural omparison between the produt lusters and dierent f and
iosahedral strutures shows that all ollision produts have only marginal similarity with
f-like and iosahedral-like strutures. In total, our results show that even at extremely
well-dened experimental onditions, luster-luster ollision experiments should be ex-
peted to lead to a broad spetrum of resulting strutures. The most stable strutures
are obtained for low, although not almost vanishing, impat energies.
Then the lusters were deposited onto Cu(111) surfaes previously relaxed with the
EAM potential. The soure CuN lusters (N = 13, 18, 38, and 55) were taken from
our previous alulations with the Voter-Chen potential desribed in Chapter 6, and
orresponded to the global minima for these luster sizes aording to the used potential.
The reason we hose these lusters is that we wanted to ompare the deposition behavior
of partiularly stable partiles suh as the rst and seond Makay iosahedra, and the
otahedral Cu38 to that of a partiularly unstable struture, suh as the inomplete double
iosahedron Cu18. The main issue was the relation between deposition energy of the luster
and the strutural and energeti harateristis of the produts. As shown in Table 9.1,
a higher impat energy leads to a lower total energy of the omplete system, whih rst
of all is due to an inreased interation energy between substrate and luster, and not to
a luster struture of larger stability. The larger lusters reah rapidly and smoothly the
thermal equilibrium at higher impat energies, while for the small Cu13 and Cu18 lusters
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there are many seondary peaks in the kineti temperatures at low energies. The slower
inrease in the internal temperature of the Cu18 luster ould be related to its `igar-like'
shape with the long axis perpendiular to the surfae. The smaller lusters reah higher
maxima in their internal temperatures in omparison to the larger Cu55 struture, whih
is due to the smaller number of atoms and their inreased mobility, respetively. However,
the surfae heats very smoothly, without utuations, to onstant temperatures during
the simulations, whih shows that it suessfully ats as a thermal reservoir.
Another important issue, is the problem how similar are the original and the produt
lusters at dierent deposition energies, and how these similarity funtions propagate with
the time. A strutural desriptor, similar to one of those used in this study, was previously
introdued by Palaios et al.[175℄ It is remarkable that the deposited lusters have values
of this funtion that indiate a signiant strutural rearrangement, so that even softly
deposited lusters hange their struture markedly from the ones in the gas phase.
Through these desriptors we are able to formulate our main onlusion: Clusters
deposited on surfae, even at low impat energies, are not simply gas-phase lusters on
a substrate, but form a dierent system onsisting of both luster and substrate. The
struture of this system depends very sensitively on all parameters of the deposition
proess, i.e., luster size, impat energy, relative orientation, and relative position.
Further insight into the struture and dynamis of these small partiles an provide
the modiation of the existing software in order to desribe deposition of homoatomi
and/or bimetalli lusters on diverse (non)metalli substrates.
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